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Creativity and collaboration are two essential aspects in our daily lives. Creative people is what
drives our society and without creativity, novel and innovative approaches would be missing.
With collaboration, creativity is reaching it’s full potential unleashing synergetic effects. As
a person who considers himself as creative, the phenomena of creativity has always been my
interest. Having the possibility to conduct six years of research on this topic, intrinsically
motivated me and deeply satisfied me of the results I produced. Creativity is my mindset.
Being a digital native, having grown up with computers and being given the freedom to evolve
and experiment with computers, furthermore motivated me to study Wirtschaftsinformatik and
conduct my promotion in this field. Even if the relationship between Information Technology and
creativity does not immediately seem plausible, it is still present and represents an interesting
object of investigation. Creativity can highly benefit from Information Technology. Combining
my passion for Information Technology with my creative mindset, additionally motivated me to
conduct this research. From the first day at the Chair of Informationsmanagement (wi2), I was
working closely with my colleagues together, benefiting from their expertise and contributing
my humble knowledge at this point. Collaboration immediately became my number one way
of working and continued throughout the time of my doctorate, which can also be seen in the
average number of authors (M = 3, 6) of my publications.
This dissertation would have not been possible without creativity and especially not without
collaboration. I want to thank my colleagues, who stood by my side the last six years. Alexander,
who introduced me to the world of writing papers for publication. Jens, for his steady reflective
views and comments on my topic of research and approach. Linda for her support during my
first years as a doctorate and our detours on Gamification. Patrick for his help on my first
conference visit and his support with creating figures. Timo, Michael M., Michael K., Paul
and Felix for the endless hours of creative and analytical thinking, technical help, productive
hours in the gym and their overall support and collaboration. Rangina for her creative thoughts,
inspiring digressions and her language skills. Christoph and Beke for their collaboration and
support on research projects, papers and my great Design Thinking education. And Christoph
as well for being my second superviser.
Michaela, for her endless support, positive energy, warm heart and love.
Lastly, I would like to express my special appreciation and thanks to Susanne, for giving me
the possibility to conduct my research under her supervision. I thank her for her open mind, the
freedom in conducting my research, for encouraging me, her inspiring comments and creative
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thoughts. Her approaches and especially her mindset on collaboration that shaped and fostered
my way of thinking.
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Zusammenfassung
Unternehmen und Organisationen müssen sich ständig weiterentwickeln, um am Markt
beständig zu sein und geschäftsfähig zu bleiben. Eine wichtige Rolle sind Innovationen, die
diesen kontinuierlichen Unternehmenserfolg sicherstellen. Innovationen zu produzieren hängt
stark von Kreativität ab, weshalb eine aktive Unterstützung sinnvoll und lohnenswert ist.
Kreativität kann dabei durch Informationstechnik unterstützt werden und entfaltet vor allem in
Teams und Gruppen ihre größte Wirkung. Kollaboration und die Betrachtung unterschiedlicher
Kollaborationsmechanismen spielt in diesem Kontext gleichermaßen eine wichtige Rolle, wie die
aktive Unterstützung durch Informatikstechnik. Die vorliegende Dissertation beschäftigt sich
mit der Fragestellung, wie Informationssysteme gestaltet werden können, um einerseits Informa-
tionstechnik so einzusetzen, dass sie aktiv Kreativität unterstützt, andererseits so gestaltet wer-
den sollte, dass kollaborative Kreativitätsprozesse gefördert werden. Mit Hilfe einer systematis-
chen Literaturanalyse wurden dabei aktuelle Kreativitätsunterstützungsysteme untersucht und
die Notwendigkeit der Forschung dargelegt. Mit einem gestaltungsorientierten Vorgehen wurden
daraufhin unterschiedliche Ansätze entwickelt und evaluiert, die die Fragestellung adressieren.
Dabei sind insgesamt 25 wissenschaftliche Artikel entstanden, von welchen fünf in diese Disserta-
tion eingebunden sind. Unterschiedliche durchgeführte Studien zeigen daraufhin den Mehrwert
von aktiver Unterstützung durch Informationstechnik auf und geben Gestaltungsrichtlinien zur




"The desire to do something because you find it deeply satisfying and personally
challenging inspires the highest levels of creativity, whether it’s in the arts, sciences,
or business."
- Teresa Amabile
Teresa Amabile, Professor of business administration in the Entrepreneurial Management
Unit at Harvard Business School, already recognized the importance of creativity for business
activities in the late 1970s. By contributing to the knowledge on how organizations can benefit
from the support of creativity, her research highly influenced the field of creativity. The research
of creativity, that primarily started in the field of psychology and philosophy with researchers
such as James Melvin Rhodes, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, Joy Paul Guilford and Ellis Paul Tor-
rance then migrated to other research fields such as management, economics, education and
technology. Especially the research on organizational creativity influenced the way companies
perceive their employees and benefit from their ability to come up with novel ideas. With the
awareness of the importance of creativity and the systematic support of creativity, organiza-
tions benefited from new ideas that transformed into innovations and valuable business models
(Amabile, 1988). Over the course of time, various creativity support techniques were developed
(VanGundy, 2008) and presented to further enhance the creative potential. With the rise of
Information Technology (IT), computers and software systems are used to additionally shape
the way creativity can be supported (Massetti, 1996; Couger et al., 1993). This broadened the
research of creativity, and studies dealing with the possibilities and effects of IT in the context of
creativity were published. IT has become an important aspect when supporting individuals and
groups during the creativity process, resulting in various digital artifacts and specific support
systems (Olszak and Kisielnicki, 2016). Such Information Systems (IS) consist of individuals
or groups and IT that generate and/or use information and that are linked by communication
relationships to perform tasks of a creative nature (Massetti, 1996). However, the possibilities
that IT nowadays offers are not yet fully exhausted, and the way computer systems can enhance
creativity are yet to be examined and developed. These new possibilities lead to a profound
research gap. So far, research and application in this area has been limited mainly to IT support-
ing the organization and management of ideas without taking full advantage of IT as an active
contributor to creativity-intensive processes. And despite extensive research into group creativ-
ity, information systems have not been designed to effectively promote collaborative processes.
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This research gap challenged the author to pursue his research on IT-supported collaborative
creativity and additionally inspired the author to conduct personally challenging research and
to close the research gap on IT-supported collaborative creativity. This dissertation presents
the different research approaches on how to benefit of the use of IT as an active contributor
to support creativity (objective 1) and on how IS can be designed to support collaborative
creativity (objective 2). In doing so, five independent research publications are included in this
dissertation enclosed by a framework comprising of the theoretical background, the research
gap and the overall implications and conclusion.
1.1 Publications
In this section, an overview of the author’s research publications is given. Five publications
are directly included in this dissertation and are listed with additional information. Overall the
author published 25 peer-reviewed articles, that relate to the topic of IT-supported collaborative
creativity. A detailed contextual framework for all publications is given in chapter 5.
1.1.1 Publications of the Dissertation
In this section the five directly included publications are listed, followed by a list of all publications
sorted by the year of publication.
Paper 1. Tracking Down the Negative Group Creativity Effects with the Help of an
Artificial Intelligence-Like Support System (2015)
In Proceedings of the Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (HICSS)
Contribution: A novel artifact and the results of an experiment on how to overcome negative
group creativity effects.
Dominik Siemon, Linda Eckardt, Susanne Robra-Bissantz
Paper 2. A Creativity Support Tool for Cognitive Idea Stimulation in Entrepreneurial
Activities (2018)
In International Journal of Entrepreneurship and Small Business
Contribution: A novel artifact and the results of an experiment on how to support entrepreneurs
with semi-automated questions generated by a creativity support system.
Dominik Siemon, Susanne Robra-Bissantz
Paper 3. Anchored Discussion: Development of a Tool for Creativity in Online Col-
laboration (2016)
In Journal of Universal Computer Science
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1.1 Publications
Contribution: The non-distinctive results of an experiment on how to increase a shared mental
model with the use of anchored discussion.
Georg Link, Dominik Siemon, Gert-Jan de Vreede, Susanne Robra-Bissantz
Paper 4. Forming Virtual Teams - Visualization with Digital Whiteboards to Increase
Shared Understanding, Satisfaction and Perceived Effectiveness (2017)
In Proceedings of the International Conference on Information Systems (ICIS)
Contribution: The results of an experiment on how to increase shared understanding, satisfac-
tion and perceived effectiveness with the use of a digital whiteboard.
Dominik Siemon, Beke Redlich, Christoph Lattemann, Susanne Robra-Bissantz
Paper 5. One for all and all for one - towards a framework for collaboration support
systems (2017)
In Education and Information Technologies
Contribution: Design guidelines for collaboration support systems that follow and complay the
principles of collaboration.
Dominik Siemon, Felix Becker, Linda Eckardt, Susanne Robra-Bissantz
1.1.2 Full List of Relevant Publications
In this section the author’s publications relevant to the dissertation are chronologically listed,
excluding the five previously mentioned publications.
2018
Paper 6. Nutzerzentrierte Dienstleistungsinnovation durch digitales Design Thinking
- Herausforderung und Potenziale für Wissenschaft und Praxis
In Service Business Development
Beke Redlich, Felix Becker, Dominik Siemon, Susanne Robra-Bissantz, Christoph Lattemann
Paper 7. Virtual Moderation Assistance - Creating Design Guidelines for Virtual
Assistants Supporting Creative Workshops
In Proceedings of the 22nd Pacific Asia Conference on Information Systems (PACIS)
Timo Strohmann, Simon Fischer, Dominik Siemon, Florian Brachten, Susanne Robra-Bissantz,
Stefan Stieglitz, Christoph Lattemann
Paper 8. “Meet to Succeed” - A Serious Game to Support Team Emotional Intelli-
gence
19
In Proceedings of International Conference On Design Science Research In Information Systems
And Technology (DESRIST)
Dominik Siemon, Jon-Conrad Linzmeier, Susanne Robra-Bissantz
Paper 9. Creativity Tests Versus Cognitive Computing: How Automated Personality
Mining Tools Can Enhance Team Composition
In Proceedings of the Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (HICSS)
Rangina Ahmad, Dominik Siemon, Susanne Robra-Bissantz
Paper 10. Collaborative Service Blueprinting for Design Thinking: Evaluation of a
Digital Prototype
In Proceedings of the Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (HICSS)
Tobias Potthoff, Dominik Siemon, Konstantin Wilms, Sascha Möser, Marco Hellmann, Stefan
Stieglitz, Susanne Robra-Bissantz
Paper 11. Towards Semi-Virtual Design Thinking - Creativity in Dispersed Multicul-
tural and Multidisciplinary Innovation Project Teams
In Proceedings of the Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (HICSS)
Beke Redlich, David Dorawa, Dominik Siemon, Christoph Lattemann
2017
Paper 12. The Benefits of Creativity Support Systems for Entrepreneurs: An Ex-
ploratory Study
In Proceedings of the Americas Conference on Information Systems (AMCIS)
Dominik Siemon, Sorour Khalili Narani, Susanne Robra-Bissantz
Paper 13. brAInstorm: Intelligent Assistance in Group Idea Generation
In Proceedings of the International Conference On Design Science Research in Information
Systems And Technology (DESRIST)
Timo Strohmann, Dominik Siemon, Susanne Robra-Bissantz
Paper 14. Digitization of the Design Thinking Process - Solving Problems with Ge-
ographically Dispersed Teams
In Proceedings of the International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI.International)
Christoph Lattemann, Dominik Siemon, David Dorawa, Beke Redlich
20
1.1 Publications
Paper 15. Shared Mental Models in Creative Virtual Teamwork
In Proceedings of the Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (HICSS)
Beke Redlich, Dominik Siemon, Christoph Lattemann, Susanne Robra-Bissantz
2016
Paper 16. Design Guidelines for Context-Aware Creativity Support Systems
In Journal of Creativity and Business Innovation
Dominik Siemon, Susanne Robra-Bissantz
Paper 17. Creativity and Entrepreneurship - The Role of Creativity Support Systems
for Start-Ups
In Proceedings of the Mediterranean Conference on Information Systems (MCIS)
Dominik Siemon, Sorour Khalili Narani, Kristin Ostermeier, Susanne Robra-Bissantz
Paper 18. From Group Creativity to Collaborative Creativity - A Framework for Col-
laborative Creativity Support Systems
In Proceedings of the Think Cross Change Media Conference (TCCM)
Dominik Siemon, Susanne Robra-Bissantz
Paper 19. Cooperation isn’t just about doing the same thing - Using Personality for
a Cooperation-Recommender-System in Online Social Networks
In Proceedings of the International Conference on Collaboration and Technology (CRIWG)
Jens Lamprecht, Dominik Siemon, Susanne Robra-Bissantz
Paper 20. "Tinkering for Creativity": An Experiment to Utilize MaKey MaKey In-
vention Kit as Group Priming to Enhance Collaborative Creativity
In Proceedings of the Americas Conference on Information Systems (AMCIS)
Dominik Siemon, René M. Plaumann, Arne Regenberg, Yuan Yuan, Zheng Liu, Susanne Robra-
Bissantz
Paper 21. Semi-Automated Questions as a Cognitive Stimulus in Idea Generation
In Proceedings of the Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (HICSS)
Dominik Siemon, Taras Rarog, Susanne Robra-Bissantz
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2015
Paper 22. Kreativität und Entrepreneurship - Die Rolle von Kreativitätsunterstützung
in der Existenzgründung
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1.2 Structure of the Dissertation
This dissertation is divided into seven parts and presents the author’s research on IT-supported
collaborative creativity. The first part (chapter 1) contains an introduction and presents the
author’s publications. The second part (chapter 2) contains the theoretical background on
innovation, creativity and collaboration. Part three (chapter 3) provides the relevance of the
thesis and the research gap, including an overall motivation for the research. This part reveals
the lack of active IT support of collaborative creativity. The fourth part (chapter 4) presents
the research method and the objectives of the conducted research. This part further includes
an explanation of the the Design Science Research approach and a discussion of other relevant
research methodologies. The fifth part (chapter 5) provides a comprehensive overview of the
author’s conducted research and publications. All publications are set in context and an ex-
planation on the decision which publications are directly included in this dissertation is given.
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1.2 Structure of the Dissertation
The next four chapters, which is part six, present the publications that are directly integrated
in the dissertation. Each publication is allocated to one or both research objectives. The final
part seven (chapter 11) summarizes the findings and the main contribution of the research.
Additionally, the part provides an outlook for future research and concludes with final remarks.
The parts one to five and part seven are the framework of this dissertation, representing the
foundation of this thesis, whereas part six, the publications, constitute the contribution of the
thesis. Figure 1.1 presents an overview of the overall structure of the dissertation.




In an increasingly connected world, the demands on organizations and companies to hold ex-
isting and win new customers, as well as to secure market shares, are growing. Digitization
confronts companies with immense challenges but in contrast holds potential for an organiza-
tional transformation (Urbach and Ahlemann, 2016). An essential factor in this challenging
environment are innovations that can create competitive advantages and thus ensure sustain-
able success (Weerawardena and Mavondo, 2011; Kung and Schmid, 2015). Companies and
organizations therefore need innovative products and services, as well as superior methods for
their development in order to respond to dynamic changes in markets and customer needs
(Somech and Drach-Zahavy, 2013; Vahs and Brem, 2015). Not only established companies
need to constantly innovate, but also young companies and start-ups trying to enter the market
with new products or services. These new market participants give the competition an impetus
and thus promote economic dynamics (McMullen and Shepherd, 2006) and an ongoing innova-
tion process in the national and international economy (Baron and Shane, 2007). In particular,
with the global economic upswing, the digitization, and the changing needs and values, there is
a demand for creative entrepreneurs to develop disruptive solutions (McMullen and Shepherd,
2006). Although the globalization and digitization will create new business opportunities for
companies and entrepreneurs, the pressure to remain competitive is increasing (Somech and
Drach-Zahavy, 2013). Therefore it is particularly important to be innovative and produce new
and innovative ideas as quickly as possible to differentiate from the competition.
2.1 Innovation and its Management
There are a number of different definitions of the concept of innovation in literature. According
to the definition of Hauschildt et al. (2016), an innovation is a novel product, service or process
that differs substantially from a previous state. In 1926, Schumpeter described an innovation as
the implementation of new combinations of the things and forces available to us, which occur
discontinuously and cause a creative destruction of the existing combinations (Schumpeter,
1934). It is the sustained enforcement and distribution within the company or the market, which
distinguishes an innovation from an idea or invention, as depicted in figure 2.1 (Disselkamp,
2012; Lee et al., 2012; Vahs and Brem, 2015).
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Figure 2.1: Characteristics of Ideas, Inventions and Innovations based on Hauschildt et al.
(2016), Disselkamp (2012) and Lee et al. (2012)
Due to the financial and temporal expenditures associated with the innovation activities, it
is necessary to establish an innovation process (Vahs and Brem, 2015). An innovation pro-
cess or an innovation from a process-oriented perspective is a logical and, from a traditional
perspective, time-related sequence of activities and decisions that should lead to a new prod-
uct, service or the use of a new process (Disselkamp, 2012). This definition of an innovation
process implies activities and decisions that are necessary to systematically come up with in-
novations. Within a company, the innovation process involves various stakeholders, that are
responsible for the success of it. In view of the numerous challenges arising, for example, from
the high uncertainty and complexity of innovations, and the economic striving of a company for
a resource-efficient operation, a systematic planning, execution, coordination and monitoring of
all innovation related processes is necessary (Vahs and Brem, 2015). Therefore, in a traditional
perspective, it is important to establish a methodical innovation process, which is referred to as
innovation management or management of innovation. Innovation management includes the
systematic support of the entire innovation process from the generation of new ideas to their
implementation into new products on the market (Disselkamp, 2012). According to Vahs and
Brem (2015), innovation management includes "all planning, decision-making, organizational
and control tasks with regard to the generation and implementation of new ideas into mar-
ketable services" (Vahs and Brem, 2015, p. 28). In addition, innovation management is also
characterized as an acceptance management of new ideas (Schrader, 1991). For the descrip-
tion of innovation management, there are numerous different phase models that contain the
activities needed to move from an idea to an innovation (Chesbrough, 2003). Over time, the
understanding of innovation management has changed significantly. Among other things, they
are evolving from simple, linear models to increasingly complex, interactive and iterative models
that go far beyond a processual character (Tidd, 2006). Internal research and development was
a valuable strategic advantage for companies (Chesbrough, 2013), where companies strived to
acquire unique technological core competencies that were developed internally under complete
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seclusion in order to gain benefits as first mover in the market. The research and development
department was thus the key resource for innovation and promoted a company’s independent
value chain (Lee et al., 2012). This approach of closed innovation forced companies to act
holistically; from idea generation, development and production to marketing, sales and financ-
ing, all tasks were in the hands of one’s own company. This philosophy of complete control of
innovation implies entrepreneurial autonomy as a critical success factor: "If you want something
done right, you’ve got to do it yourself" (Chesbrough, 2003, p. XX). This logic of research and
development operations dominated many of the world’s leading industrial companies for almost
the entire 20th century. At the end of the 20th century, the philosophy of entrepreneurial au-
tonomy increasingly developed into a practically impossible goal. The development of ideas into
profitable innovations within the company’s own boundaries has become increasingly ineffective.
As a result, products and services were developed that did not address the values and needs of
potential customers, but were developed on the basis of internal knowledge. Due to the con-
stant digitization and the resulting interplay of companies and customers, it became possible
to acquire knowledge and competencies outside of the company’s own borders resulting in a
reconsideration of the closed innovation approach (Chesbrough, 2003). This globalized market-
place and the advances in information and communication technology have enabled companies
to find suitable collaborators and cooperators around the world. The classic approach of closed
innovation had to be revised into a more open approach that considers the interplay and cooper-
ation with other external stakeholders. The need to find partners to design innovations through
a combination of their own core competencies is a logical consequence (Robra-Bissantz, 2018).
Many new forms of partnerships, joint ventures or strategic alliances have experienced and are
growing in popularity. Inter-company partnerships - based on joint innovation research - develop
innovative value chains that can provide sustainable competitive advantages (Lee et al., 2012).
This interconnectedness of the global economy and the possibilities for a broad exchange of
knowledge, supported by information and communication technology, have allowed and permit a
much broader cooperation and collaboration (Lee et al., 2012). To ultimately generate synergies
between internal business processes and external knowledge, many companies began to apply
the practices of the so-called open innovation, first introduced by Henry William Chesbrough
in 2003, where collaboration is not limited to the inter-company level. Collaboration with mul-
tiple, diverse subjects such as external research institutes, universities, knowledge communities
and especially customers (Lattemann and Robra-Bissantz, 2005) is made possible and becomes
necessary. Open innovation is defined as a distributed innovation and idea generation process
based on goal-oriented management of knowledge flows across organizational boundaries, us-
ing financial and non-financial mechanisms in line with the business model of the enterprise
(Chesbrough et al., 2006). The co-innovation approach by Lee et al., presented in 2012 as a
new innovation paradigm, addresses collaboration and value co-creation to give businesses the
best value. Co-innovation provides a paradigm through which new ideas or approaches can be
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applied differently from a variety of internal and external sources to generate value or experience
from which all stakeholders should benefit. The core of this co-innovation approach involves
commitment, experience and co-creation to generate a value that is difficult to be imitated
by competitors. In doing so, this innovation paradigm builds on the principle of convergence
of ideas and expertise, collaborative arrangements of participating companies and co-creation
of the value to be shared with additional help, for example from customers (Lee et al., 2012;
Lattemann and Robra-Bissantz, 2005). The co-innovation paradigm is not limited to the devel-
opment of new products, services or process (as open innovation), but also allows for disruptive
business models or the founding of new companies (Lee et al., 2012). In a co-creation process, a
company or group works collaboratively with all stakeholders to create value (Lee et al., 2012).
Co-creation can be applied holistically along the value chain and in any industry (Leavy, 2012).
Above all with the whole of the customers, co-creation is important as customers know best
what they prefer and how products or services need to be changed to generate more customer
value. The existence of an experiential mindset, fruitful interactions within the collective, a
platform for engagement and network relations are the core elements of co-creation (Lee et al.,
2012; Robra-Bissantz, 2018). Essentially, corporate customers should not only be integrated to
create value for themselves, but with the additional incentive to create value for the community.
Examples include value creation in social areas or sustainable environmental protection (Lee et
al., 2012). Other mindsets similar to co-creation or often described as sub-categories of general
human-centered approaches are Design Thinking or User-centered design, both of which focus
on collaborative value creation by integrating the customers into the process (Singh, 2016).
A strict differentiation between these approaches is not inevitably necessary and not always
possible. The center of all these forms of innovation is an all-encompassing collaboration. This
means, that all stakeholders do not only provide their requirements and needs for an innovation,
but also distinctly contribute to the specific innovation. This distinguishes collaboration from
cooperation, where labour is divided and cooperating partners work on different parts or objects
that are then combined (Lee et al., 2012). However, all these approaches, regardless of the value
of openness, involve the generation of ideas. A decisive factor for the development of ideas is
creativity (Gassmann and Zeschky, 2008). Accordingly, the phase of generating and evaluating
ideas is closely linked to creativity (Vahs and Brem, 2015). Creativity has been established as a
critical factor with a direct influence on a business’ success (Massetti, 1996). Researchers are
confident about the fact that enhancing the creative output is the key for conquering external
tensions, nourishing novelty and producing innovations (Amabile et al., 1996). This applies
to countless professions and businesses, since innovation is set into motion through creative
performance (Paulus et al., 2012). Therefore, in order to come up with valuable innovations,
both start-ups and established companies must give more attention to creativity (Shalley et al.,
2009).
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2.2 Creativity and Creativity Support
Creativity is a widely used term, which is not clearly defined (Parkhurst, 1999; Runco, 2004).
Creativity is an intangible term that can be associated with an outcome of a process, a person or
a group, a process itself or an ability or way of thinking (Rhodes, 1961; Hennessey and Amabile,
2010). A well accepted definition by Amabile (1983) says, that a creative outcome is novel and
appropriate, useful, correct or valuable to a specific task. In addition, creativity is an activity
that is heuristic and therefore implies that a process is required. Within psychology, creativity
is divided into four different components. Firstly, there is a differentiation between the creative
process as an entity. Secondly, there is a separation of the output, the idea. On a third note,
the individual carrying out the process is also analyzed, finalizing with the surroundings around
the process, which are summed up into the term “environment” (Basadur et al., 2000; Howard
et al., 2008). Rhodes (1961) defines these four perspectives as the four P’s of creativity. These
are, the acting person herself/himself (person), the creative process (process) and a resulting
product (product). Thereby the person is exposed to, and is interacting with its environment,
which Rhodes referred to as pressure (press). All four aspects influence each other and are
in addition related to each other (Rhodes, 1961). Additional factors such as individual ability,
the nature of the decision task, the amount of training, and the technology used also affects
creative performance (Ivcevic and Mayer, 2006). For novel concepts to originate, the ability to
analyze aspects using remote association, as well as other free-flowing and non-linear thinking
ways is beneficial, which is known as divergent thinking (de Bono, 2015). Divergent thinking is
often used as a level to measure the creative ability of an individual. It encompasses a manner
of thinking, that does not concentrate on one approach, rather allowing for different directions
of thought. Divergent thinking defines an individual’s idea fluency, referring to the amount,
value and newness of ideas (Jauk et al., 2013). The opposite of divergent thinking is convergent
thinking, which is commonly linked to tasks requiring inhibition of alternate thoughts, leading
to an individual being concentrated on one idea at a time, leading to a process with low
flexibility (Chermahini and Hommel, 2012). Convergent thinking focuses on deriving a single,
well-established idea, accentuates logic, accuracy and emphasizes on techniques to concentrate
on specific aspects of an idea like workability, relevance, and specificity (Runco and Acar, 2012).
Creativity is understood as an iterative interaction between convergent thinking and divergent
thinking (Finke et al., 1996). Figure 2.2 illustrates the comprehensive concept of creativity.
Improving creativity of individuals has been attempted by seeking to enhance creative pro-
cesses. Traditional methods include a shift in the way a person understands and solves a task
(Kozbelt et al., 2010). These creativity techniques intend to improve the creative outcome by
altering the creative process, as this process is the main factor influencing the creative product
(Herring et al., 2009; Gassmann and Zeschky, 2008). Numerous creativity techniques have been
developed and are common practices in daily business (Fischer et al., 2005). With the help of
IT, a variety of creativity techniques have already been digitized. These digitized techniques
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Figure 2.2: The Concept of Creativity based on Rhodes (1961), Runco (2004), and Hennessey
and Amabile (2010)
aim to further support the creative process, by using different mechanisms and functionality
that IT offers.
2.3 IT-Supported Creativity
Computer programs or systems are capable of aiding users to complete tasks in various fields,
ranging from engineering tasks, medical services and decision support to knowledge management
support (Power and Sharda, 2009; Kraemer and King, 1988). Socio-technical systems in which
IT is used to support people in performing certain tasks are called IS. IS can thus be defined
as systems consisting of humans, tasks and technologies (hardware and software) that produce,
distribute and process data (or information) (Heinrich et al., 2011). IS have been designed
for tasks in which creativity is necessary. These include science studies, literary work, musical
work and depiction, design, mathematics and art (Colton and Wiggins, 2012). IS that support
creativity are called Creativity Support System (CSS) or Creativity Support Tool (CST). Even
though, few researchers distinguish between these two definitions (Gabriel et al., 2016), in
the context of this dissertation, both terms are used synonymously. Furthermore, CSS can
be categorized into Individual Creativity Support System (ICSS) and Group Creativity Support
System (GCSS). ICSS deal with individuals during a creative process, whereas GCSS use IT to
combine the abilities and experiences of a group. In ICSS, group effects are excluded and the
focus is set on the creative process of an individual and how she/he can be supported (Wang
and Nickerson, 2017). However, both, ICSS and GCSS focus on creative activities that seek to
invigorate their users in their creative process, either individually or collectively (Shneiderman,
2007). The aim of CSS is to enhance creativity by stimulating and documenting creative
processes. The role of the IT, however, can be threefold. IT can take on an administrative
role, a supporting role or an active and producing role. In the case of creativity support, IT
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can help to manage, store or organize ideas (administrative role), support the user in carrying
out specific tasks, e.g. creativity techniques (supporting role) or actively contribute to the
problem solving with its own content or solutions (producing role). This role of the IT and
the specific needs on how IT should be designed to foster creativity has led to a number of
research, analyzing various theories and systems, resulting in the proposal of principles and
guidelines for designers and developers on how to design CSS (Resnick et al., 2005; Seidel
et al., 2010; Voigt and Bergener, 2013; Althuizen and Reichel, 2016; Wang and Nickerson,
2017). However, one main aspect remains in all research: There is no all-encompassing CSS
and never a solely applicable CSS for a comprehensive task. The use of a CSS has to be chosen
according to the task, the context, the environment and the requirements. Another important
aspect is that even though ICSS aim to support individuals, the use of ICSS in a group or team
context can also be beneficial. Despite the fact that ICSS aim to support solely individuals,
this individual support can be applicable in a group setting, where it is important to support
both (e.g. sequential), creativity on an individual level and on a collective level. Nonetheless,
when applying ICSS or GCSS the interplay between individuals is of special interest, as solutions
for complex problems are easier to achieve when people work in groups or teams (Lurey and
Raisinghani, 2001). Research on the advantages of team work identified that being in contact
with other individuals, who have different points of view can incite creative thoughts in new
subjects (Paulus et al., 2012). Researchers have demonstrated that group ideation can lead to
superior outcomes regarding the value and the number of created ideas (Paulus and Nijstad,
2009). CSS therefore have to specifically apply mechanisms and functions of collaboration to
provide a most beneficial support for creative processes.
2.4 Collaboration
Cooperation and collaboration are similar terms, yet they are not interchangeable (Bornemann,
2012; Stadermann, 2011). Both, however involve the aim to reach a common goal, using the
potential of a collective. Cooperation is the process of individuals working or acting together
for common or mutual benefits, as opposed to working in competition for selfish benefits.
Cooperation is characterized by two or more stakeholders, who have determined to work together
to achieve a common goal. However, cooperation does not mean, that all stakeholders are
working on the same object or aspect to achieve the common goal. In the context of an
organization this means, that different departments work on different objects or parts to achieve
a common goal. By doing so, the departments have to mutually work together and depend on
each other to reach the goal. In contrast, collaboration means that two or more stakeholder
work on one specific object or entity that is collectively created to achieve a common goal (see
figure 2.3). Examples of collaboration can be found in the generation of art, music or ideas,
as the stakeholders work on the specific object, e.g. a song, a painting or another form of
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idea. Due to the high synergetic effects in collaboration, so-called non-summative processes are
supported, which in total are more than all individual parts (Bornemann, 2012; Paulus et al.,
2012). Bornemann (2012) compares collaboration with lateral patterns of thinking and shows
that the inner continuity of one’s own logic of thought is broken by the confrontation with other
logic of thought. Collaborative processes are therefore a necessary aspect for the originality of
an idea.
Figure 2.3: Cooperation and Collaboration based on Bornemann (2012, p. 77)
“Collaboration can occur in any domain where people seek to create value together”
(Randrup et al., 2016, p. 900) and is based on a variety of comprehensive concepts and
principles. This definition already depicts the two main aspects of collaboration: a common
goal and the collective effort to achieve the common goal. Having and pursuing a common
goal is the key to successful collaboration and, in turn, motivates every member of the group
(Briggs et al., 2008). In their paper “Philosophy of Collaboration”, Randrup et al. (2016)
describe this as benevolence, where “collaborators should not intentionally work against the
attainment of the group goals and should negotiate in good faith to accommodate the private
goals that motivate individual member participation in the collaboration.” (Randrup et al.,
2016, p. 904). The attainment of the goal produces happiness and satisfaction for every
individual and in addition motivates to collaborate (i.e. leads to commitment), which strives
individuals to work together and fulfill even individual needs (Briggs et al., 2008). This can
be explained by the Yield Shift Theory of Satisfaction, which states that, “the more likely
people perceive they are to attain their goals, the more positive their satisfaction responses”
(Randrup et al., 2016, p. 900). Randrup et al. (2016) describe the total commitment of
every member as obligation, whereby collaborators should expand sufficient effort. That in
turn means that everyone should not withhold any input and openly and honestly contribute.
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Reciprocity, the notion of obligation within the collective nature means, that when one
group member is more involved in the effort, the other group members return the effort
when needed. (Barczak et al., 2010; Kasper-Fuehrera and Ashkanasy, 2001; Bijlsma and
Koopman, 2003; Randrup et al., 2016). Another important aspect of collaboration is trust.
Trust within a group fosters group work in various ways, such as the willingness to share
knowledge or the provision of individual resources (Barczak et al., 2010; Kasper-Fuehrera and
Ashkanasy, 2001; Bijlsma and Koopman, 2003; Randrup et al., 2016; Cheng et al., 2016).
“Trust acts as a facilitator and promotes interpersonal relationships prompting people to seek
and give help leading to a more collaborative culture.” (Barczak et al., 2010, p. 335). Trust
is therefore already positively linked to group performance and creativity. Trust, however
requires and implies mutual respect (Kadefors, 2004). Mutual respect means that every
group member’s voice should have the same value and every opinion should be respected
(Ryan and Viete, 2009). In organizations and companies this means the establishment of a
heterarchic structure. Creating team trust is therefore indispensable. One way to create trust
is by Team Emotional Intelligence (TEI). TEI is the “ability of a group to develop a set of
norms that manage emotional processes” (Druskat and Wolff, 2001, p. 133), which facilitates
collaboration. These norms state that each group member is aware of their own emotions
and the emotions of the team. This creates a better interaction, reduces team conflicts, and
thus creates stronger relationships leading to team cohesiveness (Barczak et al., 2010; Druskat
and Wolff, 2001). Beside of trust, motivation is inevitable for collaboration. However, team
trust can enhance motivation to collaborate, the drive for happiness, and satisfaction to reach
a common goal, which motivates individuals as well. This can be described and explained
by value creation, which means the creation of a common value. This value can be either a
valuable outcome or the mutual creation e.g. the collaboration itself, which brings satisfaction
and happiness (Randrup et al., 2016; Robra-Bissantz, 2018). In summary, collaboration re-
quires a number of aspects or principles that must be adhered in order to effectively collaborate:
• Reciprocity
• Common goal
• Trust and mutual respect
• Group awareness and Team Emotional Intelligence
• Benevolence and commitment
• Cohesiveness
Reaching this collaborative culture is however not as unpretentious as these principles
state. Especially in creativity-intensive processes, in which collaboration involves creativity




Collaborative creativity can be defined as the generation of ideas in a collective manner with
the uphold of the principles of collaboration (Paulus et al., 2012). Based on the definition of
collaboration, the mutual value creation should be without the division of labour to secure the
high synergetic effects of the collective. When generating ideas individually, the creative abilities
are restricted to the single individual that creates the idea and the environment that the person
is in. This environment, as described by various researchers, can influence the creative process
on a cognitive level. Various so-called stimuli can enhance or impair the creative process and
subsequently the creative outcome (the idea). In a group or team context, not only cognitive
stimuli can influence the individuals, but additionally social factors have an effect on the creative
process. This is called the synergetic effect that goes beyond the sole sum of each individuals
performance (Paulus et al., 2012; Tasa et al., 2007; Busch and von der Oelsnitz, 2016). Factors
influencing team and group performance can on the one hand support the creative process, like
mutual motivation or mental leaps and new associations based on interaction. On the other
hand, the creative process can be impaired due to cognitive overload or production blocking.
Therefore, collaborative creativity is not only the sum of every individual’s creativity (including
the individual knowledge, skills and abilities) but also the cognitive and social influence of the
collective (Bornemann, 2012; Paulus et al., 2012). This can be described with a simple equation
stated by Hackman and Morris (1975) explaining the actual group performance.
AGP = GP – PL + PG




Hackman and Morris (1975) described the actual group performance as the sum of the individual
abilities/performance (GP) minus the process losses plus the process gains. Process losses
describe the negative cognitive and social factors within a collective performance. The process
gains however, describe the positive influencing factors that the collective brings with it. This
equation can be adapted to collaboration, where different mechanisms shape the factors process
losses and process gains. Within collaboration and especially collaborative creativity, group
performance represents the members individual creative performance and the process losses
and gains are shaped by the interaction within the collective. In order to reach an effective
actual collaborative creativity, the process losses have to be minimized and the process gains
have to be maximized. Sonnenburg (2007) describes collaborative creativity (or analogously
cooperative creativity) as an idealistic type of creativity, where interaction is the driving force
for mutual stimulation that is responsible for the enhancement of the overall creativity. This
is equivalent to the process gains in a collaborative creativity setting or the high synergetic
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effects of a collaboration. However, an effective collaborative creativity depends on a variety of
factors, mechanisms and individual characteristics and can therefore not simply be represented
as a rudimentary equation. Designing and developing IT that supports collaborative creativity
is therefore especially challenging as specific functionality to support process gains need to
be defined and tested. In team and group constellations, design guidelines for IT to support
collective creativity have already been proposed (Resnick et al., 2005; Voigt and Bergener,
2013). These guidelines however, focus on the characteristics of groups or teams and neglect
the specifics of collaboration. IT that specifically supports collaborative creativity therefore
needs appropriate guidelines and functions, which yet have not been defined.
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3 Relevance and Motivation
Research on CSS and case studies of CSS implemented in organizations have a long tradition
(Gabriel et al., 2016). As one of the first, Nunamaker et al. (1987) defined Electronic Meeting
Systems, where users could electronically brainstorm. Later the term Electronic Brainstorming
was used and one of the first CSS was defined in research (Nunamaker et al., 1991). In 1996,
Massetti published an article in the MIS Quarterly, assessing the value of CSS on idea generation
(Massetti, 1996). Since then, more research has been published, examining the impact and
benefits of CSS, followed by the development of a variety of artifacts of IT-supported creativity.
By now, research established a number of theories and mechanism how CSS should be designed
for the most beneficial impact (Voigt et al., 2013a). However, two main areas are still little or
not fully investigated: CSS that support collaborative creativity and CSS that use IT to actively
support the creative process. In this section, a systematic literature review and a qualitative
analysis of IT-supported innovation processes of companies (based on students theses) reveal
a research gap and the relevance for this dissertation.
3.1 Related Work and State of the Art
The degree of IT in a CSS can differ essentially in three ways. First, IT can help to manage
and organize ideas (manage), second, support the users by providing communication features or
with specific creativity techniques (support). Third, IT can actively contribute to the creativity
process (produce). In the context of CSS, Lubart (2005) divided the support provided by
the CSS into four categories and figuratively named them: Computers as a nanny, as a pen-
pal, as a coach or as a colleague (see figure 3.1). The nanny supports by monitoring the
creative process, setting agendas and deadlines. The pen-pal helps by providing the possibility
to receive, compose and distribute an idea. Additionally, the support of communication features
is provided. The coach represents a support system that helps with a specific method or with
the system itself. The systems supports by recommending other methods or steps within idea
generation. All these systems represent passive systems, that interact with the user, but only
provide assistance by organizing ideas, planning activities, providing necessary tools (e.g. a
notepad), supporting communication or assisting with creativity techniques. The computer as
a colleague is the only concept that can be described as an active support, where IT is used
to provide creative thoughts, random or semi-random stimuli and play a human role (Lubart,
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2005). For the context of this dissertation the computer as a colleague as defined by Lubart
(2005) is relevant. The computer as a nanny, a pen-pal or a coach can be attributed to idea
management systems, where no active input is provided by the system (Westerski, 2013; Gabriel
et al., 2016). The purpose of idea management systems is for users to develop ideas on their
own, enter the ideas into the system, consider ideas from peers for further development and
carry out projects based on matured ideas (Pundt and Schyns, 2005). Figure 3.1 provides an
overview of the classification of CSS by Lubart (2005).
Figure 3.1: Classification of Creativity Support Systems based on Lubart (2005)
Active support means that the CSS is able to identify the context and phase in which the user
is located and then provide the information that is most helpful to the user (Davis et al., 2013).
Additionally, active support means that the system provides new content, that can expand the
solution space of the user. Thus, actively providing stimuli or other supporting content that
enhances the creativity process. A similar concept and term of active IT is autonomous IS,
which describes systems that do not only take action in response to a user’s action. Traditional
IS is "passive, i. e., data or knowledge is created, retrieved, modified, updated, and deleted
only in response to operations issued by users" (Cheng, 2001, p. 333). In contrast to that,
autonomous IS serves as a partner and discovers new content on its own, thus has the ability to
do something actively by itself (Cheng, 2001). Authors argue that this active support is more
beneficial compared to solely process guides, visualization or other passive support (Boden,
2009; Althuizen and Reichel, 2016). In the context of this dissertation, we define active IT-
supported creativity as followed: A system that autonomously supports a user or a group,
provides new supporting content (e.g. stimuli or thoughts) that expands the solutions space
and further develops the ideas of the user of the system. With the introduction of Electronic
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Brainstorming, group effects that enhance, but also impair creativity have been examined. For
example, early research provides evidence that anonymity is beneficial for group creativity, as
social factors like evaluation apprehensions (e.g. fear of critics) can be reduced or eliminated
(Connolly et al., 1990). More studies followed and examined other cognitive or social factors
like free-riding, social loafing, evaluation apprehension and the Collective Effort Model (CEM).
However, most studies focus on group effects and provide design principles and guidelines on
how to design and develop such GCSS (Bawden, 1986; Gabriel et al., 2016; Hilliges et al., 2007;
Nunamaker et al., 1987; Resnick et al., 2005; Voigt and Bergener, 2013). These guidelines
focus on group effects and how general interaction, like communication and knowledge sharing
should be designed. Specific mechanisms and principles for collaboration are neglected and
collaborative creativity as defined in section 2.5 is a rarely covered topic. Through this two
perspectives of CSS, the degree of IT support and the adherence to collaboration principles,
the current state of research can be systematically analyzed. Both aspects represent different
characteristics, which can be pursued in IT-supported creativity. CSS should subsequently
pursue both aspects in order to achieve an all-encompassing benefit from collaboration and
active IT support.
3.2 Literature Review
To reveal the current research gap, a systematic literature review provides an overview of the
state-of-the-art of IT-supported collaborative creativity. Literature was analyzed according to
their degree of active IT support and their collaboration support. As not all CSS are actively
supportive and not all CSS use collaboration mechanisms, the existing literature was assessed as
followed: Different search terms were used to identify literature covering CSS. The identified
CSS will be tested regarding their implementation of collaboration functions. Subsequently,
CSS were clustered into either collective or individual CSS. Then, the systems were analyzed to
determine if they provide active support. Systems that prompt the further development of ideas
or create more ideas autonomously are of interest. The systems using collaboration functions
were furthermore analyzed towards their underlying collaboration principles. Figure 3.2 presents
an overview of the literature review procedure.
To determine the extent of existing CSS to actively support users during the creative
process and whether collaboration functions are implemented, the existing literature will
be reviewed according to the PRISMA method, as presented by Moher et al. (2010). The
preferred reporting items for systematic review and meta-analysis protocols (PRISMA model)
is a methodology to report on meta-analysis through systematic reviews. A systematic review
begins with a clearly formulated research purpose. Existing literature is methodically analyzed
to determine, select and critically review information. Relevant findings from previous studies
are then incorporated into the review (Moher et al., 2010). The PRISMA reporting method has
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Figure 3.2: Literature Review Procedure
proven useful in various disciplines, due to peer-reviewed articles being thoroughly documented
(Booth et al., 2016). To be able to commence the study, keywords had to be selected. For this
purpose, available literature on creativity, support systems and tools, as well as collaboration
support was revised. Relevant keywords were collected in relation to the relevance of results,
the methodology used and the actuality of studies. The gathered keywords were extended
by seeking out synonyms. To identify relevant literature on CSS, information was sought
out through three main databases: Science Direct, ACM Digital Library and Scopus.
The search was not limited to specific research disciplines, as publications about CSS can be
found in a variety of disciplines (Gabriel et al., 2016; Wang and Nickerson, 2017). Keywords
were selected methodically based on existing and established literature and divided into two
terms. The first term is "creativity", whereas the second term is "support system" and the
synonyms "support tool" and "support software". This led to overall three different queries,
which were executed in quotation marks, forcing an exact use of the terms. This was done
to prevent finding articles where the terms are used in another context, like for example
articles with a sentence like "A group of football players were able to develop a system that
required creativity to support team performance", which contains the terms "creativity
support system". This lowered the search results substantially and best fulfilled the purpose of
the literature review, to only find systems, tools and software that support creativity. Further
research papers were identified through forward and backward citations. The following code
exemplarily presents the query for the ACM Digital Library. The same query was used for
Scopus and Science Direct with the syntax adjusted accordingly.
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"query": {("Creativity Support System" "Creativity Support
Tool" "Creativity Support Software")}
It should be noted that the systematic literature review was carried out in 2016, so that later
published articles are not considered. Overall 494 articles were found, whereas the queries re-
sulted in 131 articles from the ACM Digital Library, 96 articles from Science Direct and 267 from
Scopus. In a second step, duplicates and incomplete/failed entries were eliminated, resulting in
267 articles. These articles were either written in English or German and all belong to books,
journal articles and conference proceedings. In the next step, all articles were manually filtered
and articles that do not describe an actual IS or that do not contain substantial information
about the system’s functionality were excluded. This means, that frameworks, meta-analysis,
workshop reports, doctoral consortium paper, models, scales or guidelines about CSS were also
excluded. Manual filtering was done by first reading the title and the abstract, leading to the
exclusion of 101 articles. After reading the full paper and examining whether relevant informa-
tion about the system is provided, 47 articles remained that contained 56 CSS (an article can
cover multiple CSS). Table 3.1 presents the full list of all analyzed publications and CSS.
System Name CSS Type Active Collaboration Source
BrainDump Individual No No Brade et al. (2011)
BRIDGE Group No Yes Farooq et al. (2005)
and Farooq et al.
(2008)
CACDP Individual No No Liu et al. (2011)
Calico Group No Yes Mangano et al. (2010)




(Yes) Yes Yuan and Chen (2008)
Colab Group No No Stefik et al. (1987)
CombinFormation Individual No No Koh et al. (2007) and
Kerne et al. (2008)
Creative virtual environ-
ment




No Yes Bryan-Kinns (2013)
Dane Individual No No Vattam et al. (2011)
Dazzle Group No Yes Oehlberg et al. (2012)
E-Brainstorming Group No Yes Gutwein (2013)
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No No Farooq et al. (2005)
Firestorm Group No Yes Gutwein (2013)
FISH Individual (Yes) No Indurkhya et al. (2008)
GADjet Group No Yes Gutwein (2013)
GAE Group No Yes Liu et al. (2011)
Galaxy Individual (Yes) No Wang and Ohsawa
(2013)
Gi2MO Individual No Yes Westerski (2013)








(Yes) Yes Wang et al. (2010)
Idea Storming Cube Group No Yes Huang et al. (2007)
Idea-Inspire Individual No No Vattam et al. (2011)
IdeaCrepe Individual No No Nakazono et al.
(2006)
Ideahound Group No Yes Siangliulue et al.
(2016)
IdeaManager and iBox Individual/
Group
No Yes Shibata and Hori
(2003)
IdeaStream Individual No Yes Forster (2009)
IdeaVis Group No Yes Geyer et al. (2010)
idSpace Group No Yes van Rosmalen et al.
(2014)
IIAAM (abbrv.) Individual No No Griffin and Jacob
(2013)
iLounge Group No Yes Gutwein (2013)
Interactive art Individual No No Farooq et al. (2005)
Interactive system Individual No No de Rooij et al. (2015)
iRoom Group No Yes Gutwein (2013)
Laboranova Individual No Yes Hesmer et al. (2011)
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System Name CSS Type Active Collaboration Source
ModLab Individual/
Group
No Yes Carell and Herrmann
(2010)
Momentum Individual No No Gutwein (2013)
No name Individual No No Sugimoto et al. (1996)
OctoProz Group No Yes Voigt et al. (2013b)




No Yes Liikkanen et al. (2011)




No Yes Jones et al. (2011)
TeamStorm Individual/
Group
No Yes Hailpern et al. (2007)
Traces Group No Yes van Dijk and Vos
(2011)
TRENDS Individual Yes No Setchi and Bouchard
(2010) and Kim et al.
(2012)
TRIZAcquisition Individual No No Cavallucci et al.
(2011)
USE Individual (Yes) No Lopes et al. (2009)
Virtual Reality Mecha-
nism Design Studio
Individual No No Alvarez and Su (2012)
VisuaPedia Individual No Yes Tripathi et al. (2009)
Wikideas and Creativity
Connector
Individual No Yes Ardaiz et al. (2008)
WordPlay Group No Yes Gutwein (2013)
Table 3.1: Identified and Analyzed Creativity Support Systems
Consequently, the selected systems were characterized respecting their relevant characteris-
tics. Trial- or free versions of the systems were tested, as far as available and also documenta-
tions of the software and tutorials are taken into account for the evaluation.
3.3 Results of the Literature Review
From the 56 identified CSS, 25 are solely supporting individual creativity, 21 focus on group
creativity and 10 support both. Some authors presented systems as CSS, which, due to their
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limited creativity support, can be considered as idea management systems. Such systems are
BrainDump, CACDP, or Envisionment and Discovery Collaboratory. These systems are unable to
provide active support for individuals, since they only serve to present and arrange information.
In the classification of Lubart (2005), these systems can be considered as nanny or pen-pal.
Additionally, a number of identified CSS focus on enhancing brainstorming session, such as E-
Brainstorming, Idea Expander or USE and specify on the unique characteristics of this creativity
technique. As these systems help with a specific creativity technique, they can be considered
as coach (Lubart, 2005). CSS that to some extent actively support the user are the systems
TRENDS, USE, Idea Expander, CBDS, Galaxy and FISH. However, CBDS and FISH are only
of conceptual nature and are no implemented computer software. The system Galaxy can be
considered as active, as it independently reminds participants of a brainstorming sessions when
they weren’t active for a specific time. The system however, does not support the actual idea
generation by providing additional information or beneficial stimuli. USE is a CSS that visualizes
user generated content and adds connections to the concept of an idea. The aim of USE is to aid
the user to find new conceptual links. However, the data used for this visualization is provided
by the user, wherefore, due to the above stated definition, it cannot be considered as a system
that provides new beneficial stimuli. A similar approach follows the system TRENDS. With
TRENDS however, data is automatically provided by the system based on words that a user
used. The system provides possible new stimulating images based on a degree of serendipity
within the algorithm. The system Idea Expander uses an image database to provide visual
stimuli to participants of a brainstorming session according to the topics being discussed. This,
according to the stated definition, cannot be considered as active support as it solely uses words
that are used within the conversation to query images. This process is to be equivalent to the
use of an image search by the user. Therefore, only TRENDS can be considered as an active CSS
e.g. a system as a collegue (Lubart, 2005) that provides new information and possible beneficial
stimuli. In this case, IT has in fact a producing role within the CSS. In summary, from 56
analyzed CSS, only six CSS follow an active IT support approach, whereas five of these systems
are either of conceptual nature or do not support the actual idea generation. Therefore, only one
system, TRENDS, can be considered as an active CSS, as defined. In a next step, the CSS that
include collaboration functions were analyzed considering their compliance with the principles of
collaboration. Due to the fact that these principles of collaboration are defined in an abstractly-
conceptional way and are not operationalized, it is difficult to examine whether a system complies
with one or more of the principles. Therefore, the CSS that include collaboration features will
be analyzed whether a system can be built on one or more of these principles without explicitly
mentioning this or whether any functions or mechanism counteract to the principles. Although
the explicit operationalization of the principles of collaboration is different for each CSS, the
previously identified 21 CSS that implement collaboration features and the 10 CSS that focus
on individual and collaboration are parsed accordingly. To assess, whether a system meets the
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requirements, only functions that are implemented within the software or directly connected to
it are considered. Agreements that may be made by the group outside the system (e.g. analog
collaboration) are not taken into account when evaluating a principle. The report of the analysis
will be done in a sequential manner according to the degree or richness of the collaboration
features, starting with systems that only include few collaboration features to systems that
include comprehensive features. The basic requirement of collaboration is the possibility of a
system to allow users to communicate (e.g. a chat function) and the possibility to share ideas
and thoughts to other group members. All 31 systems include communication features to some
degree. The majority, especially the systems focusing on electronic brainstorming, allow digital
communication via a chat (e.g. E-Brainstorming or USE). Other systems go further and allow
for sharing ideas (e.g. Colab or Crowdboard) or even providing a shared workspace, where the
synchronous idea generation is possible (e.g. BRIDGE, Calico or Titan-Pic). This enhances
mutual idea stimulation, between the members (Voigt and Bergener, 2013). However, many
other CSS focus on the division of labour by splitting the idea into different aspects and tasks
(e.g. Colab, E-Brainstorming or InnovationCast), allocating them to the members. The division
of labour is more common in cooperation scenarios. Setting a common goal and having the
commitment to reach it, are a prerequisites for a good collaboration. The systems GRAPE
and Idea Storming Cube support the creation of a common goal by explicitly mentioning one
or multiple common goals to be agreed on before starting with the idea generation. However,
none of the systems uses mechanisms if the ideas of a member corrupt the common goal or
measures how taken actions have an effect on the common goal. Besides these two CSS, no
other system explicitly fosters the creation of a common goal at any point. CSS should be
designed to enhance the process gains and to lower the processes losses. The analyzed systems
rely on features like anonymity or the tracing of decisions to foster the overall collaboration.
However, the use of anonymity counteracts to the building of trust, group awareness and
cohesiveness (Hilliges et al., 2007). Systems like Presemo Brainstormer or Momentum use this
mechanism, that furthermore hinders the building of TEI. Instead of using mechanism to foster
reciprocity, the systems GRAPE and Idea Storming Cube build on mechanisms like competition
and hierarchy (the use of task coordinator, allocator or higher-exposed group member to control
the ideation process) which produces peer pressure instead of reciprocity, mutual respect or
trust. No analyzed system explicitly fosters the enhancement of group awareness and overall
cohesiveness. The collaboration aspect within the CSS are more or less used to accelerate
the process of collecting and organizing ideas. Ideas are usually generated individually and
then shared within a group. Thus, no collaboration, considering the principles of collaboration,
takes place. In summary, the majority of the CSS that use collaboration features, use simple
functions, like a chat, where users can communicate with each other. Another aspect is the
synchronous work on a specific idea, e.g. a shared working space like a whiteboard or a digital
document. Other systems however, focus more on the division of labour (GAE or GRAPE) and
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a subsequent merging of the individual aspects. This can be considered as cooperation. In
terms of building trust, TEI and establishing group awareness, no analyzed system implements
specific features. However, counteracting features like anonymity or the tracing of decisions
are used. These features can be found additionally in publications that propose frameworks
or design principles on how to design GCSS (Voigt and Bergener, 2013; Resnick et al., 2005).
These principles counteract with the principles of collaboration, which is why new principles
for CSS and new mechanisms for supporting collaborative creativity need to be developed. A
major limitation of the systematic literature review is the defined set of keywords used to identify
relevant literature as well as the restriction to scientific literature. With the set of keywords,
results were limited solely to systems that explicitly aim to support creativity. Different terms for
systems that are used to solve creativity-intensive problems were neglected, whereby relevant
articles might have been missed out. For example, prior to the establishment of terms like
CSS and CST, systems that support creative problem solving were often referred to as decision
support systems (Proctor, 1993; Duncan and Paradice, 1992; Jessup et al., 1990). In addition,
commercial systems and systems that appeared outside the scientific sphere could have been
overlooked. A broader look on systems that involve collaboration and collective problem solving
could furthermore reveal interesting results. For example, within social media, collaboration
takes place and people work together to reach a common goal (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010).
This "joint and simultaneous creation of content" (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010, p. 62), as
seen on Wikipedia, involves collaboration principles like reciprocity (Xu and Li, 2015). In
addition, with the help of social profiles that include personal information, users can connect
with other users and get to know each other, which leads to the building of trust (Golbeck,
2009; Ziegler and Golbeck, 2007). However, successful collaboration within social media does
not involve systematic creativity support, as the main goal of social media is different: connect
people, enable self-presentation and support content sharing (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010).
Even though, social media allows collaboration, it often lacks major collaboration features,
which collaboration technology addresses (Brown et al., 2010). Nonetheless, mechanisms from
social media, like reciprocity, a common goal, social closeness and trust can be applied to
CSS. However, currently, the potential of IT is not completely exhausted to actively support
creativity and CSS are not designed to support collaborative creativity. This is in line with the
comprehensive literature review by Gabriel et al. (2016). The review identified a lack of rich
creativity support on the basis of advanced functionalities. Systems should adapt more to the
needs of the users and provide cognitive stimulating content on its own. Gabriel et al. (2016)
mentioned the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) as a useful technology to achieve this. Even
though the research community produced valuable feedback for the support of creativity using
IT, companies need to adopt these approaches and explicitly need to implement CSS into their
business. The following section provides insights about the management of innovation and the
IT-supported creativity of companies to state the relevance of practice.
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3.4 IT-Supported Creativity in Companies
Examining whether companies successfully implement CSS is complex and requires insights
into the company’s processes. Even though, some research report case studies of the use of
CSS (Gabriel et al., 2016; Voigt et al., 2013a), further up-to-date information on the use of
CSS in organization is needed to depict the relevance of IT-supported collaborative creativity
for practice. For this purpose, this section looks at five theses that were supervised by the
author between 2013 and 2017. All theses are done in cooperation with organizations and
cover topics like innovation management, idea management and creativity support. All theses
include a review of the current state of the usage of IS to support innovation, idea generation or
explicitly creativity. The following theses are briefly analyzed considering their usage of active
support and collaboration principles:
Design and development of an IT-supported concept to operationalize the front-end
of innovation at a German SM (by Anonymized author, 2017 with Anonymized GmbH)
Anonymized GmbH is a medium sized company from anonymized that produces and sells dental
products. In this thesis, the current state of the innovation management process was anaylzed
and a practice-oriented concept for the management of the front-end of the innovation process
was developed. The current process consists of a committee (the company’s management) that
receives and reviews all ideas that employees can communicate (verbally, physical note or via
email). At the moment, anonymized has not established any measures aimed at encouraging
employee initiatives. Both, the existence of ideas and the skills needed for initiatives are con-
sidered to be a given and not supported or encouraged in any way. A communication occasion
to express the ideas is also not given. The use of IT for this process is limited to e-mails, which
does not possess any appropriate creativity supporting or idea management functionality.
Crowdfunding on a Corporate Level - Possible options for the application of an in-
ternal crowdfunding platform in a large industry firm (by Anonymized author, 2016 with
Anonymized AG)
Anonymized AG is a company that develops, produces and sells aircrafts. In this thesis, the
current state of the internal idea management was analyzed and a concept for a crowdfunding
on a corporate level to further develop the generated ideas into prototypes was established. The
current state of the innovation management involved an IT system (HYVE Innovation manage-
ment) where users (employees) were able to propose ideas and work on them. Collaboration
was limited to commenting and assessing an idea. The process did not support creativity nor
did it support further collaboration.
Design and development of software to support the innovation process (by Anonymized
author, 2015 with Anonymized AG)
The thesis was written in cooperation with the Anonymized AG with the department of innova-
tion management. The innovation management department follows the Stage-Gate Model by
Cooper (Cooper, 1990) and used a Microsoft Excel Sheet for the storage and development of
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ideas. No active creativity support or IT-supported collaboration was implemented within this
process.
The Anonymized - NLS project: Potentials and problems in the integration of user
experience into the software development process (by Anonymized author, 2015 with
Anonymized AG)
In this thesis, the Anonymized IT innovation management and development was examined and
a concept for a so-called Next Level Sourcing (NLS) was developed. The current process, the
IT-PEP, was a non agile development process, that was implemented in many departments
and used various software systems. Mainly Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Project and standard
communication software (email) was used. This process does not support creativity nor does it
consider specific collaboration principles.
Analysis and potential of IT innovation management in an internal corporate venture
of Anonymized AG (by Anonymized author, 2015 with Anonymized AG)
The motivation for this thesis was to overcome the slow capability of the IT innovation manage-
ment of Anonymized AG. The process was not agile and had many involved stakeholder, which
made the overall IT innovation management slow and ineffective. No explicit software was used
to support this process, especially not to support creativity or to enhance collaboration.
The analyzed theses show, that innovation management within companies, even though inno-
vation is considered as an important aspect, neglects creativity and the IT support of creativity.
These brief insights into business processes also reflect the findings of scientific literature, which
emphasize the necessity of creativity, creative employees and creativity support for the devel-
opment of innovations. However, the specific implementation of innovation management lacks
distinct support of creativity (Flynn et al., 2003; Franco and D’Angelo, 2011; Amabile and
Pratt, 2016). Particularly when using IT, companies limit themselves to purely processing sys-
tems or idea management tools that do not endorse active creativity support. Nevertheless,
companies today already attach great importance to a fruitful corporate culture, which allows
their employees to work creatively and collaboratively (Amabile et al., 1996; Amabile and Pratt,
2016). However, the implementation is limited to the analogous corporate environment (Van-
denbosch et al., 2006). In addition, the systematic literature review revealed that both, active
IT-support and the adherence of collaboration principles in CSS is rare. CSS are mainly used to
organize and manage ideas where collaboration is limited to tools that support communication
and document sharing. The role of the IT is thus limited to an organizing or partially sup-
porting degree and neglects the fact, that IT can also act as a producer of beneficial content.
Therefore, the need for active IT support and rigor collaboration within CSS is important and
has to be assessed.
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4 Objectives and Research Methodology
The identified research gap and the analyzed innovation processes lead to one fundamental
research question with two focal aspects: How should information systems be designed,
to make use of active IT and to support collaborative creativity?
Examining this research endeavour, two main objectives and one approach can be identified.
The use of active IT, as defined previously, can substantially enhance the creative process of an
individual or a group and can thus lead to an overall better idea. In nowadays business, the sole
support of managing and organizing ideas is implemented within companies and the full potential
of IT is not exhausted, yet. Using novel algorithms and data to actively expand the solution
space of individuals can lead to possible new solutions to existing problems. Thus, one objective
of this research is to make use of active IT to support creativity. Most innovation processes are
based on collaboration that bring synergetic effects and enhance collective performance further
than the sole sum of individual performance. Most CSS however, focus on group effects and
how to avoid negative cognitive and social effects with specific features that do not align with
the principles of collaboration. Supporting the synergetic approach of collaborative creativity
requires different mechanisms than current GCSS provide. The second objective of this research
is to identify mechanism and propose guidelines for CSS that support collaborative creativity.
The stated research question discloses an approach that involves the design of an artifact that
should or can tackle the two mentioned objectives. The research question therefore leads to
the research paradigm, which is a design-oriented approach (Vaishnavi and Kuechler, 2015).
4.1 Design Science Research Paradigm
IS are used to support organizational processes and improve their overall efficiency (Vaishnavi
and Kuechler, 2015). IS involve humans and artifacts to the same extent and represent a
coherent ecosystem where IT supports processes, involving groups, teams and individuals. In
the research discipline of IS, two fundamental paradigms, behavioural science and design science
are merged (Hevner et al., 2004). The origins of behavioral science can be found in the natural
sciences. The study of behavioral patterns leads to the development of new theories that can be
used as a basis for the implementation of IS to efficiently and effectively support entrepreneurial,
organizational and individual processes. The developed theories consequently impact design
decisions that are made when designing and implementing IS (Hevner et al., 2004). Design-
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oriented research has its origin in the engineering field, where artifacts are designed to solve
specific problems (Vaishnavi and Kuechler, 2015). It is a practical approach that seeks to create
innovative solutions for existing problems. Design and development is not based on behavioural
theories but on the creativity and capabilities of the designer (Markus et al., 2002). It is
often argued that on the one hand, behavioural science is not applicable for practice and that
an explanatory approach does not sufficiently contribute to solve existing problems. On the
other hand, traditional design-oriented approaches do not take existing theories into account
that are inevitable for the solution or do not significantly contribute to research (Peffers et al.,
2007; Hevner et al., 2004). Design Science Research (DSR) in IS however combines both
paradigms and adds rigor and theory into the design of artifacts (Hevner et al., 2004). Within
DSR, the developed artifact is considered to be the main contribution. However, in contrast
to the design-based research practice in the engineering fields, it is based on a rigor problem
evaluation, on possible theories that contribute to the development and on a comprehensive
evaluation and demonstration of the developed artifact. DSR in IS has received attention due
to the publication of Hevner et al. in 2004 and has ever since gained acceptance in the research
community. With their framework, Hevner et al. combine characteristics of behavioural science
and design science and propose "clear guidelines for understanding, executing, and evaluating
the research" (Hevner et al., 2004, p. 75). In contrast to other research paradigms, which
aim to describe and explain the existing world, Design Science Research shapes the world
with the development of artifacts (Vaishnavi and Kuechler, 2015). The framework by Hevner
et al. (2004) is derived in detail from existing development approaches in the field of IS, in
which a great deal of work flows into the development of solutions that are intended to solve
organizational problems. The DSR framework by Hevner et al. (2004) consists of three levels:
environment, IS research and knowledge base, which are linked by the three cycles relevance,
construction and rigor. It is designed to ensure that artifacts are designed (construction)
based on business needs and requirements (relevance) and are build on applicable knowledge
from theories, frameworks and methods (rigor) (Hevner et al., 2004). Figure 4.1 presents
the DSR framework by Hevner et al. (2004). Additionally, the design activity is considered
in two ways: as a product and as a process. The artifact that is the result of an activity
and the process that leads to the artifact. In practice, this process is iterative and usually
consists of the steps build and evaluate. The development starts with the identified problem
and is shaped by the capabilities, creativity and capacity of the designer. By adding behavioral
science practices, the design will now be expanded to include established theories and recognized
phenomena. Thus, DSR in IS combines the utility of design research with the truth assumption
of behavioral science. The framework proposed by Hevner et al. (2004) aims to insure a
rigor application of the DSR paradigm, by pointing out the importance of a proper relevance
identification and systematic evaluation. Furthermore, the authors advise to make a clear
research contribution and communicate the contribution. Based on this framework, Peffers
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Figure 4.1: Information Systems Framework by Hevner et al. (2004)
et al. (2007) further developed a nominal process model for conducting DSR in IS, by analyzing
four case studies using the DSR paradigm. The process model aims to incorporate a systematic
procedure, principles and practices to carry out a consistent DSR project. With this systematic
procedure, the recognition and legitimization of DSR should be enhanced and it should help
researchers conducting and presenting DSR. This systematic approach of the DSR paradigm
is called Design Science Research Methodology and consists of six activities, that can be seen
in figure 4.2. This nominal process model has a sequential order, which however does not
Figure 4.2: DSRM Process Model by Peffers et al. (2007)
necessarily need to be proceeded in this way. The process allows for different entry points
and multiple iterations. Peffers et al. (2007) emphasize on different entry points depending
on whether the researchers chose a problem-centered or a objective-centered point. However,
both approaches focus on the development of an artifact and the demonstration and evaluation
of its utility. This evaluation can be done in different ways according to Peffers et al. (2007)
and Hevner et al. (2004). The analyzed case studies by Peffers et al. (2007) vary between a
proof-of-concept, thorough testing processes or expert interviews. Hevner et al. (2004) argue
that other qualitative or quantitative research methodologies, like controlled experiments need
to be used to justify the utility of the artifact and substantially make a research contribution.
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Therefore, the DSR paradigm or the DSRM should rather be seen as a paradigm involving
various other research methodologies than a solely own methodology. Gregor and Hevner
(2013) continue to use the term paradigm in their 2013 MIS Quarterly article and again depict
the different methodologies that demonstrate the validity, utility, quality and efficacy of the
developed artifact to create a research contribution. However, the main focus of this paper is
to highlight the role of the artifact in DSR and classify different forms of contributions that can
arise with the design and evaluation of an artifact. The emphasis is set on a unique, radical
and innovative way to solve existing problems. Research has to create artifacts that do not
exist before or are not optimal for the solution of the problem. The contribution of the research
endeavour is therefore the innovative artifact and its comprehensive evaluation, which Gregor
and Hevner (2013) divide into three levels that can be seen in figure 4.3. These levels show
Figure 4.3: Design Science Research Artifact Contribution Types by Gregor and Hevner (2013)
that the contribution done by the DSR project consists of the developed prototype and the
theories and principles resulting from its evaluation. However, the sole instantiation and its
innovativeness, also accounts for a research contribution (level 1). The second level describes a
nascent design theory and knowledge that consists of operational principles. This level represents
evaluated artifacts or design principles that can be applied in other fields than the evaluated
instantiation. Example artifacts for the second level are design principles, constructs, methods or
technological rules. The most comprehensive level of artifact is the design theory with embedded
phenomena. This third level contains arbitrary applicable theories and involves rigor evaluation
and demonstration. Within the author’s research endeavour, various artifacts of different levels
were developed and evaluated. The focus was set on the innovativeness of the artifacts and its
utility for each identified problem. The solutions range from instantiations to design guidelines
and technological rules. The design and implementation was highly influenced by the author’s
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own creativity and capabilities. Even though, the design was based on existing theories and was
able to contribute to the research community, the question arises, whether the involvement of
the researcher as an active participant can be considered as Action Research (AR).
4.2 Design Science Research, Theory-driven Design and
Action Research
Researchers have raised the question, whether there is a distinctive difference between the
DSR paradigm and AR. They argue that both paradigms share many similarities, like the
involvement of the researcher who designs and develops the artifact in his/her own beliefs or the
organizational context from where the problem occurs. The design as an artifact is considered
as the researchers intervention as it "emerges from interaction with the organizational context“
(Sein et al., 2011, p. 40), is designed by the researchers’ intent and is supposed to bring a desired
change within the organization (Cole et al., 2005). AR is a change-oriented approach, where
social processes can be studied by bringing change into these processes and by monitoring their
effects (Baskerville et al., 2018). AR, introduced by Lewin in 1946, concentrates on practical
problems and the involvement of the researchers in an organizational context, leading to social
system change through their action. The measurement of the actions and the resulting change
lead to new knowledge and subsequently brings scientific relevance (Baskerville and Myers,
2004). After the overwhelming success of DSR in IS, several researchers discussed the similarities
between DSR and AR (Cole et al., 2005; Järvinen, 2007), leading to a MIS Quarterly publication
by Sein et al. (2011) on Action Design Research (ADR), a research method that combines both
paradigms. In contrast to the problem- and theory-oriented approach of DSR, ADR takes
organizational and practical activities, cases and problems into account (Sein et al., 2011;
Hevner et al., 2004). With an action oriented design approach, ADR addresses organizational
problems to better understand the values, interests and assumptions of a company (Orlikowski
and Iacono, 2001). The design of an artifact is collaborative, iterative and in close cooperation
with companies. Sein et al. (2011) criticize the seperation of design and evaluation and the
sequential process models in DSR (Peffers et al., 2007) and argue that a closer connection
between these two aspects is necessary, which can be met with the researchers action. This
interplay between design and use is important for a comprehensive ensemble artifact that is
developed iteratively between the researcher and the organization. The ADR method proposed
by Sein et al. (2011) adresses this within their four iterative stages, which can be seen in
figure 4.4. These stages should insure an integrated view and a dynamic and iterative design of
an ensemble artifact. Sein et al. (2011) define "ADR as a DR method that explicitly recognizes
the emergence of artifacts at the intersection of IT and organization" (Sein et al., 2011, p. 52).
Another relevant research paradigm is Theory-driven Design (TDD), which in some aspects
coincides with the DSR. TDD addresses the problem of unsystematic development of software
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Figure 4.4: Action Design Research Method: Stages and Principles by Sein et al. (2011)
systems, without reference to concrete scientific theories (Card, 1989). Even though many
successful developments have their origins in intuitive ideas, many of them fail because of the
disregard of relevant theories. A rigorous theoretical approach to information system design can
lead to non-intuitive design decisions that go beyond what is possible with an intuitive approach
(Briggs, 2006; Card, 1989). TDD therefore focuses more on the theoretical foundations of the
design of artifacts, than on explicit problems and innovative and novel solutions (Briggs, 2006).
Thus, it can be said that TDD extends traditional design-oriented approaches to the inclusion of
scientific theories. DSR, on the other hand, complements other aspects such as the problem of
relevance, the innovative approach to solutions, and the rigorous evaluation and communication
of the findings (Hevner et al., 2004).
In the next section, the author’s research endeavour is discussed according to its applied
research paradigm. In addition, the various research methodologies within the evaluation stages
are depicted and discussed.
4.3 Research Approach
The initial approach and the procedure of the author’s research was fundamentally DSR ac-
cording to Hevner et al. (2004) and Peffers et al. (2007). Nevertheless, in this section, the
four direct-embedded publications are examined for their overlap with the ADR paradigm. The
publications are briefly analyzed according to their procedure and their degree of researcher
intervention and organizational influence.
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4.3 Research Approach
The article "Tracking Down the Negative Group Creativity Effects with the Help of an Artifi-
cial Intelligence-like Support System" describes a DSR approach with a level 1 artifact that was
designed and developed based on the creativity and the capabilities of the researcher and on
a theoretical foundation. The artifact was evaluated within an experiment. The contribution
is a novel approach to solve an existing problem, the implemented prototype and the results
of the experiment. The artifact was iteratively developed, previously published and discussed
with experts (Steps 6 and 7 by Hevner et al. (2004)) on the International Conference on De-
sign Science Research in Information Systems and Technology. The iterative development and
mutual influencing roles (other researchers) have overlaps with the ADR paradigm. However,
organizational influence during the development and evaluation was not present. Similar char-
acteristics apply to the research on "A Creativity Support Tool for Cognitive Idea Stimulation
in Entrepreneurial Activities". The level 1 artifact was designed and developed based on the
creativity and capabilities of the researcher with specific requirements from an organizational
context (entrepreneurs). The artifact is grounded on various theories and was evaluated within
an experiment. The article "Anchored Discussion: Development of a Tool for Creativity in
Online Collaboration" is a theory-driven design approach, where a level 1 artifact, that was
mainly developed based on existing theories, was evaluated within an experiment. The re-
searcher’s intervention is low, as the artifact was completely build based on existing theories
and without the goal to design an exceptional innovative artifact. The article "Forming Virtual
Teams - Visualization with Digital Whiteboards to Increase Shared Understanding, Satisfaction
and Perceived Effectiveness" presents the evaluation of an artifact, that was designed based
on existing theories and a focus on the usage within a specific organizational setting (small
and medium-sized companies). The artifact is a level 1 artifact, which was evaluated within
an experiment. Even though, the evaluation was not conducted within an organization, the
results are used within the DETHIS1 project and are used by the cooperating companies and
the platform that was developed within the project. The article "One for All and All for One
- Towards A Framework for Collaboration Support Systems" propose design guidelines, that
represent a level 2 artifact, which are derived from theories and existing studies and findings.
The guidelines were developed in a deductive way from existing theories, studies and findings
and provide a base for further research and evaluation. This process involved the researcher’s
intention and involvement, which represents characteristics from the ADR paradigm.
Overall, the main ADR charactertics in the researcher’s work is the high intervention during
the design and development phase. Most artifacts were designed to address unsolved problems in
a specially unique and innovative way, which required the researchers creativity and capabilities.
Even though, the artifacts are based on established theories, the creativity and the capabilities
mainly shape the artifact. However, the main paradigm of the author’s research is DSR, as
the main aspect of ADR, the direct organizational influence due to the integration of the
1DETHIS (Design Thinking for Industrial Services) is a research project funded by the Federal Ministry of
Education and Research (BMBF)
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researcher into the processes of the organization, is negligible. In addition, the artifacts were
not integrated within any organization, as well as the evaluations that were not executed within
an organizational setting.
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5 Publications in Context
In order to approach the previously stated research objectives, this chapter will provide a con-
textual frame for every publication of the author. In DSR, it is important to conduct research
in an agile and iterative manner (Peffers et al., 2007). This means, that research outcomes,
regardless of whether they are specific research results, research in progress paper or prototypes,
should be published and discussed regularly. Peffers et al. (2007) highlight the importance of
communication and dissemination in order to further revise and refine your research. This
process ensures a continuous enhancement and further development of the research.
The author’s publications are roughly grouped into three categories, representing the main
focus of each article. The first category is the general category, presenting articles that cover the
importance of CSS and IT-supported creativity for business innovation. The second category
covers articles that focus on active IT support and the third category focuses on collaboration in
creativity intense processes. However, articles have overlapping topics that are covered, which
will be discussed as well.
5.1 General
The first approach to highlight the relevance of creativity, is the article "Situation-oriented
Ubiquitous Information System Innovation – Leveraging User Integration" (paper 24). The
article shows, among other things, the importance of creativity for innovation. The main
focus of this article however, is an approach to leverage ideas within certain situations using a
context-aware IT system. The article "Design Guidelines for Context-Aware Creativity Support
Systems" (paper 16) continues to cover the topic of creativity and context-awareness. The
literature review reveals context factors that are important for idea generation and proposes
guidelines on how to design context-aware creativity support systems. Both articles show that
IT-supported creativity is a relevant topic and that the situation of the user and the context is
a considerable aspect for idea generation.
The articles "Kreativität und Entrepreneurship – Die Rolle von Kreativiätsunterstützung in
der Existenzgründung" (paper 22), "Creativity and Entrepreneurship – The Role of Creativity
Support Systems for Start-Ups" (paper 17) and "The Benefits of Creativity Support Systems
for Entrepreneurs: An Exploratory Study" (paper 12) examine the importance of IT-supported
creativity for entrepreneurs. With an exploratory study, the benefits of creativity support and
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IT-supported creativity are revealed and special characteristics of the innovation process of
entrepreneurs are presented. The results are, that especially at the beginning of the idea
generation stage, IT can be useful to shape the final business model of a start-up. Additionally,
the results show that active IT can support the generation of more versatile ideas (paper 2).
Paper 14, paper 11, paper 10 and paper 6 cover the application of IT within Design Thinking
(DT), an approach that is based on multi-disciplinary teams, collaboration and creativity to
come up with innovative solutions. Within different studies, semi-virtual workshops and IT
support during analog Design Thinking workshops was evaluated. The results show, that it
is possible to some extent to digitize the Design Thinking process and that creativity and
collaboration benefit from the usage of specific IS.
Within paper 19 and paper 9 the potential of automated personality mining to improve co-
operation and team composition was examined. First results show, that automated personality
mining can be used to identify specific creative abilities and thus help to improve team composi-
tion (paper 9). Furthermore, personality mining can also be used to overall improve cooperation
(paper 19).
5.2 IT-Supported Creativity
A developed prototype called "Crowdeas" (paper 25) that was published at the International
Conference On Design Science Research In Information Systems And Technology (DESRIST)
used information retrieval techniques to mine social media content (Facebook, Twitter, Tum-
blr) in order to provide creativity stimuli and foster divergent thinking. After presenting and
discussing the prototype at the conference, it was further improved, tested within an experiment
and published once again in an extended version (paper 1). The results showed, that the idea
generation benefited from the additional stimuli by the system resulting in better ideas. Both
publications present a prototype that follows an active approach, where IT independently sup-
ports the user during idea generation. Another active approach and prototype was presented
within the publication "Semi-Automated Questions as a Cognitive Stimulus in Idea Genera-
tion". The prototype that uses specific algorithms and data bases provides additional stimuli
to support the user during idea generation. After presenting and discussion the prototype at
the Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (paper 21), the prototype was also
improved and evaluated within an experiment. The results were published in the International
Journal of Entrepreneurship and Small Business (paper 2). In this publication, the link between
entrepreneurship and creativity support is presented. The focus is set on active IT support
with additional stimuli, which support entrepreneurs during the first stages of their start-up. As
entrepreneurs often rely on one idea that is developed into the main business model, creativity
and especially creativity support is of immense importance. All three articles follow the first
research objectives of using active IT to support creativity. The articles "brAInstorm: Intel-
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5.3 Collaborative Creativity Support
ligent Assistance in Group Idea Generation" (paper 13) and "Virtual Moderation Assistance
- Creating Design Guidelines for Virtual Assistants Supporting Creative Workshop" (paper 7)
present an outlook of what IT is capable of and how active IT support within idea generation
can be applied in the future. The brAInstorm prototype uses artificial intelligence to support
brainstorming sessions, which represents the highest form of IT-supported creativity (Lubart,
2005).
5.3 Collaborative Creativity Support
Paper 20 covers priming, a method to expose an individual or a group to a certain stimuli, to
support collaborative creativity. An experiment showed, that a group can be positively primed
prior to a creativity process, enhancing collaboration and creativity.
Paper 10 presents a prototype that uses synchronous features to collaboratively work on a
service blueprint. The paper reports the result of a study on the acceptance of the prototype
and its suitability to support collaboration. The results show, that synchronously working with
the developed system is an effective way to collaborate in a creative way. With paper 8, an
approach to support TEI was developed. The prototype presents a virtual reality, where users
get to know each other by going through various methods in order to build TEI and overall
group awareness.
The paper "Tracking Down the Negative Group Creativity Effects with the Help of an Artifi-
cial Intelligence-Like Support System" (paper 1) not only uses active IT support in form of an
external stimuli based on social media content, but also tackles negative group creativity effects.
The paper was iteratively developed and after presentation and discussion further developed.
An experiment then showed, that additional stimuli that was provided in the form of comments
by an artificial intelligence-like support system called "Alan" was able to further support idea
generation. Furthermore the experiment examined whether negative social and cognitive ef-
fects, like evaluation apprehension, were experienced when interacting with the pseudo artificial
intelligence. Thus, an AI, representing the highest form of active creativity support, can be part
of a collaborative creativity process, where it acts as a partner without causing negative effects
to other collaborators. The results show, that the participants did not experience any negative
effects while working together with the artificial-like support system.
One important aspect for collaboration, in order to pursue a common goal, is the shared
understanding and a so called Shared Mental Model (SMM) of a group. With paper 23, the
author presents an approach to support the forming of a SMM by using anchored discussion.
Anchored discussion means the division of a text into parts to focus on specific detailed topics of
a comprehensive idea. This can be seen as a division of labour as used in cooperation scenarios.
The results of an experiment show, that it was not possible to increase the SMM. In a follow-up
article that is based on the same experiment (paper 3), qualitative findings, however showed,
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that the interaction was more structured and that groups that used anchored discussion were
able to work more organized. However, this attempt shows that using anchored discussion is
a form of division of labour and thus should be defined as cooperation, where members of a
group split work and independently work on different parts of an idea.
After this approach, another form of IT system to support the generations of a SMM was
evaluated. Using a digital whiteboard, where users can synchronously and visually work on a
problem was used to support the building of a SMM. An experiment showed, that working
on a single object, without the division of labour, on a digital whiteboard was able to better
form a group by improving the shared understanding of a given problem. This is an important
prerequisite for a successful collaborative creativity. The research was published on the Hawaii
International Conference on System Sciences (paper 15) and a further developed and in de-
tail examined approach was published at the International Conference on Information Systems
(paper 4).
In order to conflate the above mentioned approaches, paper 18 and the extended version,
published in the Journal Education and Information Technologies (paper 5), presents design
guidelines for collaboration support systems. The article presents a literature review and a
normative approach on how IT systems should be designed to support collaborative creativity
and other collaboration processes that seek to creative value. The design guidelines are build
on the principles of collaboration and combine successful approaches on how collaborative
creativity, collaborative learning and collaborative problem solving can be supported in regard
to the principles of collaboration.
5.4 Conclusion
The contextual framework provides an overview of the author’s research and a classification of
the research work according to the research questions and defined objectives. Figure 5.1 gives
a detailed overview of the research publications of the author. The history of the publications
shows the iterative approach according to the DSR approach, whereby different concepts and
prototypes were further developed based on the input from the research community (Peffers
et al., 2007). The different concepts and prototypes depict that, among other things, there
are different possibilities to support creativity and that it depends mainly on the given task.
Also the number of people involved, be it a single person or a group, contributes to the
design decisions of the corresponding CSS. However, all approaches tackle both objectives in
different ways and contribute to a better understanding of IT-supported collaborative creativity.
The contributions of the studies are either of empirical nature (results of an experiment or a
survey), of conceptual deductive nature (guidelines or design principles) or prototypical results
with software implementations. In the following chapters, the five most relevant articles, that
contribute most to the research objectives are included. These are:
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Paper 1. Tracking Down the Negative Group Creativity Effects with the Help of an Artificial
Intelligence-Like Support System
Paper 2. A Creativity Support Tool for Cognitive Idea Stimulation in Entrepreneurial Activities
Paper 3. Anchored Discussion: Development of a Tool for Creativity in Online Collaboration
Paper 4. Forming Virtual Teams – Visualization with Digital Whiteboards to Increase Shared
Understanding, Satisfaction and Perceived Effectiveness
Paper 5. One for all and all for one - towards a framework for collaboration support systems




Tracking Down the Negative Group Creativity Effects with
the Help of an Artificial Intelligence-like Support System
Abstract
Creativity has been addressed in a variety of research studies, with interest focusing on both
individual and group creativity. In our research, we outline current studies analyzing the negative
effects, which can arise when working collectively. Based on the DSR paradigm, we developed
an artifact, in order to prevent individuals from being negatively influenced by others. Our
prototype implements an artificial intelligence-like system, which tries to act in a human manner
and aims to support the user when he or she is working independently. In a field experiment,
we evaluated the positive influence and negative effects, i.e. social loafing and free-riding
phenomena, during the idea generation stage. The results show that no social loafing effects
appear while interacting with our artificial intelligence support system. However, the benefits
of a group process were still experienced by the participants.
6.1 Introduction and Motivation
Creativity is the source of innovation, which is inevitable for sustainable success of an organi-
zation and which determines the survival of an organization in a market (Fischer et al., 2005).
Innovation is a constant process, which cannot be carried out only once and is therefore in con-
tinuous need of creative individuals and groups. In a competitive environment, creativity is highly
questioned, which occasionally negatively affects the creative ability of individuals and groups
(Amabile et al., 1996). Supporting creativity can enhance the individual or the group (Tiwana
and Mclean, 2003). Specific group techniques for creativity support, such as brainstorming, can
provide further benefits and also enable generated ideas to be evaluated (Nijstad and Stroebe,
2006). Brainstorming, as proposed by Osborn (1957), consists of different principles designed
to foster the process of idea generation (Osborn, 1953). During the stage of idea generation, all
members of a group are asked to contribute by suggesting ideas, without being judged by other
members and without self-criticism, with the aim being to collect a large quantity of ideas.
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This should stimulate the idea generation and increase overall creativity (Osborn, 1953). The
convergent process of combining and improving generated ideas will then enable the evaluation
of good approaches and forming of a singular, superior idea. Although Osborn (1953) claims
that brainstorming is a more effective way of supporting creativity and the generation of ideas,
this technique has been questioned in recent research (Mullen et al., 1991; Stroebe and Diehl,
1994). Indeed, group creativity techniques, such as group brainstorming, can also result in pro-
ductivity loss and production blocking in terms of individual creativity. In addition to different
social processes, cognitive processes also appear in group creativity (Dugosh and Paulus, 2005).
Individuals can be influenced simply by the presence of others with the size of the group affect-
ing the degree of influence (Dennis and Williams, 2003; Gallupe et al., 1992). In our research,
we focus on the productivity loss caused by social processes, such as production blocking, that
occur during group creativity. Production blocking means that in a group only one individual
can speak at the same time (Diehl and Stroebe, 1991). Various production blocking symptoms
occur in real groups, which do not occur in nominal groups (Fern, 1982). Asking members to
contribute as many ideas as possible, without being self-critical and without being criticized by
others, cannot eliminate the fear of negative evaluation (evaluation apprehension) (Diehl and
Stroebe, 1991). Group members might even consider their ideas as less important to the final
outcome and would therefore hold back their ideas (free-riding) (Kerr, 1983; Kerr and Bruun,
1982). Groups tend to rely on their similarities, not on individual strengths and knowledge.
This can result in individuals’ creativity being suppressed, as they try to match the group’s
opinion to maintain unity (Jackson and Williams, 1985). Although group brainstorming should
not have any hierarchical order (Osborn, 1953), different participants with different precedence
affect group creativity. This ties in with the theory of social loafing identified by Karau and
Williams (1993), which explains the tendency of individuals to expend less effort when working
in a group than working individually. The presence of others influences the individual in his
or her idea generation stage, up to and including a possible production blocking effect (Karau
and Williams, 1997; Diehl and Stroebe, 1991). Even though nominal groups can address and
amend productivity blocking effects, different negative phenomena still exist (Diehl and Stroebe,
1991). In addition to these effects, group techniques consist of a variety of advantages, e.g.
a larger knowledge base, a variety of experiences, which support creativity in terms of idea
evaluation, idea combination, mutual stimulation and idea improvement (Voigt and Bergener,
2013). Approaches on community driven idea and innovation management use this wisdom of
the crowd to produce more and improved ideas (Yu and Nickerson, 2011). The strength of the
crowd is immense and should be used especially in innovation management where different ideas
are evaluated in terms of their capability, feasibility and practicability (Sawhney et al., 2005;
Wuchty et al., 2007). Table 6.1 shows the positive and negative effects of group creativity
techniques.
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6.2 Artificial Intelligence in Creativity Support
Positive effects Negative effects
Stimulate idea generation (Osborn,
1953; Voigt and Bergener, 2013)
Social loafing (Karau and Williams,
1997) and free-riding (Kerr and
Bruun, 1982)
Evaluation support (combined and
improved ideas) (Osborn, 1953;
Voigt and Bergener, 2013; Sawh-
ney et al., 2005)
Evaluation apprehension (Diehl and
Stroebe, 1991)
Idea quantity (Osborn, 1953) Production blocking (Diehl and
Stroebe, 1991)
Table 6.1: Benefits and Negative Effects of Group Creativity Techniques
Karau and Williams (1993) disclose in their paper several theories outlining the effect of
social loafing. In particular they write about the lack of motivation and the realization that
individuals exert less effort when working collectively. In our research, we concentrate on the
effects of “dispensability of effort” or “free-riding” (Kerr, 1983; Kerr and Bruun, 1982; Karau
and Williams, 1997) and the integrated model of individual effort on collective tasks (CEM).
CEM “suggests that individuals will be willing to exert effort on a collective task only to the
degree that they expect their efforts to be instrumental in obtaining valued outcomes” (Karau
and Williams, 1997, p. 684). In our approach, we try to avoid these negative group effects by
using different information technology techniques in order to build an artificial intelligence-like
system that supports the individual in the idea generation stage. In the course of our DSR
approach, we designed an innovative artifact that includes the functionality of idea generation,
idea management and user interaction. This web-based prototype allows users to write and work
on ideas in a community. A prior version of the prototype has been presented at the DESRIST
2014 conference and revised after the feedback of leading researchers. The main focus of this
research was to support the idea generator during the divergent thinking stage. The goal was
to stimulate cognitive processes by giving related, relevant, inspiring and supporting content
to the idea generator (Siemon and Robra-Bissantz, 2014). However, in this paper we focus on
social processes taking place during the interaction with an AI-like system.
6.2 Artificial Intelligence in Creativity Support
Artificial intelligence (AI) describes systems, software and machines that try to achieve human-
like intelligence in order to take action in solving problems or supporting individuals (Pomerol,
1997; Salton and McGill, 1983). Research about AI in creativity processes is rare. In 1998,
Boden published an article about creativity and AI that shows to what extent an AI system can
fulfill the depth of a creativity process. This includes the exploratory functionality of generating
new content and the evaluation and improvement of ideas. The conclusion shows that creativity
is a complex process, which cannot be done completely by an AI (Boden, 1998). In our research
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we focus on the interaction with an AI. To support creativity, the system has to provide human-
like support, contribute to ideas and even validate ideas. However, in trying to be supportive
like a human, the stated negative group effects may not occur. As such, we hypothesize that
an AI can provide the extra benefits of group creativity techniques without influencing the idea
generator negatively. The development of an AI is highly specialized. Current research divides
into different fields of study, which all have to be considered (Siemon and Robra-Bissantz, 2014).
One of these fields is the knowledge of an AI that is based on its data sources. Reasonable data
sources are difficult to determine, as these depend on the manner of ideas being generated. An
idea generation process often has a specific topic and aims to produce a certain kind of idea.
Thus, all ideas can be categorized before the support measures are carried out and specific data
sources can be determined. Databases shouldn’t rely on topic restrictions as supporting content
can also be found in unrelated information sources (Voigt and Bergener, 2013). Another aspect
of AI is the ability to learn, plan and reason during the whole supporting stage (Siemon and
Robra-Bissantz, 2014). A learning AI ensures a closer interaction with the idea generator and can
better react to the input by the individual. A better learning process results in improved planning
and reasoning by the AI, which enables the AI to better know when and how to support the
idea generator. If capable of reasoning, the AI also becomes capable of making decisions, which
is named as one of the main aspects of human beings. Choosing between various alternatives
is a complex human behavior and therefore difficult to adopt and integrate into an AI. The
basic requirement for this to work is an effective communication between the individual and the
AI, which is defined as Natural Language Processing (NLP). NLP tries to enable computers
to understand and process human language input (Siemon and Robra-Bissantz, 2014; Porter,
1980). The developed prototype implements an artificial intelligence-like system, including the
abilities of natural language processing, learning and reasoning. The following chapter explains
the functionality and our implementation of the AI fields in detail.
6.3 Web-based Artifact
Developing and designing artificial intelligence-like systems is complex and comes with the
fact that the intelligence of the artifact is only as intelligent as its designer (Pomerol, 1997).
Reasoning, language processing and decision-making algorithms are the representation of the
designer’s view and therefore contradict the philosophical opinion, that decision-making and
reasoning are different to each human being. As such, developing AI systems means not trying
to mimic mankind in general, but imitating one defined person (Pomerol, 1997). Research
about creativity support systems is widespread. Voigt and Bergener proposed an integrated
framework for group creativity support systems, implementing a set of components and func-
tionalities assessing social and cognitive group processes (Voigt and Bergener, 2013). Resnick
et al. propose additional design principles for tools to support creative thinking (Resnick et al.,
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2005). Both publications consider social processes such as social loafing and production block-
ing, and propose methods to reduce these negative effects. Functionalities such as commenting
and direct messaging are proposed to increase cognitive stimulation and the improvement of
individual ideas. However, automation in creativity support systems is rare. An attempt of
Ford implements information retrieval techniques to stimulate cognitive processes such as di-
vergent thinking (Ford, 1999). Kules uses search engines to help find inspiring material and
special databases to build associations in order to extend the idea generator’s cognition (Kules,
2005). Our developed creativity support system implements various functionalities based on
the proposed design principles and it includes information retrieval techniques to offer inspiring
and supporting content to the idea generator. The web-based prototype has the capability of
capturing (see figure 6.1), managing and supporting ideas in a community environment, which
enables users to write and manage their ideas to get feedback from other users. The commu-
nity can comment and rate the ideas, and thus improve and foster the thoughts of the idea
generators. The following screenshot shows the start view of the idea generation tool, where
all ideas of the community can be seen.
Figure 6.1: Start View of the Idea Generation Tool
As the boundaries between support systems and AI systems are loose, we implemented various
aspects to turn the system into a more artificial intelligence-like system by personifying it (Dehn
and Van Mulken, 2000). We gave the system the name “Alan” and the ability to talk to the
user during the idea generating stage. Figure 6.1 shows the character design of Alan. The
idea is hidden to the community until published by the user. This ensures that no negative
group effects apply during the first creative stage, as no other user can see and comment on
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other ideas. In this stage, the AI-like system offers support. The system has the capability to
understand written ideas by analyzing them with different algorithms. An information extraction
algorithm, based upon the bag-of-words model, representing the idea in a pre-defined number
of valued words, was integrated to represent the NLP functionality an AI should possess (see
figure 6.2). This algorithm starts with a word count algorithm, splitting the text into single
words and counting how often a word appears in the text. To filter the discriminative power
of the words, a stop word removal algorithm removes all stop words based upon the “Full-Text
Stopwords” list developed by MySQL for the English language2. As the word count algorithm
cannot see the similarity between different lexemes e.g. plural and tense, a stemming algorithm
was implemented. Stemming is the process of reducing words to their stem in order to group
words of the same root. Stemming algorithms exist in diverse types and differ in terms of
performance and accuracy. A commonly used algorithm proposed by Martin F. Porter in 1980
was used in our approach (Porter, 1980). The prototype uses a PHP encoding of the Porter
Stemmer algorithm, implemented by Richard Heyes in 20053 and extended by us with a look-up
algorithm. This look-up algorithm checks the stemmed words in a given table to ensure that
the word is correctly stemmed. The look-up table used in this approach is the WordNet lexical
database developed by Princeton University (Fellbaum, 2012). This combination ensures a more
precise approach and extends the word stemming. The following figure shows the process of
idea generation and the algorithms implemented in the AI.
After these steps, the text is represented by a finite list of words, where all words with the
same root are seen as one term and the stop words are removed. The list is ordered according
to the appearance of the word with a weightage relative to the number of all valued words
(words without stop words). The outcome of this algorithm is a ranked list of valued terms,
which represents the written idea. In a set of combinations, these valued terms will then be
used to query several data sources (see figure 6.2). Finding creativity supporting content,
which is not related to any specific topic depends on the type of database. In our approach we
decided to use social media applications as our data sources. The popularity of social media
applications is immense, which results in a large amount of data created by users all over the
globe, not to mention a wide range of topics. Our approach queries the services Facebook,
Twitter and Tumblr via the Application Programming Interface (API) and their Representational
State Transfer (REST) architectural hypermedia data system. All queries aim for the main text
or message written by the users, e.g. the tweets, messages and posts. The REST API’s allow
us to access the data of the services with different query term-combinations. To ensure a
valued outcome, different algorithms and term-combinations are implemented in the system.
All services are queried with the same term combinations, beginning with the five most valuable
2MySQL Full-Text Stopwords by Oracle Corperation, https://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.7/ en/fulltext-
stopwords.html, (assessed Jan. 04, 2014).
3The Porter Stemming Algorithm by Richard Heyes, https://tartarus.org/martin/ PorterStemmer/php.txt, (as-
sessed Dec. 01, 2013).
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Figure 6.2: Idea Generation and Idea Support Process of the Prototype
words, followed by the four most valuable words and so on. To avoid duplicate query outcomes,
a near-duplicate detection based on the Shingling-Jaccard algorithm was implemented (Broder,
2000). In the next step, the results are presented to the idea generator in a spiral shape ordered
according to their relevance (see figure 6.3)). For the sorting of the results we use the vector
space model, in which we first collect all of the words of a result and then calculate the according
frequency vector. The same is done with the words of the idea. We then calculate the distances
between the points (idea frequency vector to result frequency vector) and sort this conclusion
in ascending order, i.e. shorter distances are better. This also ensures that the results, which
are more closely related are visually closer to the idea. The following screenshot shows the
presentation view with Alan’s messages and the functionality used to mark and attach them to
the idea.
The messages are written by users and are thus of human nature, which supports the way the
AI tries to act and express itself as a human-like being. The social media messages found by
the algorithm are presented to the idea generator as messages from Alan. By giving the system
a name and the ability to directly interact with the user, we attempt to strengthen the sense of
an AI (Dehn and Van Mulken, 2000). However, we did not attempt to design and implement
a state-of-the-art AI in our research, we merely focus on the evaluation of the negative and
positive effects in an artificial intelligence-like system. Hence, no evaluation was conducted to
determine whether the system can be seen as an AI. The messages by Alan can be attached to
the idea, and saved as an inspiration or a hint to improve the idea. Since the user is actively
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Figure 6.3: Presentation View of Alan’s Messages
involved in this system and the requests are relatively short, we work with relevance feedback.
We use the relevance feedback, when the user marks and saves a message from Alan to his or
her idea, as our positive feedback to determine changes in the weights of the request (Salton
and McGill, 1983). In this way, the attached messages are used and re-analyzed in conjunction
with the initial idea. This implementation represents the interaction and learning ability of the
AI-like system. Whenever a user marks content as important or related to the idea, the system
adapts to the input and includes it into its analysis.
6.3.1 Evaluation of the Artifact
We aim to evaluate the utility of the artifact by a group of p=14 participants using
the prototype to prove our main research question (Hevner et al., 2004). The focus of
our research is to eliminate the negative phenomena, while still trying to achieve the ben-
efits of a group creativity process. This main research question was divided into two hypotheses:
H1. The system can support a group creativity process by...
a. ... stimulating idea generation
b. ... evaluation support and idea improvement
H2. The system can avoid the negative group effects
a. ... free riding and dispensability of effort
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b. ... and the outcome/effort relation (CEM)
We evaluated the prototype in a field experiment over a time period of four days, where the
participants were asked to solve a specific task with the help of Alan. The participants were
between the age of 21 and 33 and students (undergraduate, graduate and post-graduate) of
different field of studies, including information technology, business economics and engineering.
Five participants were female and nine were male. Various tasks were issued to the participants,
who were then asked to choose one task. The defined tasks were of different topics to avoid any
need for specialist knowledge. For example, tasks such as: “How can we make children eat more
fruit and vegetables?” and “How can we establish better recycling habits?” After introducing the
participants to the system, they worked over a period of four days in their familiar environment
(at home or at work) on one idea with constant support by Alan. The participants started
their idea from scratch and developed it over the period. During these days, Alan’s assistance
was used constantly. Log files of the system showed that the length of the ideas increased
during the support. In addition to this, monitoring the use of Alan by means of the number of
queries to Facebook, Twitter and Tumblr, showed that the help of the AI was intensive during
all steps of idea generation. Furthermore, the number of messages marked and attached to
the ideas (Ø=5 attached messages from Alan to an idea) showed that the user makes use of
Alan’s input. The idea generation stage was therefore highly influenced by Alan and can be
seen as a collective work between the user and the AI-like system. After the completion of
the experiment, the participants were asked several questions regarding the support of the AI
and as to whether they experienced any negative effects from interacting with the system. Our
two hypotheses were formed into five questions and were posed to the participants after the
four-day period of idea generation. We used a self-report questionnaire with direct questions,
based on the social processes causing productivity losses. This type of questionnaire ensures a
better attribution to every social process and thus allows a precise assignment to the hypothesis
(Paulhus and Vazire, 2007). For the answers to the questionnaires, we used the psychometric
Likert-scale approach to ensure a wider range of possible answers (Likert, 1932). The following
chapter presents the questions and the descriptive results of the experiment.
6.3.2 Results
For the validation of the first part of our hypothesis we asked the participants whether Alan
was able to find content related to the user’s idea (without explicitly asking for supporting
content), whether he found new content which was unknown to the user, and if he was able
to explicitly support the idea generation. The majority of the participants answered that they
agree (p=7) and strongly agree (p=5) that Alan was able to find content, which is related
to the idea. One participant neither agreed nor disagreed (neutral) on this question and one
disagreed. Similar results emerged at the questions as to whether Alan was able to find new and
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unknown content. Three strongly agreed, seven agreed and three were neutral. One participant
disagreed. Fewer participants agreed (p=2) or strongly agreed (p=6) that Alan was able to
find explicit supporting content. Two participants disagreed on this question and four neither
agreed nor disagreed (neutral). The following table shows the questions for the first part of our
hypothesis, whether the artifact was able to achieve the benefits of a group creativity process.
The answers strongly agree and agree are grouped (agree) as well as the answers strongly
disagree and disagree (disagree).
Question Answers (p total=14)
Did Alan offer content related to
your idea?
Agree: 12 Neutral: 1 Disagree: 1
Did Alan offer new content, which
was unknown to you?
Agree: 10 Neutral: 3 Disagree: 1
Did Alan offer supporting content? Agree: 8 Neutral: 4 Disagree: 2
Table 6.2: Evaluation Results for Hypothesis 1
With a few exceptions, most participants experienced a supporting effect by using the pro-
totype and found unknown content offered by Alan. Possible explanations for the participants
who did not gain any benefits from Alan might be that a suggested idea was too specific or
to short. This leads to fewer or even no query results from the services Twitter, Facebook and
Tumblr. When evaluating the negative group effects, we asked the participants whether they
exerted less effort for their idea because they knew that they were being supported during their
creative stage (addressing free-riding and dispensability of effort) and whether they exerted less
effort because the outcome might not only be their work. The majority answered that they
strongly disagree (p=6) and disagree (p=7) that they exerted less effort due to knowing about
the support. The same results were obtained from the second questions (CEM). Six participants
strongly disagreed and eight participants disagreed that they exerted less effort, because they
expect their effort not to be attributed to themselves alone. Table 6.3 shows the questions for
the second hypothesis regarding the negative group effects:
Question Answers (p total=14)
Did you exert less effort for your
idea, because you knew that Alan
was supporting you?
Agree: 0 Neutral: 1 Disagree: 13
Did you exert less effort on your
idea, because your effort is not
instrumental obtained to the out-
come?
Agree: 0 Neutral: 0 Disagree: 14
Table 6.3: Evaluation Results for Hypothesis 2
The results show that no free-riding or dispensability of effort effects occurred during the
use of the prototype and the interaction with Alan. Although, we did not evaluate the users’
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perception of Alan, the results show that an AI-like system does not affect the user in his or
her creative stage in terms of free-riding or dispensability of effort.
6.4 Conclusion and Outlook
The contribution of this paper is twofold: First, we developed an innovative artifact with the
functionality to generate, manage and work on ideas inside of a community. Multiple users
are able to comment on and rate ideas, in order to help improve and validate them. The
possibility of isolating ideas from the community whenever the user needs to work on unfinished
thoughts means that it is possible to ensure that no negative group effects can influence the idea
generator. However, hiding an idea from the community prevents other users from contributing
their input to foster or improve the idea. As such, we implemented an AI-like support system
that tries to act human-like, attempts to understands what the idea is about and tries to support
the idea generator during the creative stage. No evaluation was carried out with regard to the
users’ perception of the AI-like system; however, we implemented algorithms and methods,
which are widespread and commonly used in AI systems. Our focus was not on developing
a state-of-the art AI, but rather on finding out about social processes when interacting with
AI-like systems. As such, our main efforts were not invested in the development of the AI
but fulfilling the basic principles of AI. The second contribution is the conducted experiment.
The results show that the AI-like system was able to offer the idea generator new and unknown
content and found information related to the idea. Furthermore, the majority of the participants
said that the system was able to explicitly offer supporting content, which helped to improve
or validate the idea. Despite this, the results for this question were not as significant as for the
first questions. In can therefore be concluded that the AI needs to be improved in numerous
fields. First of all, an improved NLP is required to insure a better understanding of the idea and
an enhanced learning ability is needed to better interact with the user’s actions. Furthermore,
various decision-making abilities and a bigger knowledge base have to be implemented. A longer
experiment duration could result in more supporting content, as the queried services are highly
active and new content arises every second. Also the services do not incorporate content older
than seven days into the query results. The experiment also showed that no free-riding and
social loafing effects appeared while working with the AI-like system. Participants did not exert
less effort on their ideas, because of the fact that an AI helped or influenced their ideas. In
addition to this, the stated CEM had no effect on the participants. Even though this might be
related to the users’ perception of the system, it shows that there are no negative side effects in
an idea generation process that is supported by an AI-like system. The conducted experiment
and the implemented artifact presented in this paper are included in continuing research and
will be further evaluated and improved. In particular, the small number of participants in our
experiment hinders the generalizability of the results. An increased number of participants and
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a longer idea generation period could facilitate improved results. In addition to this, qualitative
interviews could provide supplementary results to prove our hypotheses. The experiment will
be extended to determine more group effects and supporting features of an AI-like system. In
particular, the functionality of hiding an idea or working anonymously in a community will be
evaluated. It can be noted that a variety of design principles for creativity support systems exist
and automated creativity support can improve cognitive processes. However, the interaction




A Creativity Support System for Cognitive Idea
Stimulation in Entrepreneurial Activities
Abstract
Entrepreneurship requires creative approaches to tackle many challenges faced in establishing
a new business. A necessary precursor is the recognition and development of ideas in order to
establish a beneficial business model. Recognizing opportunities and developing ideas requires
entrepreneurs to be creative. Actively supporting the creative process can therefore result
in enhanced ideas, leading to successful new products or services. Within this article, we
discuss the relevance of creativity support and the use of information technology to support
entrepreneurial creativity. As a part of the applied Design Science Research Methodology, we
developed a Creativity Support System, which aims to support the divergent thinking process,
which has been identified to be especially important for entrepreneurial ideation. We conducted
an experiment to evaluate the efficiency of our artifact. The results indicate that the artifact,
which automatically presents external word stimuli to the idea generator, is able to enhance
creativity, expand the entrepreneur’s solution space and supports the recognition of more idea
aspects.
7.1 Introduction and Motivation
A continuous emergence of advanced technologies opens up various significant new business
opportunities for entrepreneurs (Bridge and O’Neill, 2012). Entrepreneurs as well as estab-
lished companies are faced with extensive challenges to resist international competition. The
requirements to approach these opportunities increase (Kung and Schmid, 2015; Weerawardena
and Mavondo, 2011) . The development of innovative business models demands entrepreneurs
to generate valuable ideas that have the potential to become successful products or services.
Since ideas represent the output of a creative process, being creative and supporting creativ-
ity becomes crucial for generating valuable business models. Creativity is therefore essential
to develop a successful start-up (Amabile, 1988; Burkus, 2013) . Furthermore, characteris-
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tics and expertise of entrepreneurs can be compared to personality traits of individuals, who
are distinguished as highly creative (Whiting, 1988). A study by Whiting (1988) identified
comprehensive similarities between creativity-relevant characteristics and characteristics of en-
trepreneurs, whereas Ames and Runco (2005) specifically found a relation between divergent
thinkers and successful entrepreneurs. Divergent thinkers are individuals who can produce a high
number of unique ideas from a single starting point (e.g. a problem or a task) (Brophy, 2001).
Further studies have shown that creativity is important for entrepreneurship and that creative
thinking enhances entrepreneurial activities (Fillis, 2007; Fillis and Rentschler, 2005; Fillis and
Rentschler, 2010; Ko and Butler, 2007). In order to build a successful company, entrepreneurs
have to generate ideas for new products or services that are attractive for customers and have
the potential to succeed on the market. Building profitable business models is based on the
creation of novel and unique ideas, which marks a central aspect in entrepreneurship. This idea
generation process can be regarded as the lifeblood of entrepreneurship (Ward, 2004), which
points out the necessity of creativity for entrepreneurship (Zhou, 2008). Through creativity,
valuable and even beneficial products and services, that lead to a competitive advantage, can
be generated (Ames and Runco, 2005) . Enhancing creativity can therefore help to reach this
competitive advantage. An idea is the outcome of a creative process that can be influenced.
Influencing a creative process, consequently influences the creative outcome, which has led to
a variety of creativity support techniques. These techniques attempt to improve the creative
outcome by stimulating and manipulating the creative process (Mumford et al., 2012; Smith,
1998). Creativity support is often carried out in an environment where teams meet face-to-face
and apply techniques like Brainstorming (Massetti, 1996). Due to increasing remote work,
project teams are composed of employees who do not work in one place, but are globally dis-
persed (Gibson and Gibbs, 2006; Lurey and Raisinghani, 2001). This led to an extensive use
of information technology to support creativity with computer-based systems (Massetti, 1996;
Shneiderman, 2007). An early example is Electronic Brainstorming (EBS). Studies have shown,
that EBS is able to additionally support creativity and even outperforms traditional Brainstorm-
ing sessions (Dennis et al., 1999; Dennis and Valacich, 1993; Gallupe et al., 1992). By now, a
variety of computer-based systems that support creativity have been successfully implemented
in companies and evaluated in research (Gallupe et al., 1992; MacCrimmon and Wagner, 1994;
Massetti, 1996; Shneiderman, 2007; Valacich et al., 1994). However, the use of these systems
in entrepreneurial activities and their benefits towards successful entrepreneurship are rarely
examined. A study from 2016 by Siemon et al. shows the importance of Creativity Support
System (CSS) for start-ups. In their exploratory study, they identified a lack of use of CSS in
start-ups, which can aid the development of innovative ideas. In addition, they pointed out the
importance of external influence that can benefit and enhance the idea of a start-up in an early
stage (Siemon et al., 2016). This external influence is also referred to as the creative stimulus,
which helps to form new associations (Santanen et al., 1999). The generation of ideas relies
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on the ability to combine existing knowledge and to build new associations, in order to produce
novel ideas (Adamson, 1952; Duncker, 1945; Gick and Holyoak, 1980; Mednick, 1962). These
stimuli aim to activate new solutions for individuals or groups, who are working on a creative
task. In traditional face-to-face creativity sessions, a moderator or facilitator, who conducts a
workshop, often provides this stimulus (Chiu and Shu, 2012; Fink et al., 2010; Gassmann and
Zeschky, 2008; Knoll and Horton, 2011; Santanen et al., 2003). In virtual teams, automated
idea stimulation can be used to facilitate the creative process. Implementing and adding an
IT-system that automatically generates stimulating content to the creative process can enhance
individual creativity by acting as an external stimulus (Boden, 1998; Boden, 2009; Ford, 1999)
. In our research, we developed a computer-based system to enhance entrepreneurial creativity.
The system automatically generates creativity stimulating content that aims to support diver-
gent thinking, which has been identified as particularly important for entrepreneurs (Ames and
Runco, 2005; Gielnik et al., 2012). Our objectives are to create a system that can be beneficial
for the generation of the initial idea of a start-up and subsequently improve the overall creativity
support in entrepreneurial activities. This can also be favorable for established companies that
seek to expand their business by generating new ideas resulting in beneficial business models.
However, we specifically focus on start-ups, where the support of divergent thinking is inevitable,
in order to expand the solution space and recognize opportunities. For a better understanding,
the theoretical foundations of creativity and creative stimuli are provided in the following sec-
tion. Furthermore, the relation between creativity, creativity supporting information technology
and entrepreneurship is stated. Following the Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM),
we designed and implemented a web-based prototype to address the identified problems stated
in the introduction and the theoretical background. In order to evaluate and demonstrate
whether our developed prototype effectively addresses the defined objectives, we conducted an
experiment (Peffers et al., 2007). Subsequently, the results of the experiment are discussed and
implications for further research and practical use are given.
7.2 Theoretical Background
Advanced technologies and shorter product life cycles increase the necessity for innovations
(Weerawardena and Mavondo, 2011; West et al., 2014). Schumpeter (1934) defined innovations
as establishing new solutions, with which companies should leave the usual path of the economy.
However, creative ideas cannot yet be described as innovations (Amabile, 1988; Walton, 2003).
An idea transforms into an innovation when the idea leads to new products or services that are
successfully established on the market (Cropley, 2016; Danneels, 2002). Transforming ideas
into innovations involves various steps, from market research, prototyping, implementation and
market entry and it requires capacities and financial resources (Bullinger, 2008; Kung and
Schmid, 2015; Weerawardena and Mavondo, 2011). A systematic innovation management
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involves the support during the entire innovation process from the generation of new ideas to
their implementation and market entry. A range of different stage models for the description
of an innovation processes exist and involve the activities needed to move from an idea to an
innovation (Cropley, 2016; Germonprez and Levy, 2015). According to these models, the stage
of idea generation and evaluation is closely linked to creativity (Amabile, 1983; Amabile, 1988;
Mayer, 1999). Therefore, creativity is a crucial factor for successful innovations and beneficial
business models (Burkus, 2013).
7.2.1 Creativity
Even though the term creativity is widely used, it is not clearly defined (Parkhurst, 1999; Runco,
2004). Over many years, creativity has been discussed in various research fields such as psychol-
ogy, philosophy, business and even computer science (Amabile, 1983; Csikszentmihalyi, 2013;
Guilford, 1950; Massetti, 1996; Mumford et al., 2012; Osborn, 1953). Often, creativity refers
to the ability of an individual or a group of individuals to produce ideas, which are novel, useful
and appropriate (Amabile, 1983). Past research concentrated on individual creativity and what
the qualities of inventive individuals are. Likewise, Amabile (1983) states that the creation of
ideas is heuristic. This infers that a procedure is required to generate ideas. Rhodes (1961)
mentioned this procedure as one of his four P’s of creativity: person, process, product and
press. He characterized the process as the communication, learning, and thinking during the
generation of ideas. Other researchers describe the procedure of ideation as a recombination
and change of existing information (Boden, 1996; Mednick, 1962). Furthermore, a model by
Mumford et al. (2012) separates the creative process into eight stages: 1) problem definition,
2) information gathering, 3) information organization, 3) conceptual combination, 4) idea gen-
eration, 5) idea evaluation, 6) implementation 7) planning, and 8) solution monitoring. These
eight stages can be classified into two sub-forms as indicated by the cognitive capacity that
is required: a convergent and a divergent process (Finke et al., 1996). These processes were
initially characterized and documented by Guilford in 1950. He examined different individual
qualities that contribute to creativity. Divergence refers to the ability of information gathering,
the ability to form associations, perform mental leaps and to think out-of-the-box (Guilford,
1950). Convergent thinking is needed during idea organization, evaluation and selection (Briggs
et al., 2003; Hilliges et al., 2007; Voigt and Bergener, 2013). Guilford depicts divergent think-
ing as the capacity to build up an assortment of unordinary and differing ideas. Convergent
thinking is depicted as concentrating on the execution, and the assessment of individual ideas
(Guilford, 1950; Hilliges et al., 2007; Voigt and Bergener, 2013). Aside from Guilford, other
researchers examined the personality traits that classify a creative person and the interplay
between divergent and convergent processes (Amabile, 1996; Benedek et al., 2013; Brophy,
2001; Hocevar, 1980; Ward, 1975). These processes are highly influential and depend on cre-
ative stimuli (Hilliges et al., 2007; Santanen et al., 1999), which is why creativity techniques
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are mainly used during idea generation. Creativity techniques are methods to encourage the
creative capability of an individual or a group of individuals. Creativity techniques use social
and cognitive systems to promote creative actions (Herring et al., 2009; VanGundy, 1992). To
improve an idea, creativity techniques approach the idea generation process. Creativity tech-
niques help to break away from rigid patterns and structures, try to form new associations,
expand the solution space and present new opportunities (Csikszentmihalyi, 2013; Finke et al.,
1996). By now, a variety of creativity techniques were presented in existing literature and are
used in practice (Knoll et al., 2015; VanGundy, 2008). However, every technique follows a
different concept and aims to support different thinking types. Choosing the right technique is
therefore essential for an effective creative process. In entrepreneurial activities, it is important
to recognize opportunities (DeTienne and Chandler, 2004) that can transform into beneficial
business models. As a result, creativity techniques that specifically aim to support the divergent
process and expand the solution space are appropriate. By doing so, the usage of this creativity
techniques can potentially enhance the entrepreneurial creativity and thus lead to an improved
idea. Whether an idea will develop into a successful innovation can only be judged when the
idea evolves into a product or service and later succeeds on the market. However, for start-ups,
which often rely on only one product or service at the beginning (Ward, 2004; Zhou, 2008),
it is important to validate whether an idea has the potential to become a successful business
model. Therefore it is indispensable to validate an idea from the beginning, before investing
time and effort on its implementation. Validating ideas, which do not have certain performance
indicators, is intensive and complex. Evaluating creativity can be separated into two sections;
idea quantity and idea quality (Reinig et al., 2007; Reinig and Briggs, 2008; Shah et al., 2003;
Wierenga and Bruggen, 1998). In spite of the fact that idea quantity is frequently utilized as a
marker for creativity, it is regularly deficient and dismisses the significance of idea quality. Cur-
rent research emphasizes examining idea quality with independent judges (Briggs and Reinig,
2007; Dean et al., 2006; Shah et al., 2003; Wierenga and Bruggen, 1998). In 2006, Dean
et al. compiled a comprehensive literature review on how to assess ideas and subsequently on
how to measure the effectiveness of a creative process. They composed four dimensions, with
eight sub-dimensions to evaluate an idea. Even so, assessing idea quality cannot give exact
predictions on the success of an idea on the market, it is important to exclude incomplete and
disadvantageous ideas, which can cause the failure of a start-up. Therefore, it is necessary to
systematically evaluate whether an idea can be judged as novel and if it has the potential to
evolve into a successful product or service.
7.2.2 Creativity and Entrepreneurship
Studies have shown that entrepreneurs tend to be more creative and are more likely to accom-
plish a creative problem solution (Al-Atabi and DeBoer, 2014; Neck et al., 2014; Shane, 2003).
In addition, the personal experience in entrepreneurial activities influences the creativity of indi-
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viduals. Entrepreneurs who have already founded more than two companies show a higher level
of creativity (Ames and Runco, 2005; Gielnik, 2013). This relation between entrepreneurship
and creativity can be defined as bilateral. The assumption that creativity has a positive effect
on entrepreneurship is confirmed, as well as the assumption that entrepreneurship promotes cre-
ativity (Gielnik, 2013). More specifically, the positive effect of creativity on generating business
models illustrates this influence (Gielnik et al., 2012). DeTienne and Chandler (2004) examined
the influence of a training program in enhancing the level of creativity of university students. In
their study, they identified, that by enhancing creativity through the training, the skills of stu-
dents to identify business opportunities could be increased. The training aimed to improve the
recognition of new opportunities and solutions and extended the existing knowledge base. The
results disclose an increase of the identification of new business opportunities by the students
who completed the training. In addition to that, training on divergent thinking, like forming
associations, conceptual combining, analogous reasoning and out-of-the-box thinking, has been
identified to promote entrepreneurial activities (Gielnik et al., 2012). Ames and Runco (2005)
also support this statement, as they identified that divergent thinking enhances the generation
of business models. However, Gielnik et al. (2012) point out to the interplay between divergent
and convergent thinking and state that both processes are needed for the creation of a com-
prehensive business idea. Further studies confirm the importance of a systematic innovation
process and the beneficial impact of creativity techniques on entrepreneurship (Gielnik et al.,
2012; Kirchgeorg et al., 2010).
7.2.3 Creativity Support Systems
Computer-based systems that provide, organize or process information during a idea generation
process can be referred to as a CSS (Shneiderman, 2007; Massetti, 1996). The benefits of CSS
are broad and companies highly profit from their usage, which points out to the importance of
CSS in business activities (Cherry and Latulipe, 2014). Influencing and stimulating information
is considered as especially relevant for a CSS. CSS can approach both individuals and groups and
can thus be divided into two different categories; Individual Creativity Support Systems (ICSS)
and Group Creativity Support Systems (GCSS). ICSS support individuals during a creative pro-
cess, whereas GCSS help to combine the skills and knowledge of a group (Massetti, 1996).
By synchronous communication, information sharing and idea comparison, creative stimuli are
exposed to the idea generator. In ICSS, no cognitive or social stimulation by other individuals
exists and the focus is set on the individual creative process and its enhancement (Massetti,
1996). However, specific ICSS that aim to support individuals can also be implemented into
the context of a GCSS, where the overall group process is supported but specific features of
the system support individual creativity. We focus on an ICSS that stimulates and influences
the individual creative process, rather than supporting the organization and evaluation of ideas.
Even though, our developed artifact can also be implemented within a GCSS. Examples for
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ICSS are, among others, information visualization systems, development environments or ma-
nipulation systems (Shneiderman, 2007). These systems are based on passive support, where
the user is not exposed to new stimulating content. They offer various mechanisms, instruments
and tools to express creative thoughts, but do not actively support the individual to form new
associations and recognize novel opportunities. Active creativity support means that a system
provides supporting and stimulating information on its own (Besold et al., 2015; Herring et al.,
2009; Kules, 2005). In our research we focus on this active form of creativity support and
designed and implemented an artifact that approaches this. As mentioned before, information
that influences the creative process, in order to enhance an idea, is defined as creative stimulus.
In the following section, we clarify the nature of a creative stimulus and its role in creativity
support.
7.2.4 Creative Stimulus
Anything that externally affects a system can be seen as a stimulus. A creative stimulus
is therefore everything that has an impact on a creative process. Creative stimuli are often
referred to as inspirations and have a long tradition in research (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997; Osborn,
1953; Rhodes, 1961). A creative process results in a creative outcome and the outcome differs
when a creative process is exposed to a creative stimulus (Herring et al., 2009; Howard et al.,
2010). The creative environment can be defined as the context, setting or situation the creative
process takes place in. As such, everything external that affects the creative process is within the
creative environment. This environment or “press”, as Rhodes (1961) calls this environment,
includes other individuals, who can influence the process by additional contributions or even
by their presence alone (Duncan and Paradice, 1992; Forster and Brocco, 2008; Gallupe et
al., 1992; Nunamaker et al., 1987). Apart from other individuals, objects and settings of the
environment can enhance or impair creativity (Siemon and Robra-Bissantz, 2016). However, if
the environment lacks creative stimuli, the individual’s ability to form associations and perform
mental leaps becomes crucial for creativity. Past research examined the creative mind and
explored the characteristics needed to create novel ideas (Hocevar, 1980; Runco and Acar,
2012). Results show, that the ability to form associations and to perform mental leaps are
related to creativity (Krampen, 1997; Runco and Acar, 2012; Ward, 1975) . In addition, aspects
like training (Amabile, 1996; de Bono, 1994; VanGundy, 1992) and motivation (Amabile,
1996) can enhance creativity. The Cognitive Network Theory (CNT) attempts to explain why
individuals neglect nearly 80ôf the solution space when dealing with complex problems (Santanen
et al., 2000). The theory is grounded on the confinements of the human memory and explains
that different associations (frames) are connected in a restrained cognitive network. These
frames are based on individual experience and knowledge and can be activated by creative
stimuli. However, conventional stimuli have the tendency to only activate common frames,
which is the reason why novel stimuli ought to be utilized to trigger other frames and expand
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the solution space (Hender et al., 2002; Santanen et al., 2000). Creative stimuli can differ in
their nature, depending on the underlying cognitive principle and the general type. Knoll and
Horton (2010) examined 101 creativity techniques with respect to their underlying cognitive
principle and their ability to change the perspective of the idea generator. They discovered
that merely three cognitive principles lead to a change of perspective, resulting in overall better
ideas. These cognitive principles are analogy, provocation and randomization, whereas overall
54 of the 101 analyzed creativity techniques help to change the perspective. In our research,
we focus on the stimuli type and the underlying principle random. A random stimulus exposes
sporadic words, pictures or other generated content to an idea generator (Howard et al., 2010;
Kosorukoff, 2001; MacCrimmon and Wagner, 1994; Ray and Myers, 1988). In our research we
created such a stimulus in the form of randomized semi-automated questions. These stimuli
are classified as word stimuli. The results of studies evaluating the effects of word stimuli
on creativity indicate that related words, word combinations and lists of words can enhance
creativity (MacCrimmon and Wagner, 1994; Massetti et al., 1999; Proctor, 1993). In our
research we focus on word stimuli in the form of questions, which stimulate the idea generation
by considering new and more diverse aspects.
7.3 Research Objectives
Deriving from the stated theories, we identified a strong relation between creativity and en-
trepreneurship and additionally disclosed the importance of active creativity support for en-
trepreneurial activities. We classified creativity support and specified the most appropriate form
for entrepreneurial activities, which is creativity support that specifically supports the diver-
gent process in order to expand the solution space. We defined creative stimuli and pointed
out the role of external stimulating content for an active creativity support. Apart from the
comprehensive research on creativity and entrepreneurship, examinations on the effect of active
creativity support and especially computer-systems that support creative entrepreneurial activ-
ities, is lacking. In addition, the usage of CSS in entrepreneurship is limited, which can result
in unused potential. Active creativity support and the use of CSS can thus bring sustainable
benefits to entrepreneurs that seek to develop ideas and subsequently build successful business
models. This active creativity support should be designed according to specifically support
entrepreneurs. We identified that external stimulation with additional word stimuli could be
effective and consequently argue to design and implement an innovative prototype that can
fulfill these requirements. Our research question is, if a specifically designed and implemented
artifact can effectively support individuals when generating ideas. The additional creative stim-
uli, provided by the artifact, are supposed to expand the solution space and support the idea
generator to produce more versatile ideas that cover more aspects. Hence, we hypothesize (H1)
that the ideas generated with the additional creative stimuli are more novel and more effective
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than those developed without the creative stimuli. Additionally, we hypothesize (H2) that the
use of the web-based artifact enhances the diversity of an idea and the number of aspects that
are considered.
7.4 Methodology
With our approach to generate new insights through the design, implementation and evaluation
of an innovative artifact, we follow the DSRM (Gregor and Hevner, 2013; Hevner et al., 2004;
Peffers et al., 2007). Peffers et al. (2007) constructed a framework and procedure for DSR
in information systems, which we specifically followed in our research. The first step concerns
problem identification and motivation, which we presented in section one and two. From the
identified research gap and the theoretical background, we derived our objectives and defined our
solution of designing an innovative artifact. Within this section we will describe our solution,
a CSS that aims to enhance creativity for entrepreneurs. Furthermore, we will describe our
conducted experiment, where we demonstrated the functionality and evaluated, whether our
innovative artifact is an appropriate solution for the identified problem. For this purpose, we
developed a post ideation survey to assess the functionality and effectiveness of the active
creativity support. Additionally, we assessed the quality of the ideas that have been produced
with the artifact.
7.4.1 Design and Implementation of the Artifact
Our web-based artifact is an ICSS, where users work individually on their ideas. The system
does not support collaborative idea generation, nor does it include any unintended creative
stimuli (e.g. shared ideas). This ensures no influence and stimuli by other group members or
other presented content. However, other users can issue a problem or a task that ought to be
dealt. Creating a task includes a textual description and a number of questions, which should be
answered by the idea generators. This task serves as the starting point for the idea generator.
It contains a current issue or problem, as entrepreneurial ideas often evolve from a problem, an
issue, a desire for a product or an improvement (Siemon et al., 2016). The questions represent
a main issue of the problem that has to be addressed by the idea generators. First, the system
analyzes the original questions. This is done by tokenization and normalization of the question.
Tokenization is the process of breaking a text up into single words, followed by a normalization
process, which maps variants of these words to a single and standardized form. Additionally,
stop words are removed in order to recognize valuable words. Stop words refer to the most
common words in a language and are usually filtered out for natural language processing (e.g.
she, at, is, which, on etc.). The system then proposes several alternative terms for the task
creator to choose from. For the alternative terms, the lexical database WordNet 3.0 is used
(Fellbaum, 2012). In WordNet, words (nouns) are hierarchically arranged according to their
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semantic features in synonym groups, denominated synsets. Synsets are sets of words from the
same lexical category, including simplex words as well as collocations. The single synsets are
linked according to conceptual-semantic and lexical relations (Fellbaum, 2012). For the word
suggestions, the relations synonymy, hyperonymy and hyponymy between the synsets were used.
Hyperonymy describes the compound of the type super ordination (X is the preamble of Y)
and hyponymy describes a subsumption relation (X is a kind of Y) between the synsets. Then,
words are suggested to the idea generator, which are arranged in WordNet at higher or deeper
hierarchical levels and have one or more synsets related to the input word. From the set of
selected words, the shuﬄe function creates new questions that can stimulate the idea generator
to consider different and new aspects. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the task generation, where
a user selects the semi-automated question. After the user has provided the first question, it is
necessary to also choose alternative terms for significant words within the question. The words
marked in grey are automatically recognized as stop words and are regarded as insignificant
so that no alternatives are generated for them. Other words that have not been identified as
stop words are marked in green. When the system misjudges a word as not being a stop word,
the user can manually mark it. Afterwards, the user can navigate through the automatically
generated words and select them.
Figure 7.1: Generation of the Semi-automated Questions
Other users can then view all generated tasks to select one and compose an idea addressing
the problem (see figure 7.2). The system provides a text editor with different formatting options,
where the user can write an idea down. When creating an idea, the user refers to the task
description and the main issues, stated in the original task. In addition, the user can randomly
shuﬄe the questions. This is where the additional words, selected by the task generator, are
used. The algorithm swaps the prior chosen significant words with alternatives and subsequently
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generates new questions. These questions are the creative stimuli that aim to help the user to
form unknown associations. The idea editor, the questions and the shuﬄe function can be seen
in figure 7.2.
Figure 7.2: Idea Generation with Shuﬄe Function
7.4.2 Experiment
With overall 39 participants (13 females and 26 males), we conducted an experiment to validate
our two hypotheses. The participants were undergraduate and graduate university students, who
were recruited in the course of a lecture, whereas participation was not obligatory. University
students show a high entrepreneurial interest and behavior (Wang and Wong, 2004), leading us
to choose them as participants. Even so, studies have shown that entrepreneurship programs
can furthermore raise entrepreneurial activities (Souitaris et al., 2007), our participants did
not enroll in specific entrepreneurship programs. The students had majors in the fields of
technology-oriented business administration, industrial engineering or computer science. First,
we divided the participants into a group of task generators, idea evaluators or idea generators.
The first two groups contained five participants each, whereas the group of idea generators had
29 participants. In order to create unrelated and individual tasks, the task generators formulated
a problem that the idea generators should address in their idea. The main prerequisite given
was that the task should be common and not require specific topic-related knowledge. For
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the core questions, the stated algorithms generated different synonyms and related words,
which were added by the task generator (see figure 7.1). Overall, five different tasks were
generated. Four tasks had two core questions and one task had three questions. Overall 174
automatically generated synonyms and related words were generated and selected for all five
tasks. On average, 35 words were used for each task and approximately 17 words composed each
question. Table 7.1 exemplarily presents one task with its two manually generated questions
(Q1 and Q2) and three automatically generated questions (Alt). Stop words without synonyms
are greyed out.
Task By the year 2050 the number of over 80 year olds
in Germany will more than double. Many feel aban-
doned by their family and friends. So in addition to
their physical health problems they also might have
to deal with mental concerns. To this day there is
not enough nursing staff to care for and to accom-
pany the elderly. Due to the fact that older people are
isolated, they don’t often have the chance to speak
about their troubles.
Q1 How can we protect older person from social isola-
tion?
Alt1.2 How can we keep back older parent from social non-
engagement?
Alt1.2 How can we protect older handicapped person from
social non-involvement?
Alt1.3 How can we preserve older deaf person from social
disconnectedness?
Q2 How can we raise attention in the society for that
problem?
Alt2.1 How can we increase knowledge in the governance
for that matter of fact?
Alt2.2 How can we build care in the family for that question?
Alt2.3 How can we improve work in the community for that
situation?
Table 7.1: Exemplary Task with Two Questions and Three Alternatives Each
The participants had four days for the formulation of the tasks. After that, the idea generators
created an idea for a chosen task, for which we divided the participants into a test group (TG)
and a control group (CG). The test group had the benefit of using the shuﬄe functionality
to obtain additional stimuli. Participants were divided randomly, making up a control group
of pCG = 15 participants and a test group of pTG = 14 participants. Both groups received
the same instructions: use the system to create an idea addressing one chosen task. The task
selection was nearly evenly distributed in both groups. However, three tasks with accordingly
six, seven and eight ideas were preferred and two tasks had only four ideas. However, both
groups addressed every problem at least once. For the idea generation, a time limit of four
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days was given to the participants. As every idea generator created a written idea, 29 ideas
with an average length of 221 words, were composed. After the ideation, the idea generators
(TG) participated in a short survey to evaluate the experience and the perceived effectiveness
by the provided questions and the shuﬄe functionality. Details on the measurements and the
idea evaluation procedure are presented in the next section.
7.4.3 Measurements
Five judges assessed the ideas after the idea generation process. Each judge evaluated every
idea, although one judge unintentionally neglected two ideas leading to an overall number of 143
evaluations. Within our research, we narrowed our assessment to idea quality, as we did not ask
our participants to generate as many ideas as possible. The group of idea generators was asked
to focus on one idea and concentrate on its diversity. Therefore, the respective idea should
cover larger areas of a possible solution space instead of a variety of ideas covering different
aspects (Knoll et al., 2015). By doing so, we aimed to receive more comprehensive ideas, which
we hypothesize to be more novel. We followed the eight dimensions proposed by Dean et al.
(2006). These eight dimensions cover an extensive variety of observations like the novelty and
originality of an idea, up to the completeness and the implementability (Dean et al., 2006). In
our research, we concentrated on the effect of the creative stimuli on the idea generator, which
is why we additionally evaluated the influence of the semi-automated questions by assessing
the aspects and diversity of each idea. As mentioned before, start-ups often rely on only one
idea, which constitutes to the base of the start-up. In order to evaluate whether our artifact
produces more comprehensive ideas and whether the divergent process was effectively supported,
we specifically measured the diversity of the ideas. The diversity of information has already been
linked to opportunity identification of entrepreneurs (Gielnik et al., 2012). Therefore, we added
the dimension diversity and the number of aspects of the idea to examine how versatile the idea
was and how many paradigms and aspects were illustrated. These dimensions aimed to analyze
whether the semi-automated questions were able to stimulate new aspects during ideation. We
evaluated this by rating the idea, as an idea, which either considered only one aspect (1), some
aspects (2), a few aspects (3), many aspects (4) or a lot of aspects (5). This measure aims
to subjectively measure the perceived diversity of the idea, without giving a precise number
of aspects. As the diversity of the generated ideas is a key aspect, we additionally asked for
an actual number of aspects. We measured the diversity on a Likert-scale to get a relative
answer on how the judges assessed the idea. The number of aspects is measured to receive a
precise number and additionally serves as a control measurement. Both measures were rated in
a roughly uniform manner, with a Pearson’s product-moment correlation (diversity and number
of aspects) of r = .72. Table 7.2 presents the dimensions and their sub-dimensions assessed by
the idea evaluators.
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Dimension Attribute 5-point scale
Novelty Rarity From 1=highly rare to 5=not
rare at all
Originality From 1=highly original to
5=not original at all
Paradigm Relatedness From 1=paradigm preserving
to 5=paradigm modifying
Relevance Effectiveness From 1=highly effective to
5=not effective at all
Stimuli Diversity From 1=only one aspect to
5=a lot aspects
Number of aspects Natural number
Table 7.2: Measurements of Idea Quality and Diversity
The judges had two days for the assessment of the ideas and participated in a brief training
on how to judge ideas, as suggested by Dean et al. (2006), prior to the evaluation, to ensure
an identical understanding. Before starting with the assessment, the judges read every idea
first, in order to get an overview of the overall quality. During the idea evaluation, the system
also provided information about every dimension to the judges. The assessment was done with
a five-point Likert-scale, excluding the dimension number of aspects, where a natural number
was necessary (see table 7.2). The results of the post idea generation survey and the idea
assessment are presented and discussed in the next section.
7.4.4 Results and Discussion
The idea generators participated in a survey after the creative process. This survey aimed to
evaluate the effect of the semi-automated questions. Only the test group (pTG = 14), who used
the shuﬄe function, participated in this survey. The following table shows the questionnaire
and the results. We used a five-point Likert-scale for the responses (1=strongly agree, 2=agree,
3=neither agree nor disagree, 4=disagree, 5=strongly disagree).
Question Results (pTG = 14)
Likert-scale 1 2 3 4 5
The semi-automated questions
helped me to generate my idea.
5 3 4 1 1
Due to the semi-automated ques-
tions I considered more aspects for
my idea.
3 5 5 1 0
Table 7.3: Absolute Data of the Post Idea Generation Survey
These results give first evidence regarding the capability of the shuﬄe function to stimulate
the idea generator, influence the creative outcome and expand the solution space. Subsequently,
the five judges evaluated if there was a positive influence by assessing every idea. To obtain a
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representative evaluation of each idea, we calculated the mean (M) values of the five judges
for the dimensions rarity, originality, paradigm relatedness, effectiveness and diversity. For the
number of aspects, we used the actual number given by each judge. To evaluate the significant
difference between the test group and the control group, we calculated a set of Mann-Whitney
U tests (Gibbons and Chakraborti, 2011; de Winter and Dodou, 2010). Table 7.4 shows the
results of the Mann-Whitney U tests for the dimensions rarity, originality, paradigm relatedness,
effectiveness, diversity and number of aspects.
Dimension MTG MCG SDTG SDCG W ρ
Rarity 2.604 4.023 0.783 0.378 10.5 .000038
Originality 2.614 3.700 0.742 0.533 25.5 .000512
Paradigm
relatedness
2.850 2.067 0.698 0.595 165.5 .008441
Effectiveness 2.229 3.070 0.613 0.470 30 .001074
Diversity 2.825 1.653 0.834 0.367 191.5 .000165
Number of
aspects
3.580 1.944 1.788 1.578 3805 .000000025
Table 7.4: Results of the Mann-Whitney U Tests (95% CI)
The Mann-Whitney U tests show a statistical significant difference between the test group
and the control group. The test group produced ideas that were more original, rare and
paradigm modifying. In their article, Dean et al. (2006) state that ideas can only be judged
as novel if all three sub-dimensions have a score of at least the mean of the scale. An idea
is therefore judged as novel, when rarity and originality scores are lower or equal to three and
the paradigm relatedness score is higher or equal to three. Of overall 29 produced ideas, only
five ideas could be seen as novel. All five ideas were produced in the test group with the
semi-automated questions. In addition, all five ideas scored well (lower or equal to three) on
the dimension effectiveness, which states that the ideas are not only novel, but also judged as
effective problem-solutions. The mean diversity value (M = 3.310) and the average number of
aspects (M = 4.030) is also higher then the mean value of all ideas. The post idea generation
survey indicated that the participants were influenced during the idea generation process. The
participants of the test group stated that the shuﬄe function supported the idea generation
and that more aspects were considered. The assessment of the ideas confirmed this influence
and showed that the creative stimuli, due to the additional questions, had a positive impact in
the creation of overall better ideas. The Mann-Whitney U tests showed a significant positive
effect on the idea quality, as the ideas generated by the test group were overall scored higher
on the measures rarity, originality, paradigm relatedness and effectiveness. This supports our
first hypothesis. Additionally, the first hypothesis is supported by the fact that all five ideas,
assessed as novel and effective, originated due to the semi-automated generated questions. The
Mann-Whitney U tests also validate our second hypothesis, as the ideas of the test group scored
significantly better on the diversity dimension and covered more aspects. In addition, it can
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be said that the novel ideas are of higher overall diversity and consider more aspects, as their
mean values lie over the overall mean value. Apart from one idea that scored lower on diversity
and had a lower number of aspects than the average, all ideas scored higher on these two
dimensions. In summary, all hypotheses are supported and a positive influence, due to semi-
automated questions, exists. The additional semi-automated questions positively influenced
the idea generation and resulted in ideas, which are more diverse and consider more aspects.
Subsequently, with the help of our web-based artifact, the divergent thinking process could be
effectively supported and more novel and diverse ideas could be produced, which can lead to
new business opportunities. Thus, our experiment revealed that entrepreneurs could use the
artifact to produce ideas that are more diverse and novel. Based on these novel and diverse
ideas, a business model can be built. Additionally, the artifact did not only help to produce
more novel ideas, but also more effective ideas, which could reduce the risk of failure.
7.5 Conclusion and Outlook
Our research offers both practical and scientific implications. Following the Design Science
Research Methodology we created an innovative approach and implemented a unique artifact
to address the identified problem and research gap. With this innovative artifact, we created an
effective Creativity Support Tool that can be used by entrepreneurs. Our approach presents a
possibility on how entrepreneurs can use information technology to enhance creativity in order to
develop successful business models. The web-based artifact uses algorithms and word databases
that offer comprehensive stimuli, such as synonyms and related words. The novel artifact and
the underlying technology can be used to develop comprehensive CSS, which benefit from large
databases that can stimulate the creative process. Due to the support of divergent thinking, the
system opens a solution space for entrepreneurs and helps to recognize new opportunities, which
are essential to develop innovative products or services. Our experiment showed that the artifact
is capable of significantly supporting the idea generation process, leading to more novel and more
diverse ideas, whereas we also showed that the created novel ideas had greater diversity and
considered more aspects. This is helpful for entrepreneurs, as well as for established companies.
Our research meets past findings on the effect of word stimuli and their effect on creativity
(Hender et al., 2002; Knoll et al., 2015; Malaga, 2000). However, our research implication
goes further, as we identified that this process can be executed automatically and that there
is a significant enhancement on the novelty and on the diversity of the ideas generated with
our web-based artifact. In our case, more creative stimuli resulted in better and more diverse
ideas. This consequently limits our findings, as the actual amount of stimuli relates to the
novelty and diversity of the ideas. Further research could examine different word stimuli and
how the actual number of stimuli significantly influences the idea generation. In addition, we
identified a positive relation between the diversity of an idea and the assessed novelty. Further
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studies could deepen the understanding and especially highlight the impact on entrepreneurial
activities. The effect on the development and implementation of business models that originated
from a supported creativity process should be examined. To effectively support entrepreneurial
creativity, the concept of our artifact should be further developed and/or implemented according
to the specific requirements of the start-up. With our artifact, we demonstrated that additional
word stimuli can enhance creativity and especially support divergent thinking. However, the
implementation of our proposed concept should be suitable for the context and situation of
start-up companies. As mentioned before, the artifact can also be implemented within a GCSS,
such as an electronic brainstorming system or a collaborative digital whiteboard. The potential
of using automation to create creative stimuli is immense, since almost unlimited stimuli can
be produced using information technology. Whether these are word stimuli, image stimuli or





Anchored Discussion: Development of a Tool for
Creativity in Online Collaboration
Abstract
Open innovation and crowdsourcing rely on online collaboration tools to enable dispersed people
to collaborate on creative ideas. Research shows that creativity in online groups is significantly
influenced by the interaction between group members. In this paper, we demonstrate how
theory can be effectively used to design and evaluate a tool for creative online collaboration.
Specifically, we use the body of knowledge on Creativity Support Systems to inform the devel-
opment of a tool to support anchored discussions. Anchored discussions represent a new mode
for creative interaction. In anchored discussion every comment is tied to some aspect of an
idea. We evaluated the anchored discussion tool in a laboratory experiment, which generated
insights for additional and refined research. Our results indicate that anchored discussion leads
to a more structured discussion amongst group members and consequently to more creative
outcomes. In a post session survey, participants made several suggestions on how to improve
anchored discussion. This paper concludes that anchored discussion is promising as a new tool
to aid online groups in creative collaboration. This paper extends a previous version presented
at CRIWG 2015 (Link et al., 2015).
8.1 Introduction
Modern companies operate in a competitive and ever changing environment. New solutions are
needed to meet the new paradigm of global competitiveness, which leads to rapid innovation
in entirely new ways, e.g. (Germonprez and Levy, 2015). The innovation process relies on
the ability to generate, evaluate, and refine ideas. Therefore companies are constantly search-
ing for ways to develop innovative ideas. One approach to seek and develop innovative ideas
concerns open innovation, which is the purposeful usage of internal and external sources for
ideas (Chesbrough et al., 2006). More generally speaking, ideas can originate from a company’s
employees, suppliers, partners, customers, or other external parties. One way to allow these
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people to collaboratively innovate and make the resulting ideas accessible to the organization
is the usage of online collaboration systems. These systems have the potential to evoke and
enhance the creativity of a diverse set of participants (van Osch and Avital, 2009). Organiza-
tions that design and deploy online collaboration systems should adopt a theory-driven design
method and account for the many factors that influence the creativity of individuals and groups
e.g. (Amabile, 1983; de Vreede et al., 2012) so that they stimulate rather than discourage the
creative process (Briggs et al., 2006). This is, for example, evident in the area of small group
brainstorming. Early research demonstrated that blocking effects significantly reduced group
productivity and creativity in traditional brainstorming groups where only one person can talk at
a time (Diehl and Stroebe, 1987). Information System researchers developed collaboration sys-
tems where group members generate ideas simultaneously leading to higher levels of creativity
and productivity (Fjermestad and Hiltz, 1998). A key challenge in open innovation and crowd-
sourcing is to enable online groups to generate creative ideas. Many open innovation systems
have features for idea competitions or for collecting ideas straightforwardly, yet little support is
offered to evaluate and refine ideas as a group effort (Hrastinski et al., 2010). However, when
people collaborate and improve each other’s ideas, the resulting ideas are likely to be more
creative (Blohm et al., 2010; Yu and Nickerson, 2011). This is evident in an organization’s use
of an internal collaboration tool where engineers collaborate with employees from the field (e.g.
support technicians who observe customers’ use of products) in the creative task of developing
products that better suit customers’ needs (Bertoni and Chirumalla, 2011). We propose that
new tools for online collaboration that are grounded in creativity and ideation theory have the
potential to foster group creativity. Specifically, we follow a theory-driven design approach
to design a tool that enables us to evaluate online anchored discussions as a mechanism to
stimulate creative idea development. Anchored discussion originates from the field of education
(van der Pol et al., 2006). Students’ comments are tied to specific sections of the academic text
and are shown next to it. Research shows that this design increases collaboration, knowledge
sharing, and student engagement (Alrushiedat and Olfman, 2012). We propose to replace the
academic text with a shared idea editor. Generated ideas can then be the center of an anchored
discussion, which has the potential to stimulate a more structured collaboration process for
elaborating and evaluating ideas.
8.2 Theoretical Foundations
8.2.1 Creativity in Groups
According to (Amabile, 1983, p. 33) “a product or response will be judged as creative to the
extent that it is (a) both a novel and appropriate, useful, correct, or valuable response to
the task at hand, and (b) the task is heuristic rather than algorithmic in nature.” Research
on creativity is often grouped into the Four P’s of Creativity: person, process, product, and
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press (Rhodes, 1961). Early creativity research focused on describing attributes of creative
people. More recent research focuses on the creative process and its products (Mumford et
al., 2012). provide a model of the creative process, which consists of eight core processes:
(a) problem definition, (b) information gathering, (c) information organization, (d) conceptual
combination, (e) idea generation, (f) idea evaluation, (g) implementation planning, and (h)
solution monitoring. These eight core processes, which we will refer to as phases, can occur in
different orders and loops due to the heuristic nature (Amabile, 1983) of the creative process.
Especially within a group, it can be assumed that several of these phases occur simultaneously
in different people. For example, (Sawyer and DeZutter, 2009) found that the interaction
among group members can be a substantial source of creativity. This is evident in the reported
case of a theater play in which actors construct the narrative in taking turns. One actor can
make a new proposal for a development but the actual development of the narrative depends on
how the next actor chooses to respond and what parts of the proposal they choose to continue.
Sonnenburg (2007) specifically views creativity as something that results from the interaction of
many factors. He reframed the 4P’s of creativity research and developed the 1-5P-Model which
describes the creative potential to be influenced by the factors: person, place, process, problem,
and (proto-)prototype. The (proto-)prototype is the work-in-progress or preliminary outcome
of the group process, which is transformed into the actual prototype - the creative outcome.
From this point of view, the group members represent one factor (person) that influences the
potential for creativity. Sonnenburg (2007) recognized that only people can start the creative
process, but their interaction is influenced by other factors. The interaction amongst group
members themselves is a key source of creative potential. This is demonstrated by the Team
Creativity Model (TCM), which was developed in an exploratory field study (de Vreede et al.,
2012). According to the TCM, the two main antecedents to group creativity are individual
creativity and a Shared Mental Model (SMM). Especially the SMM is a direct result from the
interaction of the group members. A SMM represents the extent to which group members
have a shared understanding of the group situation and the task (Cooke et al., 2000). Shared
understanding is the result of knowledge sharing, which requires clear communication (Bischof
and Eppler, 2011). Clear communication is concise, has a logical structure, provides an explicit
context and is low in ambiguity. To increase shared understanding, the interaction should be
focused on a goal and aimed to help group members understand. Therefore, the TCM proposes
that SMM acts as a mediator between knowledge sharing (i.e. interaction) and group creativity.
Thus, following the logic of TCM, it is important to support diversity and independence to evoke
creativity in individual participants (van Osch and Avital, 2009). Also, it is essential to lower the
barriers for interaction and knowledge sharing between participants (Lugger and Kraus, 2001)
to enhance the formation of SMMs. Based on past research and the logic of TCM we therefore
hypothesize:
Hypothesis 1a. Group members reporting more similar SMMs will have more creative products.
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Hypothesis 1b: Groups with a more structured and goal oriented interaction will report higher
similarity in their SMM.
8.2.2 Individual Creativity and Group Creativity
According to TCM, individual creativity is a key antecedent to group creativity. It is also
influenced by the interaction of the group members. This can be explained with the Search
for Ideas in Associative Memory (SIAM) model (Nijstad and Stroebe, 2006). SIAM assumes
that links between ideas in people’s memory exist and that usually only ideas with a strong
link to current thoughts are activated. A creative thought is characterized by two distinct,
simultaneously active ideas that were not or only loosely linked before (Santanen et al., 2004).
This activation can result from the interaction within the group or other outside stimulation.
A common form of stimulation is to change perspective, which can occur in one of three ways
(Knoll and Horton, 2010): (a) by searching for similar situations (analogy) and generating ideas
for those situations; (b) by challenging assumptions (provocation) and using resulting situations
for idea generation; or c) by using random elements and knowledge about them to generate
ideas. Due to the social norm of not changing the subject and the tendency of building on other
ideas, people have the tendency to voice similar ideas (Satzinger et al., 1999) and to not explore
changes of perspective. Paradigm preserving (similar) statements elaborate on previous ideas
and have value in building understanding. However, novel ideas are more likely to be paradigm
modifying by introducing new elements or explore different relationships. It can therefore be
argued that in the context of a creativity task the goal is to gain paradigm modifying ideas.
Groups can be stimulated to explore a wider variety of ideas when giving diverse stimuli, for
example from a computer algorithm (Siemon and Robra-Bissantz, 2014) or from a facilitator
(Connolly et al., 1993; Santanen et al., 2004). The latter intervention method was informed
by the Cognitive Network Model of Creativity, which draws a connection between the stimuli,
cognitive load, and resulting creative thoughts (Santanen et al., 2000). Simply put, the model
extends SIAM and posits that creative thought results from the combination of previously
unlinked ideas, which is aided by a variety of stimuli, but impeded if the individual experiences
high cognitive load. Cognitive load increases when many different ideas are active at once but
cannot be combined into a chunk. Giving stimuli increases group creativity provided the prompts
are well timed (Santanen et al., 2004). The research by Santanen and colleagues applies to
co-located groups that have access to dedicated facilitation support. We are interested in
determining how online groups can be supported without a professional facilitator who provides
stimuli. When a group uses an electronic system to generate ideas, then only ideas that the
group generated earlier can serve as stimuli (Satzinger et al., 1999). In terms of Sonnenburg’s
1-5P-Model the (proto-)prototype is a collection of all previous ideas (Sonnenburg, 2007). The
way in which the system displays previous ideas can influence the creative process (Javadi et al.,
2013). Attention diversion and lack of attention to other people’s ideas can both be the result
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of excessive exposure to other people’s ideas. Following the logic of the Cognitive Network
Model of Creativity, this is due to the increase in cognitive load among the group members.
Javadi et al. (2013) propose to limit the number of displayed ideas based on a ranking derived
from user votes. The same effect could be accomplished through a differently designed user
interface that would separate different aspects of a problem into different dialogs (similar to
different pages of a book) and thus separating the discussion (Dennis et al., 1997). Splitting
idea generation into subcategories resulted in the generation of more ideas, more high-quality
ideas, and more novel ideas. However, if a complex problem has multiple areas that could be
subdivided but have a high interdependence, then the dependencies might not be considered
if the problem is only viewed in subcategories and never as a whole. In summary, it can be
argued that the way a group interacts will impact individual creativity and group creativity. The
interaction is a stimulus for individual creativity. As a result individuals share their ideas and
thereby stimulate creative thoughts in other individuals and overall impact group creativity. A
better-structured and more goal-oriented interaction can reduce cognitive load and stimulate
more diverse ideas. We thus formulate the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 2a. The higher the creativity of individual group member, the higher the group
creativity.
Hypothesis 2b. The more structured and goal-oriented the interaction among group members,
the higher the individual creativity of the group members.
8.2.3 Anchored Discussion for Creative Online Collaboration
When a group uses an electronic system to collaborate, the design of the system shapes their
interaction. Group members collaborating from separate locations and interacting only through
a digital collaboration system are discouraged from social interaction but their writing efficiency
may be boosted (Shah et al., 2015). Early electronic brainstorming research demonstrated that
the negative effects of face-to-face groups, such as production blocking and evaluation ap-
prehension (Diehl and Stroebe, 1987; Diehl and Stroebe, 1991), could be mitigated. Using
electronic brainstorming can also enable larger groups to be productive, especially because they
need not wait for each other to finish voicing ideas (Dennis and Valacich, 1993; Gallupe et al.,
1992). To achieve positive results with such collaboration technology, designers have to ensure
that the user interface supports the specific creative task. For example, an online group that
works on the interconnection of ideas benefits from a diagram based collaboration tools that
seamlessly links textual and graphical information (Azevedo et al., 2013). We build on previous
research for designing a tool for creative online collaboration. Recently, Voigt and Bergener
(2013) conducted a literature review to compile an integrated framework for designing group
creativity support systems. To aid the development of group creativity support systems the
framework provides 13 design principles and six components with different tasks within one
system. For our research focus, the two components that are tasked to allow users to collab-
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oratively generate ideas are relevant: shared idea editor and communication component. The
related design principles are as following: (a) Provide the possibility to share ideas to foster
mutual inspiration, (b) provide session histories and dialogue mapping, to support idea reflec-
tion and information storage to build trust within the group, and (c) support group awareness
to avoid coordination problems and foster reciprocal inspiration. While these design principles
address some of our hypotheses, they are not comprehensive. Additional design principles can
be derived from the above literature review: (d) Limit the number of displayed ideas to reduce
cognitive load (Javadi et al., 2013), (e) allow discussion and idea generation for different aspects
of a problem to be separated (Dennis et al., 1997), and (f) provide a way to maintain the big
picture, to allow groups to consider the relationships between different aspects (Azevedo et al.,
2013). Based on these design principles, we argue that anchored discussion represents a viable
system and user interface design. As explained earlier, anchored discussion originates from the
education research literature and aims to allow students to collaboratively process academic
literature (van der Pol et al., 2006). The user interface for an anchored discussion displays
the article that students discuss on one side and the discussion on the other. “Anchoring is a
process of creating reference points between parts of a document and comments in the discus-
sion space to help prevent drifting within the context” (Alrushiedat and Olfman, 2012, p. 12).
The advantages of anchored discussion are argued to include more meaning-oriented discussion,
more frequent referring to content, fewer self-clarifications, fewer words needed to express ideas,
increased sharing of ideas, enhanced participation, and improved engagement (Alrushiedat and
Olfman, 2012; van der Pol et al., 2006). Anchored discussion is often compared to a forum
discussion, which typically has participants focusing more on establishing social relationships
and regulating the collaborative process. Also in forums there are more argumentations and
confirmations. While the actual level of shared understanding may not increase through an-
chored discussion, researchers claim that less effort is required to reach the same level of shared
understanding (van der Pol et al., 2006). This is because anchored discussion increases the effi-
ciency and clarity of communication. To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior research on
anchored discussions to stimulate creativity in problem solving tasks. We suggest to replace the
academic literature frame with a shared idea editor. The original idea would always be present
in the shared idea editor, so that the big picture is not lost. At the same time, using anchored
discussion, separate subcategories of the overall problem can be discussed without interference
of discussion of other subcategories. In other words, an anchored discussion for online idea
generation will consist of a text editor and an area for comments. In the comments area only
comments related to the currently selected text in the editor would be displayed. Thus, in-depth
discussions can occur separately for each aspect of the whole idea. Additionally, the desired
change of perspective occurs every time a user considers comments tied to a different aspect
of an idea. The group would make changes to the original idea, based on the discussion. All
comments should remain accessible, regardless of changes to the text in the shared idea editor.
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Anchored discussion solves issues of clear communication, specifically related to the following
(Bischof and Eppler, 2011):
• Writing concise content. Participants have to identify the most important aspects, leave out
what is not required, and find simple and easily understood language. Anchored discussion
focuses detailed discussion (including history) on only the one element of an idea that is in
focus and thus encourages participants to rework this element based on the discussion.
• Building logical structure. This is a matter of how parts need to be connected. Anchored
discussion always provides a connection between comments and elements of an idea.
• Providing an explicit context for discussion. By showing comments related to one element
of an idea at a time, the context of the comment is explicit without the participant having to
explain the context, thus reducing the effort needed for clear communication.
In summary, anchored discussion reduces cognitive load and fosters the emergence of SMMs
by providing an environment that elicits clear knowledge communication. We propose that
anchored discussion is well suited to enable an online group to better structure discussions of
larger ideas. Thus, we hypothesize:
Hypothesis 3a: Groups that use anchored discussion will report higher SMM scores than
groups that do not.
We further propose that anchored discussion reduces cognitive load because it limits the dis-
played comments to only those relevant to the subcategory a user is currently focusing on.
Reduced cognitive load should result in higher levels of individual creativity (Santanen et al.,
2004). Thus we hypothesize that:
Hypothesis 3b: Groups that use anchored discussion will produce higher levels of individual
creativity than groups that do not.
We propose that SMM and individual creativity mediate between group interaction and group
creativity. Consequently, if anchored discussion improves the group interaction, we hypothesize
that group creativity will be improved as well:
Hypothesis 3c: Groups that use anchored discussion will produce higher levels of group cre-
ativity than groups that do not.
8.3 Method
Following the principles of theory-driven design, we designed and developed a technical artifact
to evaluate our hypotheses (Briggs et al., 2006). Our artifact approaches our defined problem to
increase creativity in teams based on the theoretical foundations described above and proposes a
solution in terms of adding the anchored discussion functionality to a shared idea editor (Peffers
et al., 2007). Our web-based artifact is a real-time synchronous editor with functionality that
allows a group to work on the same text with all changes immediately visible to all members.
The anchored discussion functionality provides the users with the ability to add comments to
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certain aspects of an idea. In our case, comments were tied to a specific line of the text. When
a line of the idea was removed, comments remained accessible by merging them with the next
line. Based on a user’s current cursor position, the comments for this line would be visible, as
depicted in figure 8.1. The actual idea is written within the shared idea editor and comments
are arranged in a separate area to the right. The idea and comments are real-time synchronized
so that everyone in the group can see changes and new comments immediately. For the control
groups, the prototype was modified by disabling the anchored discussion functionality. Instead,
a discussion function was implemented, which is similar to a one-threated forum. It basically
represented a normal chat. Therefore, the control groups had no ties between comments and
an idea, but still had a way of interacting, reach consensus by building on each other’s ideas,
and group learning (García-Álvarez et al., 2014). The interface looked the same as in figure 8.1
with the exception that the comment area behaved like a chat. The prototype was implemented
as an extension of the open source software Firepad. Firepad is a reference implementation for
the Firebase database by Firebase Inc., which is currently owned by Google. The MIT License
allowed us to use and change Firepad without restrictions. Firepad is a real-time collaborative
text editor, using the Firebase database to store and sync data in real-time. Firebase is available
for many platforms, including iOS, Android, and Web. We used an API provided by a JavaScript
library for web applications.




A laboratory experiment was conducted with 98 participants (64 male and 32 female). The
participants were between the ages of 18 and 30 (M = 24.1, SD = 2.87). All participants
were university students in a Western European university. They were undergraduate (44),
graduate (52), and post-graduate (2) students with majors in different fields (48 management
information systems, 32 industrial engineering, 9 computer science, and 9 others). Students
were assigned to one of 26 groups of 3 to 5 participants each. The task for all groups was to
use the prototype to collaborate as board members of a fictitious organization that wants to
redesign the city parks. The city council requires the organization to organize volunteers, to
collect donations, and to ask the people in the affected neighborhoods for their ideas on the park
redesign. The group was provided with a few initial ideas of an absent board member. They
were then tasked to refine these ideas and develop additional ideas. The experiment sessions
were structured in three phases. During the introduction phase the participants were randomly
assigned to groups and received an introduction into the prototype and the task. The second
phase of the experiment was the collaboration phase, which lasted for 45 minutes. In the final
phase a survey was issued to capture participants’ perceptions and feedback. Two treatments
were given. The first treatment, Treatment AD, included the prototype with the anchored
discussion feature. This treatment was randomly assigned to 13 groups (48 participants). The
second treatment, Treatment CD, was our control group and included the prototype with chat
discussion. This treatment was also randomly assigned to 13 groups (50 participants).
8.3.2 Measures
Many researchers use an evaluation of the creative product as a proxy to assess the quality of
the creative process (Dean et al., 2006). A creative product is “a product or response [that]
will be judged as creative” (Amabile, 1983, p. 33). Since, there is no objective measurement,
Amabile (1983) suggested to use subjective measurements by asking judges to rate the cre-
ativity based on provided dimensions. She found that judges reliably agree on what can be
considered as creative, even without prior training. The dimensions to be rated by the judges
can be tailored to the task that the creative outcome resulted from, but certain elements are
predominantly present: novelty and quality (Dean et al., 2006). Dean et al. (2006) reported
high inter-judge reliability on different problems when using their ordinal scales on eight differ-
ent dimensions. For our study, four independent judges from diverse backgrounds evaluated
separately the creativity of each group in random order. The creative outcome was rated on the
eight dimensions by Dean et al. (2006), (1-4 scale for first six dimensions, 1-3 scale for last two):
a) originality, b) paradigm relatedness, c) acceptability, d) implementability, e) applicability, f)
effectiveness, g) implicational explicitness, and h) completeness. The authors demonstrated
that these dimensions reliably measure novelty (a + b), workability (c + d), relevance (e + f),
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and specificity (g + h). The overall creativity is a combination of novelty and quality, which
is measured by the other three constructs. Dean et al. (2006) recommend using thresholds
on novelty and the three dimensions of quality, because a strength in one dimension cannot
compensate for a weakness in another area. The goal was to compare creativity and thus a
thresholds based on the respective means was created which separated the group outcomes into
two groups on each dimension. Only when the creative outcome is in the higher rated group
on at least three of the four dimensions, was the group considered to have created a creative
outcome. The judges also rated how well-structured and goal-oriented the discussion within a
group was. These dimensions were informed by the benefits that anchored discussion offers.
The means of the dimensions formed an anchored discussion score (AD-score). A standard
survey instrument, based on (Johnson et al., 2007), was used to capture the SMM. After
each session, every participant was asked to rate 26 items (1 = strongly agree, 5 = strongly
disagree). A group’s SMM-score was calculated as the mean across participants’ means across
all items. The post-experiment survey also assessed participants’ perceptions of effectiveness
and satisfaction. These measures were adapted from previous research (Dennis et al., 1996).
Another construct we measured was individual creativity. A common way to measure creativity
is the good-idea count, by rating every submitted idea (Reinig and Briggs, 2006). However,
the shared idea editor captures entries from every person as changes to the idea set. In other
words, the final result represents the final transformation of the idea set. The prototype does
not contain an algorithm to keep track of individual contributions or separate contributions.
Thus it was not possible to determine who entered what idea or changed another idea in the
text editor. Until we extend our prototype, individual creativity can only be measured by proxy.
To this end, it was assumed that individual creativity can be expressed as the number of ideas
presented to the group and assuming that this is related to the amount of text a participant
enters into the prototype (Briggs and Reinig, 2007). Contributions were counted in terms of
the number of characters added to the idea editor, the number of changes made in the idea
editor, and the number of characters captured in comments. After the quantitative analysis, the
first two authors evaluated the use of the prototype by analyzing the presentation of the final
document, the discussions, and comments provided in the post-experiment survey (Thomas,
2006). We analyzed the use of different structuring elements including headlines, bullet points,
and enumerations and their support for clarity and comprehensiveness of the idea. We fur-
ther analyzed 2084 comments from the discussion within each group, coding for idea-related,
organizing and task-unrelated comments. The first and second author coded independently
to achieve inter-coder reliability and discussed their differences of judgment (Thomas, 2006).
Lastly, we analyzed five pages of comments provided by 51 participants in the post-experiment





An independent samples t-test was conducted to compare the group creative score (sum of
creativity dimensions) for groups that reported more similar SMM and groups with less SMM
(H1a). We split the groups by median SMM. There was no significant difference in group
creativity score for groups with more similar SMM (M = 22.6, SD = 1.85) and groups with
less similar SMM (M = 22.1, SD = 1.48; t(24) = −.78, ρ = .44, two tailed). The magnitude
of the differences in the means (mean difference = −0.51) was moderate (η2 = .02). H1a is not
supported. An independent samples t-test was conducted to compare the reported similarity
of SMM for groups that had more structured and goal oriented interaction and groups that
had less (H1b). We split the groups by median anchored discussion score (AD-score). The
AD-score captures how well structured and goal oriented the discussion within a group was
(from 1 = unstructured to 4 = well structured). Inter-judge reliability is high on four items
(Cronbach’s alpha: .89). There was no significant difference in reported SMM similarity for
groups that had a higher AD-score (M = 49.7, SD = 11.2) and groups that had a lower
AD-score (M = 50.7, SD = 11.3; t(24) = .23, ρ = .82, two tailed). The magnitude of the
differences in the means (mean difference = 1.01) was small (η2 = .002). H1b is not supported.
To determine which groups produced a creative outcome, we counted the creativity dimensions
for which the rating was above the dimension mean over all groups. Groups that reached
at least the mean on three dimensions were considered to be more creative (see table 8.1).
The inter-judge reliability on group creativity ranged from mediocre to acceptable, given the
Cronbach’s alpha (α) for the dimensions novelty (.56), workability (.60), relevance (.51), and
specificity (.74). On workability we excluded the ratings of one judge as they showed a clearly
different rating scheme.
More creative Less creative
Number of dimensions
rated above means 4 3 2 1 0
Anchored Discussion Groups (AD) 1 7 2 3 0
Control Groups (CD) 0 5 4 3 1
Table 8.1: Total Number of Groups (AD and CD) Rated According their Creativity Dimensions
An independent samples t-test was conducted to compare the average individual creativity
for groups that produced creative outcomes and groups that did not (H2a). There was no
significant difference in individual creativity for groups that produced more creative outcomes
(M = 2425, SD = 502) and groups that had less creative outcomes (M = 2082, SD =
708; t(24) = −1.42, ρ = .17, two tailed). The magnitude of the differences in the means
(mean difference = −341) was moderate (η2 = .07). H2a is not supported. An independent
samples t-test was conducted to compare the individual creativity for groups that had more
structured and goal oriented interaction (i.e. higher AD-score) and groups that had less (H2b).
There was no significant difference in individual creativity for groups that had a higher AD-
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MAD SDAD MCD SDCD t ρ MD η
Group Cre-
ativity
22.6 1.66 22.2 1.67 −0.68 .50 −0.44 .02
Individual
Creativity
2081 659 2426 563 1.44 .16 345 .08
Similar
SMM




2.76 0.61 2.36 0.57 1.72 .10 0.40 .11
Perceived
Effectivity
2.49 0.45 2.13 0.41 2.17 .04 0.37 .16
AD-score 3.32 0.60 2.84 0.35 2.50 .02 0.48 .21
Note. M = Mean. SD = Standard Deviation. MD = Mean Difference. AD = Anchored
Discussion (treatment). CD = Chat Discussion (control group). SMM = Shared Mental
Model ranges from 26 (most similar) to 130 (least similar). Individual creativity by proxy
number of contributions. Group Creativity ranging from 8 to 30 (most creative). Perceived
Satisfaction and Perceived Effectivity range from 1 to 5 (best). AD-score ranges from 1
(unstructured) to 4 (well structured).
Table 8.2: Results of the Independent T-test, Two Tailed
score (M = 2290, SD = 649) and groups that had a lower AD-score (M = 2212, SD =
623; t(24) = −.31, ρ = .76, two tailed). The magnitude of the differences in the means (mean
difference = −78.1) was small (η2 = .004). H2b is not supported. An independent samples
t-test (see table 8.2) was conducted to compare SMM similarity for groups of the different
treatments (H3a). There was a significant difference in similar SMM between the treatments.
The magnitude of the differences in the means was large. H3a is not supported, since lower SMM
values indicate more similarity. An independent samples t-test (see table 8.2) was conducted to
compare the average individual creativity for groups of the different treatments (H3b). There
was no significant difference in individual creativity between the treatments. The magnitude
of the differences in the means was moderate. H3b is not supported. An independent samples
t-test (see table 8.2) was conducted to compare the levels of group creativity for groups of
the different treatments (H3c). There was no significant difference in levels of group creativity
between the treatments. The magnitude of the differences in the means was moderate. Even
within the four dimensions of creativity (i.e. novelty, workability, relevance, and specificity) there
is no significant difference between the treatments. Additionally, we compared the creativity
dimensions for each group. A group would be counted as 1 on a dimension if their rating was
above the dimension mean. Groups that reached at least the mean on three dimensions were
considered to be more creative. 8 AD and 5 CD groups met this criterion. The results in table 8.1
show that groups with anchored discussion produced more creative outcomes. This supports
H3c. We conducted further t-tests for the treatments, found in table 8.2: Perceived satisfaction
(Cronbach’s α : .82) is not significantly different between the groups with a moderate magnitude
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of the differences in the means. Perceived effectivity (Cronbach’s α : .75) is significantly better
for CD groups with a large magnitude of the differences in the means. The AD-score is much
higher for AD groups with a large magnitude of the differences in the means.
8.5 Qualitative Findings
The analysis of the presentation of the final document, the discussions, and the comments
in the post-experiment survey revealed interesting findings that shed light on the unexpected
quantitative results. First, comments about structuring the idea with headings or bullet points
were found early in all CD group chats. Sample comments read (translated): “I would say we
structure this first” ”How about basing the layout off of the three points from the assignment?”
“Should we reorder the list?” In comparison, with the exception of one group, none of the
AD groups discussed structure to begin with. Only after realizing that deleting lines would
merge comments and that moving text did not move comments did some AD groups consider
structuring to prevent discussions from becoming diluted later. The presentation of the final
document reflects this difference. While all thirteen CD groups used headings and bullet points
to structure their final document only eight AD groups did so. The remaining AD groups
produced a single text block with little formatting. Second, the discussion within CD groups
focused sequentially on the different elements of the assignment. Before moving to a new
topic, group consensus was often conveyed by confirmation messages such as (translated)
“yes”, “agreed”, or a supportive emoticon (i.e. :-) or ˆˆ). In comparison, within AD groups the
discussion on different elements occurred and far fewer confirmation messages were observed.
Rather, having made changes to the idea text seemed to have been sufficient and required no
further comments. Third, our analysis of all 2084 comments supports that AD groups engaged
in more clear and focused discussion. We coded each comment in one of three categories as
either related to the idea, organizing the team, or non-related. Cohen’s Kappa (κ) was run to
determine if there was agreement between the first and second author’s judgment. There was
moderate agreement for the CD treatment, κ = .539, p < .0005, and good agreement for the
AD treatment, κ = .878, p < .0005. For the CD treatment, both coders agreed that of 1218
comments 47.5% were idea-related, 20.0% were organizing the team, and 5.7% were off-topic.
Of the 26.7% disagreement, the majority was about whether comments were idea-related or
off-topic (11.0%), and idea-related or organizing (10.9%). This finding highlights that CD
groups used many ambiguous comments. One common example was (translated): “I cannot
think of anything more.” This comment could be a closing remark relating to an idea or an
organizing statement that the discussion should move on. One example of an idea/off-topic
disagreement is found in one group that went off tangent to discuss providing free beer to
volunteers, which has the potential to spark ideas but is not clearly related to the idea. These
ambiguous comments were most prevalent in CD groups. For the AD treatment, both coders
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agreed that of 866 comments 78.4% were idea-related, 7.2% were organizing, and 10.3% were
off-topic. This finding supports that AD groups were engaged in a more focussed discussion on
the ideas. The surprisingly high rate of off-topic comments resulted from discussions about the
prototype. Fourth, many AD group members commented that at first they did not understand
how to use anchored discussion. This was evident in the discussion as well as the comments
in the post-experiment survey. One AD user commented afterwards (translated): “A longer
introduction to the web-app would have been good (maybe demonstrate the use with projector).
It was not 100 % clear, how the thing worked, that took a few minutes. That could have been
demonstrated and everyone could have started on the task right away.” One AD group went as
far as to discuss the bugs of the prototype towards the end of the session. In the post-experiment
survey, emergent themes included the excitepment for anchored discussion (9 participants), a
wish that new comments would be indicated for each line (7 participants), a bug where the
prototype stops synchronization and ideas entered are lost (5 participants), and unintuitive use
of the tool (3 participants). In contrast, CD groups discussed the prototype far less during the
session or afterwards and focussed more on the group dynamics. In the control group, emergent
themes from the post-experiment survey addressed the sense of unplanned, unstructured and
chaotic interaction (3 participants), a preference for face-to-face group meetings because it
reduces chaotic interaction (2 participants), and the unstructured nature of the task description
(2 participants). Last, four CD groups created a custom anchored discussion within the text
editor. Comments directly related to a specific text were added into the shared idea editor,
often marked as a comment by putting “->” in between text and comment. This was unique
to CD groups.
8.6 Discussion
Based on our theoretical foundation regarding group creativity in an online environment, we
designed and implemented a first version of a tool with anchored discussion. The results seem to
not support most of our hypotheses. Below we will explore possible explanations. In hypotheses
1a and 2a, we proposed that the SMM of the group and the individual creativity (estimated
by contributions as a proxy) of the group members would influence group creativity. These
hypotheses are derived from the TCM (de Vreede et al., 2012), which proposes a relationship
between SMM and individual creativity to group creativity. Both antecedents differed in the
results between the treatments: the control group had the more favorable results in both cases.
However, group creativity appears to be unaffected by this. This could indicate that some other
factor was involved and that the relationship as stated in the TCM is different from how we
tested it. Furthermore, de Vreede et al. (2012) mentioned that a less similar SMM could be
beneficial to group creativity, which might partly explain why the anchored discussion groups
had a less favorable SMM-score but had slightly better creative outcomes. In theory, a more
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structured and goal oriented group interaction was supposed to positively influence SMM and
individual creativity, as stated in hypotheses 1b and 2b. The results did not support these
hypotheses. The same observations from the previous paragraph apply. Anchored discussion
did enable the groups to have a more structured and goal oriented discussion with less needs to
create references to the text, fewer interactions organizing the teamwork, and as a result require
less discussion. The AD-score and qualitative findings clearly indicate that anchored discussion
produced a more efficient interaction amongst the group members. However, hypotheses 3a
(higher SMM-score for groups using anchored discussion) and 3b (higher individual creativity
for groups using anchored discussion) are not supported by the results. Interestingly, the groups
using anchored discussion had a more structured interaction, but SMM, individual creativity,
satisfaction, and perceived effectiveness scores were less favorable than in control groups’ scores.
However, in support of hypothesis 3c, but contrary to our hypotheses 1a and 2a, the group
creativity was slightly better in anchored discussion groups. A possible explanation could be
limitations to our measurements. However, we used validated measures for group creativity,
SMM, satisfaction, and perceived effectiveness. We acknowledge that using the contribution
count as a proxy for individual creativity is arguably not preferable, and results in not being
able to reliably support or refute hypotheses 2a, 2b, and 3b. The qualitative analysis of the
final document, the discussions, and comments from participants on the post-survey can aid
the search for explanations. Participants were asked to comment on the experiment afterwards.
A reoccurring theme was that participants were overwhelmed by anchored discussion and did
not intuitively understand how to use it, which clearly showed in analysis of the discussion.
Participants commented that they would have preferred a more detailed explanation of how to
use anchored discussion and maybe even have an additional training before the actual creative
task was assigned. It can thus be argued that the unknown interface of anchored discussion
caused a cognitive load that impeded on the collaboration task. However, giving an introduction
on how to use the anchored discussion tool effectively could influence the reported levels of
perceived effectiveness and thereby interfere with the measured results. The negative effect of
our prototype on satisfaction and perceived effectiveness could be further explained by some
unexpected behavior. One anchored discussion group noticed early that deleting a line in the
shared idea editor results in the attached comments to be combined with the next line and
thus diluting that other discussion. The group’s solution was to write into a line “[deleted]”
and thereby maintaining all the comments separate. Other groups interrupted their creative
process to structure the document and thereby structuring subsequent discussion threats. We
therefore conclude that a software design in which comments are moved to a different space
if they become orphaned due to a deleted anchor would be better. Also participants asked for
comments to be tied to the text and thus be moved with the text, if the text is rearranged. One
group left the lines with comments in the original order to maintain all comments and compiled
the fully developed plan below in new lines. The inhibiting effect of the prototype is most
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evident in the format of AD groups’ final documents, which often lack structuring headings
and bullet points. In summary, this unintuitive behavior also appeared to increase cognitive
load and reduce perceived effectiveness and satisfaction. While the effect was strongest on
the antecedents, the more structured discussion appeared to compensate for this resulting in
the group creativity being slightly above the control group. This is remarkable in the light of
the off-topic discussion concerning the prototype within AD groups, which further distracted
from the task. Continuing with participants’ suggestions for improvements, the most requested
feature was a visual indication that an unread comment existed. In our prototype the number
of comments were displayed next to the line number, and when this number increased no visual
cue was provided. One participant explained the downside of this implementation (translated):
“Some comments were never noticed.” We had not implemented this feature to avoid distraction
and to not disrupt the creative thought process. However, it seems that a non-obtrusive change
of color or font style for the comment count could aid the collaboration of the group members
by reducing the time in search for new comments. Only participants in the control groups
argued that they would have liked additional support to structure their collaboration process.
The analysis of the discussion demonstrated that CD groups put much effort into structuring
the document and coordinating the discussion. Headings and bullet points were mostly used
by CD groups, but apparently did not satisfy the need for coordination. Suggestions for more
support included to-do-lists and voting features. The communication was described in some
comments as unstructured, having too many conflicts, and not being goal oriented. One
comment described in detail how the constant stream of comments in the chat area caused
attention diversion and prevented creative work in the shared idea editor. Interestingly, four
of the 13 control groups helped themselves and created their own anchored discussion within
the text. Thus we can see how anchored discussion is a promising solution for structuring text
related discussions. The effectiveness is supported by the fact, that three of the four groups
were rated as having created a creative outcome. If we had counted the groups with self-build
anchored discussion to the AD group, then 11 AD and 2 CD groups are rated as creative.
This would strongly support hypothesis 3c and indicates the benefit of anchored discussion to
increase creativity.
8.7 Limitations
Our research has several limitations. First, the standard limitations of a lab experiment apply.
For example, students were encouraged to participate but may not have had any intrinsic
motivation to do so. When anchored discussion is used on social media platforms where people
collaborate only voluntarily, different motivations and incentives may apply so a field evaluation
of anchored discussions is recommended. Also, the fictitious experiment task may not have
stimulated creativity and participation equally for all students. Additional limitations are related
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to the prototype. Many participants complained about the performance and attributed slower
collaboration to this aspect, but this was consistent for both treatments. Additionally, as argued
above, the functionality of anchored discussion was unknown to the subjects. Prior training
might have aided performance and yielded different results. Better results might have also been
achieved if the participants’ suggestions were implemented and the stability was improved. The
design of our prototype did not allow us to perform personalized idea counts, which would be
a preferred measurement for creativity (Reinig et al., 2007). Using number of characters typed
as a proxy for individual creativity has several drawbacks. Contribution counts could be high for
other reasons, like correcting spelling mistakes, or communicating unrelated messages. However,
using the count of good-ideas would be a more correct measurement, especially since the ratio
of good-ideas to total ideas can serve as an indicator for cognitive inertia experienced by the
group (Briggs and Reinig, 2007), which anchored discussion should reduce. Thus, comparing
contribution counts has limited value in comparing individual creativity between control groups
and anchored discussion groups. Finally, the dimensions from (Dean et al., 2006) appear to
be a better fit for evaluating many ideas that are created after another, and not so much for
evaluating the overall creative outcome. This can be demonstrated on the dimensions originality
and paradigm relatedness, which both are better judged in comparison to previously created
ideas, but are difficult to judge without reference points. Another limitation in our evaluation
of the creative group outcome is that we did only a short training with the judges, because
(Amabile, 1982) suggested it was not needed, and not as extensive as was suggested (Dean
et al., 2006).
8.8 Conclusions
We successfully demonstrated that the body of knowledge on creativity provides a sufficient
foundation to inform the development of new tools to support creativity. Based on the body of
knowledge we designed and developed a prototype that used anchored discussion and evaluated
it in an initial experiment. Our experiment revealed that anchoring is an adequate tool to
structure an ideation process and has the potential to enhance performance. The participants
used anchored discussion or created their own anchored discussion-like functionality. This sug-
gests that anchoring is effective to structure the communication in a creative process. Further,
the results suggest that groups using anchored discussion are working in a more structured
way. However, our study revealed the most important issue of any creativity tool, which is
usability. As the design of the system shapes the group interaction, the implementation of
anchored discussion also influences group performance, even impairing creativity, if inappropri-
ately designed. Our work provides tested design guidelines and suggestions for improvements.
Most importantly, structuring group work using anchored discussion should be intuitive and not
overstrain the user, leading to high cognitive load. To summarize our findings, anchored discus-
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sion seems promising. From the experiment we expected stronger support for our hypotheses,
yet it has to be considered that this was the first prototype to explore the use of anchored
discussion for creativity in online groups. We have gained a better understanding of what can
be improved. Our contribution is twofold. First, we demonstrated how theory can serve as
a foundation to inform the design and development of new collaboration tools. Second, we
advise future research on how to build better prototypes using anchored discussion to increase
the creative quality of online group ideation. In addition, we initiated the idea of implementing
anchored discussion into a variety of group support systems, where individuals work together in
a shared editor. Anchored discussion has the potential of improving group work, such as joint
decision-making, joint evaluation, joint problem solving, or other group processes. Even so,
the implementation of anchored discussion probably needs appropriation for different contexts.
Our findings reveal the most important issues and provide valuable insights for designers and
developers of creativity support systems.
8.9 Future Research
There are several promising avenues for future research. To date, anchored discussion has not
been evaluated for creative tasks. Our first prototype was positively received by participants,
who made some suggestions for an improved design. Further research could incorporate and
improve the usage of anchored discussion in creativity support systems and other group support
technology. Comprehensive tasks and problems can be separated into different aspects to
reduce cognitive load, while still maintaining the big picture. Our research results can therefore
be seen as informing future design guidelines on how to implement anchored discussion into
group support systems. Additional insights could be generated, if the divergent and convergent
creativity process were measured independently. The influence of anchored discussion on the
different creativity processes could aid in understanding the underlying principles of anchored
discussion. This could reveal whether the structuring of content is desirable for either the
divergent stage or the convergent stage of the creativity process. This could also increase a
more comprehensive understanding of anchored discussion. In social media, crowdsourcing, and
open innovation processes, people are more likely to contribute when a task is enjoyable, easy
to understand, rewarding, and when it creates a state of flow. Further research could evaluate
the effect of anchored discussion on these dimensions.
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9 Paper 4
Forming Virtual Teams - Visualization with Digital
Whiteboards to Increase Shared Understanding,
Satisfaction and Perceived Effectiveness
Abstract
To achieve effective virtual teamwork, suitable Information Technology (IT) that effectively
support the formation of virtual teams must be identified. This paper presents an experiment
on testing how to use IT to increase shared understanding, satisfaction, and perceived effec-
tiveness in the forming phase of virtual teamwork. We applied the psychological construct
of Shared Mental Models (SMM) - more specifically the knowledge structure team task, goal
and performance requirements - to evaluate whether the collaborative visualization of a wicked
problem with a digital whiteboard can support team members in building SMM. Our results
from the experiment reveal that the usage of a digital whiteboard positively affects team inter-
action, satisfaction, structure and understanding and hence, team performance. Furthermore,
the results support findings from prior research that richer media, which allows for synchronicity
within communication enhances the communication process.
9.1 Introduction and Motivation
Innovations in Information Technology constantly change corporate communication and collabo-
ration. IT-based, location-independent teamwork influences business routines and collaboration
patterns (Lurey and Raisinghani, 2001). The physical and geographical dispersion of companies
and workers is no longer a barrier for collaboration (Lurey and Raisinghani, 2001). However,
virtual teamwork requires different tools and mechanisms than face-to-face teamwork. Virtual
teamwork can be performed in different settings and for different purposes, which leads to the
adaptation and development of specific tools for the interaction among humans and computers
(Raghuram et al., 2010). Teamwork is generally not limited to any occupation, division or
organization, which indicates the relevance of the topic for diverse areas (Salas et al., 2000).
Workers are constantly confronted with new and challenging tasks and tools (Schouten et al.,
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2016), thus changing work habits, tasks, and performance (Lurey and Raisinghani, 2001). To
achieve effective virtual teamwork, the interdependences of individual workers, teams, IT, and
tasks must be understood (Kanawattanachai and Yoo, 2007; Lurey and Raisinghani, 2001;
Bartelt and Dennis, 2014). Identifying suitable means to effectively support the formation of
virtual teams would make a significant contribution to the knowledge base on virtual teamwork
and will also enhance existing literature. Furthermore, the research would allow practitioners
to implement adequate visualization tools, because “[a] well-designed team-based organization
can expect to see better problem solving and increased productivity, effective use of company
resources, better quality products and services, increased creativity and innovation, and higher
quality decisions.” (Lurey and Raisinghani, 2001, p. 542). In this contribution, we raise the
following research question: can IT, which enable collaborative visualization, enhance the ef-
fectiveness of virtual teams in the “forming” phase of projects? In the forming phase, team
members build a common understanding and knowledge of the underlying tasks, goals, and
intentions (Tuckman, 1965). Effectiveness, in the context of this paper, relates to the indi-
vidual perception of team members’ shared comprehension of team task, goal, and processes,
as well as their perceived satisfaction. We conducted an experiment where virtual teams vi-
sualize their tasks collaboratively to understand a wicked problem in order to initiate a team
process. The term “wicked problem” can be traced back to Buchanan (1992). Wicked prob-
lems are indistinct, have innumerable causes, have no right solution and are solved in the way
designers think (Buchanan, 1992). The designer’s perspective indicates a visual approach to
solve wicked problems. To evaluate the applicability and effectiveness of our virtual tool from
a human-centered perspective, we used the measurable psychological construct of SMM. In
the first section of this paper, we will discuss the overall challenges of (virtual) teamwork as
well as those found in the forming phase. We will also reflect on given media theories such
as Media Media Naturalness Theory (MNT), Media Synchronicity Theory (MST) and Media
Richness Theory (MRT). Secondly, we will outline the concept of visualization in regard to
digital whiteboards. Thirdly, we will discuss the role of SMM in the context of visualization
and wicked problems, as well as introducing our propositions. Fourthly, we will concentrate on
the methodology and explain our artifact (i.e. the virtual tool), our experiment, our survey,
and our results (Hevner et al., 2004). Fifthly, we will discuss our results in regards to findings
mentioned in relevant literature. Within the conclusion, we reveal that our artifact, the virtual
tool for collaborative visualization of wicked problems, increases the level of SMM, including
an increased satisfaction level, and an increased perceived effectiveness by team members.
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9.2 (Virtual) Teamwork and the Forming Phase
9.2.1 Characteristics and Phases of Teamwork
The term “team” is defined as a group of individuals who work collaboratively with a shared
intention in order to reach a specific target (Lurey and Raisinghani, 2001). In past research,
specific characteristics of teamwork have been discovered: firstly, team members are supposed
to work independently and collaboratively, in a manner that needs to be coordinated and har-
monized (Salas et al., 2000). Secondly, the team environment is changing due to task and team
settings, which demands revaluation and adjustment for team tasks and processes, which are
highly connected to communication. Thirdly, the dynamic exchange of team- and task-relevant
information is one of the challenges of teamwork. Fourthly, teamwork is characterized by always
having a limited time span, as well as a shared vision. Tuckman (1965) determined the following
phases of teamwork: forming, storming, norming, performing, and adjourning (Tuckman, 1965;
Tuckman and Jensen, 1977). The forming phase is characterized as an orientation through
testing the constraints of behavior towards tasks, members and leaders, which is followed by
building interdependencies that are highly connected to team building processes. As such, the
forming phase is an inevitable phase for collaborative teamwork, where, among other things, a
SMM is constructed and the basis for the following collaborative process is established. The
storming phase is characterized by conflicts and polarization, followed by norming, where new
standards arise and interpersonal roles are set. In the performing phase, teams channel their
ambitions towards team tasks and team goals (Tuckman, 1965). The adjourning phase closes
and dissolves teamwork (Tuckman and Jensen, 1977).
9.2.2 Media Theories – Challenges and Opportunities of Virtual
Teamwork
When comparing virtual and face-to-face teams, advantages as well as disadvantages of virtual
teams can be found. In contrast to face-to-face teams, virtual teams challenge the interplay of
verbal- and non-verbal communication in physical surroundings (Schouten et al., 2016), which
limits the visual perception of human and environment interaction (Kanawattanachai and Yoo,
2007; Bartelt and Dennis, 2014). The Media Naturalness Theory, which builds on human
evolution ideas, posits that the use of communication media suppresses key elements found
in face-to-face communication, which ends up posing cognitive obstacles for communication
(Kock, 2004). This is particularly the case in the context of complex tasks (Kock, 2004). It has
to be outlined that virtual teams are enabled for multichannel-communication in comparison
to one-channel face-to-face conversation, e.g. communication in forums and simultaneous con-
nection of team members via phone, video-chat, etc. (Schouten et al., 2016). In this context,
the Media Synchronicity Theory posits that communication will be enhanced when the syn-
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chronicity of a given medium can appropriately support the synchronicity that a communication
process requires (Dennis et al., 2008; Dennis and Valacich, 1999). The MST focuses on the
capability of media to support synchronicity, which is defined as a “state in which individuals are
working together at the same time with a common focus”. Hence, virtual teams are dependent
on electronic devices, which causes restrictions in resource access, e.g. internet and specific
software access, but also leading to the opportunity of quickly presenting visual material such as
data, graphs and photos, among other things (Schouten et al., 2016). In this regard, the Media
Richness Theory explains that richer, personal communication media is generally more effective
for communication of equivocal issues than leaner, less rich media (Daft and Lengel, 1986).
This dependence and likewise opportunity forces virtual teams to apply IT (Hollan et al., 2000).
In addition, IT facilitates the creation of virtual teams without boundaries of specific areas or
disciplines, which results in multidisciplinary teamwork and fitting competencies of team mem-
bers due to team tasks and requirements (Thomas and Bostrom, 2007). Furthermore, virtually
performed teamwork enables flexibility in terms of tasks, schedules and team formation, as well
as an adaptation of working life in organizations (Lurey and Raisinghani, 2001). In the forming
phase of teamwork, a common understanding and knowledge of the underlying tasks, goals,
and intentions by team members need to be developed. This is a challenge since virtual teams
naturally have performing restrictions in the forming phase, as communication channels are
limited due to the functionality of the applied IT (Kirkman and Mathieu, 2005; Thomas and
Bostrom, 2007; Warkentin et al., 1997).
9.3 Virtual Visualization as Teamwork Facilitator
According to the MRT, there is a need for a tool that allows rich and personal communication.
Additionally, the tool should support synchronous communication to fulfil the requirements of
the communication process. In our research, we introduce the concept of “visualization” to
support the forming processes of teams. In the given context, visualization can be understood
as a part of a Creativity Support System (Gabriel et al., 2016; Shneiderman, 2007), which
fosters the development of mental images (Rouse and Morris, 1986) and builds the basis for
various creativity techniques (Resick et al., 2010).
9.3.1 The Concept of Visualization
Generally, the concept of visualization inherits an internal and external scope, whereas internal
representation means “to form a mental image of” (Santos et al., 2015, p. 1) a given content
and is understood as a cognitive process, and external visualization refers to tangible visual
representation of given content (Ware, 2012). On an individual level, an internal representation
can be transformed to an external visual artifact to support reasoning (Ware, 2012). In terms of
teamwork, several mental images/models need to adapt to team task, goal and requirements.
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In order to create a shared understanding of several single mental models, a collaborative de-
velopment of one external visualization supports reasoning and progress (Swaab et al., 2002).
Furthermore, the possibility to visualize content supports gaining insights for a deeper under-
standing, better explanation, and for the development of groundwork for decisions (Liu et al.,
2008). In an experiment by Fischer et al. (2002) on the support of visualization in team learning
processes, it is outlined that teambuilding is formed by the previously gained knowledge of the
individuals to collaboratively shape the team process with different views and approaches, which
is defined as collaborative knowledge construction. The experiment shows that content-specific
visualization increases individual knowledge structures in team processes (Fischer et al., 2002).
These individual knowledge structures are directly linked to SMM. When it comes to virtual
collaborative visualization, the external representation is formed via the support of IT, which
acts as a mediator between the human and the image (Walny et al., 2011). However, there
is no encompassing theory so far describing the effects of virtual collaborative visualization on
teamwork (Liu et al., 2008).
9.3.2 Impact of Visualization on Digital Whiteboards
As Lurey and Raisinghani (2001) and Swaab et al. (2002) show, a continuing scientific inves-
tigation on appropriate tools to support virtual teams is needed. For example, Maynard and
Gilson (2014) advocate that the development of innovative IT for virtual teams would bene-
fit from the investigation of SMM to involve individual adaptation capabilities (Maynard and
Gilson, 2014). We focus on visualization that mirrors thoughts and relationships and connec-
tions to understand a given content. One measure to visualize content in virtual teams are
digital whiteboards (Maynard and Gilson, 2014; Santos et al., 2015; Swaab et al., 2002; Tang
et al., 2009). Digital whiteboards are digitized versions of a plain paper that can be used to
sketch (complex) thoughts, relationships and ideas to personally gain insights or to explain
content to team members (Walny et al., 2011). Whiteboards - if physically or virtually present
- differ from plain paper in terms of size to act upon (that influences the possibility to collab-
orate) or its means of change and modification through its ability to erase content (Ju et al.,
2006). The possibility of changing and deleting content of visual representations that has been
collected in teams offers the opportunity to find a common ground on specific content through
agreements via collaborative visualization (Ju et al., 2006). Past research (Abowd and Mynatt,
2000; Walny et al., 2011; Tang et al., 2009) has shown that the use of whiteboards supports
thinking processes, but there is still a lack of research on specific thinking processes. Sketch-
ing (on whiteboards) is associated with flexibility and improvisation. Other than in text-based
communication, e.g. via email that is rigid, collaborative visualization means moving images,
text, data, thoughts, and ideas (Ju et al., 2006). Recent research additionally highlights the
effectiveness of digital whiteboards to improve collective mindfulness and subsequently improve
collective decision quality (Curtis et al., 2017). Collective mindfulness means that team mem-
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bers mutually contribute to the discussion, align their actions and form a SMM (Weick and
Roberts, 1993). With the help of a digital whiteboard, participants were able to integrate
new information from other team members better into their mental models and the overall
communication patterns among the virtual team members were more effective (Curtis et al.,
2017). This makes whiteboards an appropriate tool for the forming phase of a team process
in order to create a common image that is a visual representation of collective understanding
(Mynatt et al., 1999). Analogue whiteboards have restrictions in form of using markers, sticky
notes, and photos (that need to be prepared in advance) on a dedicated surface (Mynatt et al.,
1999). Work results on analogue whiteboards are difficult to document (Mynatt et al., 1999).
In contrast, digital whiteboards are more flexible and offer the opportunity to add information
in form of photos, videos, audios, and text in real-time (depending on the functionality of the
offered software). Due to the development of diverse digital whiteboards that can be used freely
to some extent, digital visualizations of any content, either personal, individual, or team based
have to overcome less barriers and can be used in diverse settings (Ju et al., 2006; Sorapure,
2010). The original task of whiteboards has been transformed from sketching and drawing into
visually expressing thoughts with diverse media opportunities on a screen (Ju et al., 2006). The
opportunities that digital whiteboards offer for virtual collaborative visualization need further
examination. Hence, we aim to analyze the chances of using digital whiteboards in the forming
phase of virtual teams, which leads us to conduct an experiment in which we firstly define a
contemporary, wicked problem for teams to test our artifact.
9.4 SMM in the Forming Phase of Virtual Team
Performance
9.4.1 Shared Mental Models
SMM are dispersed systems, which unite knowledge structures to collaboratively agree upon in-
dividual representational conditions via delineated media (Banks and Millward, 2000). SMM are
measurable psychological constructs and describe the agglomeration of diverse mental models
in a team (Mynatt et al., 1999; Rouse and Morris, 1986). Each individual has an own mental
model in order to incorporate the miscellaneous facets a person acts in. Mental models are
individual cognitive displays, which directly interact with a person’s environment and shape the
reaction and interaction in any context (Resick et al., 2010; Rouse and Morris, 1986). Mental
models expose the necessities, wishes, and requirements of a person to generally interact in any
situation and therefore shape decision making (de Vreede et al., 2012). While mental models
refer to an individual level, the construct of mental models is shifted towards a team level.
Team Mental Models (TMM) mirror the interrelation of individual cognitive displays that fuse
together in order to collaboratively care for occupational duties, such as task and performance
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of team interaction (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1993; Cannon-Bowers and Salas, 2001; Resick et al.,
2010; Rouse and Morris, 1986). Within research on TMM, one area focuses on the similarity of
mental models, which is called SMM (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1993; Cannon-Bowers and Salas,
2001; Mohammed et al., 2000; Bittner and Leimeister, 2014; Corvera Charaf et al., 2013; van
der Pol et al., 2006). The most common and general approach of SMM refers to a collaborative
comprehension of every team member, although individual mental models vary (Klimoski and
Mohammed, 1994; Maynard and Gilson, 2014; Santos et al., 2015). This indicates that SMM
are an influencing factor for the success of team building and in general for the forming phase
of team processes. Furthermore, SMM are measurable constructs that allow the assessment
of team processes that are based on cognitive individual concerns, such as satisfaction, and
therefore act as an indicator for successful collaboration (Klimoski and Mohammed, 1994; Lim
and Klein, 2006). SMM symbolize the individual structures of knowledge of one person to
interact collaboratively with other knowledge structures, thus creating a joint course of action
in relation to one’s environment (de Vreede et al., 2012). These knowledge structures can
be divided into two types: task-related and team-related (Johnson et al., 2007). Task-related
SMM influence the team performance, as the team members’ mental efforts can be allocated
due to the reduction of communication demands (Langan-Fox et al., 2004). While prior re-
search (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1993; Mathieu et al., 2000) focused on task-related structures,
Johnson et al. (2007) developed a team-related measure, aiming to examine task-independent
information about the team’s interactions, attitudes and skills. De Vreede et al. (2012) devel-
oped advanced categories of SMM knowledge structures, including the following team-related
areas:
• knowledge structures on equipment and tools;
• knowledge structures on team task, goal, and performance requirements;
• knowledge about other team members’ abilities, knowledge, and skills;
• knowledge about appropriate team interactions.
Past research often concentrated on one of these categories (de Vreede et al., 2012). We follow
this approach and focus on the knowledge structure on team task, team goal and performance
requirements, since a common comprehension of all team members towards the task, goal and
procedure is the foundation of the forming phase of (virtual) teamwork (Mathieu et al., 2000).
Therefore, we do not consider the area “knowledge about other team members’ abilities, knowl-
edge and skills”, as our focus lies on the comprehensive understanding of a wicked problem.
Additionally, developing an understanding of each team member’s abilities and skills requires
more time and the entire process of problem definition and problem solving (Kanawattanachai
and Yoo, 2007). This involves the division of labor according to the individual knowledge and
skills, which is why we focus on the problem definition phase.
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9.4.2 Collaboratively Visualizing Wicked Problems and SMM
Sketching, as it is usually done on (analogue) whiteboards, is a visual examination of relevant
content of tasks, therefore acting as a means of communication for other task- and team-
relevant people leading to sharing mental models, respectively “shared visions” (Klimoski and
Mohammed, 1994, p. 7). Eventually, the ability of individual cognition in specific circumstances
has positive effects when interacting in a team, which can be influenced by visualization (Liu
et al., 2008). This initial situation directly leads, in terms of virtual teamwork, to the exam-
ination of the interaction among humans and computers and the analysis of specific virtual
tools that are meant to support specific teamwork affordances (Liu et al., 2008). Summing
up, visualization has a positive effect on virtual team performance and consequently on the
manifestation of SMM. Nonetheless, the question is whether SMM are able to support virtual
teams while handling wicked problems, since the success of solving wicked problems is restricted
by the boundaries of cognitive capabilities of individuals and teams (Buchanan, 1992; Liu et al.,
2008). Wicked problems challenge the human capacity, e.g. imagination (Liu et al., 2008). It
is therefore necessary to develop appropriate tools to support teams - and in our case virtual
teams - in the forming phase. Wicked problems are special cases, when it comes to the forming
phase of teamwork, since an absolute understanding of every influence and dependency of a
wicked problem is not achievable (Buchanan, 1992). The design process and the process of
problem solving can be divided into two distinct phases. The first phase comprises the problem
definition which “is an analytic sequence in which the designer determines all of the elements
of the problem and specifies all of the requirements that a successful design solution must
have”(Buchanan, 1992, p. 15). The second phase encompasses problem solving, where the
requirements and elements are combined in order to create a solution. Wicked problems have
no definitive formulation, which impedes the problem definition phase and leads to difficul-
ties when determining all the elements on a team level. This means that the outcome of the
problem definition phase cannot be assessed in order to evaluate whether a Wicked problem
was effectively defined. In this study, we focus on the forming phase of a team, where the
task and the shared understanding of the task are in focus, which aligns with the problem
definition phase. Complex problems, that are easier to solve and have an overlap to wicked
problems, have already been recognized in SMM research (Mathieu et al., 2000; Rouse et al.,
1992). Complex Problem Solving (CPS) is a process that has been established within the scope
of psychology (Funke, 2009), where a sequence of tasks is needed to reach a proposed goal.
Challenges within CPS are complex, which indicate three requirements that influence clarifica-
tion; connectivity, dynamics and no-transparency. Connectivity refers to the interconnectivity
of events and aspects, dynamics takes place through changing events and requirements and
no-transparency states that given events are not predictable (Funke, 2009). CPS as defined by
Funke (2009) inherits major aspects of the characteristics of wicked problems, which leads to
the assumption that SMM also positively contribute to wicked problems (Thomas and Bostrom,
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2007). CPS has a positive effect on the forming of SMM, since the ability of adaptation is
highly demanded in this context. Findings conclude that the forming phase of a problem-solving
situation, the process, and the outcome can be improved by allowing people to visualize their
thoughts (Blaser et al., 2000; Fischer et al., 2002). As visualizing a mental model can help
when expressing complex thoughts (Fischer et al., 2002), one approach to support team-based
solving of wicked problems is to achieve SMM by visualization.
9.5 Methodology
The presented theoretical backgrounds on teamwork and team stages, virtual teamwork, virtual
visualization, whiteboards, and wicked problems in the context of SMM shape the foundation
for our experiment on how to enhance and measure effectiveness in the forming phase of virtual
teams. Our research objectives are to test, whether collaborative virtual visualization (on a
digital whiteboard) of a wicked problem increases the effectiveness of the team forming phase.
In 2015, Santos et al. investigated the relationship between SMM and team effectiveness. Their
model states that a high SMM lowers team conflicts, fosters creativity and improves team
performance. Next to creativity and team conflicts, their research model involves the testing
of team effectiveness, that is built on team performance and team satisfaction. We adapt their
research model by measuring the shared understanding of team task and goal, team effectiveness
and satisfaction. In order to analyze our propositions, we conduct an experiment and follow
the approach of Dennis and Valacich (1999). The experiment requires the development of an
artifact (Hevner et al., 2004) based on the above mentioned findings. In the next paragraphs,
we provide a detailed derivation of our research propositions, followed by a description of our
artifact, the conducted experiment and its results.
9.5.1 Proposition
In contrast to MNT, we follow the assumptions of MST and MRT, which state that richer,
personal media that supports the synchronicity of communication processes enhance interaction
(Dennis et al., 2008; Dennis et al., 1999; Daft and Lengel, 1986; Kock, 2004). Therefore, we
chose a digital whiteboard that supports collaborative and synchronous visualization of the
team member’s individual mental models. Enhanced interaction and communication thereby
allow team members to allocate efforts on the task (Johnson et al., 2007) and share more
information. Team interaction, like communication and information sharing then leads to a
higher SMM. In addition, as wicked problems have no exact definition, it is difficult to evaluate
whether a team effectively defined the problem. Therefore, in order to evaluate whether a
team went through a successful problem definition phase, other measures such as the SMM
must be taken into account. In this regard, we derive proposition 1:
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1. A collaborative virtual visualization tool supports the shared understanding of wicked
problems.
According to Santos et al. (2015) a higher level of SMM leads to higher satisfaction of team
members. In addition, Thomas and Bostrom (2007) and Swaab et al. (2002) state that
properly designed tools lead to higher satisfaction in virtual teamwork. As a higher level of
team satisfaction is strongly related to team performance (Costa, 2003; Smith and Barclay,
1997), we derive proposition 2:
2. A collaborative virtual visualization tool increases the level of satisfaction of the
team members.
Staples et al. (2002) stated that perceived effectiveness is influenced by the use and function-
ality of information systems and Santos et al. (2015) reflects on the positive effect of the level
of SMM and effectiveness in team performance. From these findings, we conceive proposition 3:
3. A collaborative virtual visualization tool results in a higher level of perceived effec-
tiveness of the team members.
Because of the antecedents virtual teams are confronted with (Kirkman and Mathieu, 2005),
and the influence of the concept of visualization and its effects (Fischer et al., 2002; Liu
et al., 2008; Ware, 2012), we strive to further analyze how teams structured their teamwork.
It is of particular interest, whether the use of a visualization tool leads to better structured
interaction. Collaborative problem definition needs structured interaction, in order to reach
effective interaction and build a shared understanding (van der Pol et al., 2006), which is why
we derive proposition 4:
4. A collaborative virtual visualization tool leads to a better structured teamwork.
Through the key elements of SMM, i.e. knowledge structure of team task, goal and perfor-
mance requirements, we will be able to analyze meaningful criteria in order to answer our
propositions and evaluate our artifact. The interplay and relation between our propositions are
visualized in the following figure 1, which shows our derived conceptual research model.
9.5.2 Artifact
Our prototype uses the digital whiteboard Spacedeck4. Spacedeck is a software that is based on
the innovative Real Time Ideation System, which allows users to collaboratively plan, perform,
evaluate and document creative and innovation processes. The digital whiteboard involves
specific competencies like drawing freely, inserting text, forms, and multimedia such as audio,
video-, and image files. The whiteboard has an intuitive functionality and its collaboration
can be performed in real-time with multiple geographically dispersed users and on different
4Spacedeck on GitHub, https://github.com/spacedeck/spacedeck-open
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Figure 9.1: Conceptual Framework of Our Propositions
electronic devices. A chat function complements the visual communication. Although several
more digital whiteboards are available, we have chosen Spacedeck as it enables direct user in-
tegration, which results in an advanced usability. Even though, other digital whiteboards offer
more functionalities, such as templates, voting and various export possibilities, we have chosen
Spacedeck precisely because of its intuitiveness. This makes it easy to use, clear, understand-
able and similar to an analogue whiteboard. In addition, we provided visual material of a wicked
problem on radioactive waste to the teams, at which we followed the subsequent characteristics
of wicked problems (Buchanan, 1992; Funke, 2009):
• Wicked problems have a high number of elements that are relevant to the solution process
and are interconnected;
• Wicked problem solutions can be assessed as either good or bad, but there is no right or
wrong;
• There is no similar course of action to the solution process;
• Wicked problems are connected to other (complex) problems and there is just one chance for
success, and failure is no option.
The visual material of the wicked problem on radioactive waste for the whiteboard template
contains 28 elements such as nuclear fission, uranium mining, tailing, nuclear medicine, nu-
clear reprocessing and interim storage. The arrangement of the visual material on the template
does not include a definite formulation or rules on stopping, and it is prepared to resemble
a highly non-transparent structure with a variety of connections, influences, different possible
goals, and confusing information (Buchanan, 1992; Funke, 2009). The radioactive waste vi-
sualization allows for changes and rearrangements to occur. An additional text explanation is
included to provide every team with the same information on the task and the proceeding within




Our experiment involved 40 students from undergraduate and graduate programs in the ar-
eas of computer science, technology-oriented business administration, engineering, and other
technological studies. The age of the participants ranged from 22 to 30 years and the group
consisted of 34 male and 6 female participants. All participants were recruited in the course of
a lecture, however participation in the experiment was not mandatory. The participants took
part in either the experimental group (EG) or control group (CG) and the distribution was
blindly and randomly allocated. The distribution of the participants resulted in 10 teams. Con-
sequently, our experiment included 5 experimental teams and 5 control teams with 4 members
each. We limited the team size to 4 members since more team members tend to negatively
influence the building of SMM (Bossche et al., 2010). The experiment’s preparations included
the information of the group members concerning the tools to be used, since the participants
should not be influenced by uncertainties of functionalities. The group work took place under
real conditions, as all participants completed the experiment at home. The participants used
their own devices and the communication was restricted to the tool. The experiment began by
giving both groups the same written explanation of the wicked problem on radioactive waste,
but the teams of the EG were invited to work collaboratively with the digital whiteboard (in-
cluding a chat function), whereas the teams of the CG were invited to a chat conversation only.
The instructions for both groups were identical. Both groups were asked to build a common
understanding of the problem, find a common goal (not ideas), and reach a consensus. The
teams had a limited time span of 20 minutes to fulfil their task. After completion, all partici-
pants received a survey to evaluate the experiment’s content. The survey contained questions
that directly linked to the level of SMM in respect to perceived effectiveness, satisfaction, and
team performance/interaction.
9.5.4 Survey
To evaluate the experiment and to validate our propositions, we conducted a survey on the basis
of previously defined constructs from past research (Alrushiedat and Olfman, 2012; Cannon-
Bowers and Salas, 2001; Dennis et al., 1996; Johnson et al., 2007; Resick et al., 2010). The 40
participants were asked to rate their perception of the dependent measures (“shared understand-
ing of team task and goals”, “satisfaction”, “perceived effectiveness”, “structured interaction”)
on a 5-point Likert-scale. The measures are constructed by firstly defining the measure “shared
understanding of team task and goals”, which contains 21 items and is based on findings from
Johnson et al. (2007) and Santos et al. (2015). Johnson et al. (2007) provide a comprehensive
construct on how to measure “sharedness” of team-related knowledge. The final construct
contains 42 questions, which include five emergent factors of SMM, i.e. communication skills,
attitude toward teammates and task, team dynamics and interactions as well as team resources
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and working environment (Johnson et al., 2007). As stated before, in our research we focus
on shared understanding of team tasks and goals. Hence, we constructed the measure “shared
understanding of team task and goals” with 21 unweighted items based on items of Johnson
et al. (2007) and Santos et al. (2015). As a second step, we determined the measure “satis-
faction” that evaluates the level of satisfaction of each participant concerning the collaborative
visualization tool. This measure contains seven items grounded on Dennis et al. (1996) and
Santos et al. (2015). Thirdly, we defined the measure “perceived effectiveness” of the process,
which contains four items based on (Dennis et al., 1996), whereas the item (“How effective was
this meeting compared to a face-to-face meeting.”) is excluded from the statistical calculations
due to its high deviation compared to the other items of the construct. The last measure
“structured interaction” indicates how well structured and goal oriented the discussion was and
how the communication in the team was perceived. This last measure contains five items based
on Alrushiedat and Olfman (2012) and van der Pol et al. (2006). The measure contains two
questions, which are excluded from the statistical calculations and are independently treated.
All other items used in the measures are weighted equally and are included in the statistical
calculations. We calculated the internal consistency with Cronbach’s alpha (α) for each mea-
sure, to validate that all items measure the same concept (see table 9.1) (Cronbach, 1951;
Tavakol and Dennick, 2011). The complete survey with the descriptive statistics can be found
in table 11.1 in the appendix .
9.5.5 Results
The results of the survey led to 1480 ratings from 40 participants. Table 9.1 shows the de-
scriptive data of the research results and the Cronbach’s alpha for each measure. Due to
non-normally distributed data and the fact that Likert-scales were used (ordinal data), we cal-
culated a set of Mann-Whitney U tests to validate our propositions (Gibbons and Chakraborti,
2011; de Winter and Dodou, 2010). The results with a significance level of 5% (ρ = 0.05) and
r = Cohen’s effect size are presented in table 9.2.
Measure MEG MCG SDEG SDCG α
Shared understanding of the team
task and goal
1.919 3.548 0.837 0.940 .966
Satisfaction 2.050 3.436 0.916 0.969 .899
Perceived effectiveness 2.233 3.700 0.698 0.788 .829
Structured interaction 1.917 3.183 0.743 0.983 .843
Table 9.1: Descriptive Statistics of the Experiment
The Mann-Whitey U tests indicate that each measure in the EG scored statistically sig-
nificantly better than the CG (see table 9.2). In addition, the results of the survey outline
that both groups perceived the discussion to be task oriented and not personal or criticiz-
ing (MEG = 1.450;MCG = 1.800), but also stated that many explanations were necessary
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Measure U r Z ρ
Shared understanding of the team
task and goal
20708 0.662 −9.195 2.2e−16
Satisfaction 3173 0.408 −9.781 2.2e−16
Perceived effectiveness 348 0.465 −7.618 2.14e−15
Structured interaction 617 0.379 −6.207 1.05e−10
Table 9.2: Results of the Mann-Whitney U Tests
during the process (MEG = 2.400;MCG = 2.250). However, the study results also show
that the virtually supported forming phase was not perceived as effective as face-to-face meet-
ings (MEG = 3.450;MCG = 4.000). To deeper understand the relation between satisfac-
tion, perceived effectiveness and the shared understanding of team task and goals we com-
puted a Spearman’s rank correlation analysis (rs = Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient).
We aimed to find out whether participants that experience higher effectiveness also experi-
ence higher shared understanding, and whether higher satisfaction also might lead to higher
shared understanding within the group. The computing of the relationship between satisfaction
and shared understanding shows that there is a positive correlation between the two variables
(rs = 0.830, ρ = 3.846e−11). Overall, there is a strong, positive correlation between satisfaction
and shared understanding. Participants who are more satisfied also valuate a higher shared un-
derstanding, while participants who are less satisfied valuate a lower shared understanding. In
addition, we computed the relationship between perceived effectiveness and shared understand-
ing. There is again a strong, positive correlation between perceived effectiveness and shared
understanding (rs = 0.823, ρ = 8.178e−11). Participants that experience higher effectiveness
also valuate higher shared understanding. Participants that experience a less effective group
interaction also valuate a lower shared understanding. Figure 9.2 shows the scatter plots of
both correlations and the division into the EG and CG.
Figure 9.2: Correlation Between SMM and Perceived Effectiveness and SMM and Satisfaction.
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Using figure 9.2, we derive that without visualization (CG) a limited degree of SMM, satisfac-
tion and perceived effectiveness is reached, which can be exceled by the support of visualization.
Furthermore, the analysis of the chat discussions show that the experimental teams used on
average 260 words for written communication in the chat. In contrast, the control teams used
on average 514 words to communicate and fulfil their task. Eventually, all experimental teams
came to a comprehensive visualization of the wicked problem of radioactive waste that contained
every important element of the problem construct.
9.6 Discussion
Our research aims to develop an approach to enhance and measure the effectiveness of the
forming phase of virtual teamwork. We tested the effects by implementing a well-designed pro-
totype (reflecting SMM, particularly the knowledge structure team task, goal and performance
requirements) in an experiment, which follows the suggestion of Lurey and Raisinghani (2001).
Furthermore, on the basis of prior research (Alrushiedat and Olfman, 2012; Dennis et al., 1996;
Johnson et al., 2007; Santos et al., 2015; van der Pol et al., 2006), we defined measures to test
our propositions. First of all, we can state that our chosen measures serve the human-centred
approach of evaluation. The results of the experiment, compared to our propositions, were
based on a thorough literature review, which led to the following answers:
1. A collaborative virtual visualization tool supports a shared understanding of wicked
problems: In summary, we can outline that in virtual teamwork SMM are formed by the support
of visualization and the level of SMM is higher with visualization than without. This finding
supports our proposition 1 and is in line with findings stating that appropriate IT for specific
environments influences the level of shared comprehension (Lurey and Raisinghani, 2001; May-
nard and Gilson, 2014; Liu et al., 2008). The results of our experiment show that the EG had a
significantly higher shared understanding of the team task and team goal, which indicates that
the comprehension of even a wicked problem can be increased with the opportunity to visualize
collaboratively in virtual teams. It furthermore outlines that specific virtual tools enhance the
shared understanding of teams.
2. A collaborative virtual visualization tool increases the level of satisfaction of team
members: The possibility to visualize collaboratively, although team members are geograph-
ically dispersed, results in a higher level of satisfaction compared to virtual team interaction
without the possibility of visualization. This finding supports our proposition 2 and is in line
with findings that underline the positive effect of visualization and perceived satisfaction in
teams (Swaab et al., 2002).
3. A collaborative virtual visualization tool results in a higher level of perceived effec-
tiveness of team members: The comparison of the two groups shows that the EG estimated
their level of perceived effectiveness higher than the CG, which validates our proposition 3. This
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is in line with findings that highlight the effectiveness via visualization to build shared compre-
hension in team processes (Goldschmidt, 2007). This indicates that an appropriate support for
virtual teams to shape their team interaction, in our case visualization, positively contributes
to individually perceived performance of the team (Maynard and Gilson, 2014).
4. A collaborative virtual visualization tool leads to a better structured team perfor-
mance: Since the EG evaluated the team interaction as well structured, our proposition 4 is
also validated. This result is in line with findings that outline the positive effect on structured
team performance through collaborative understanding (Lim and Klein, 2006). Furthermore,
the right support of IT increases the level of structured team performance, opening the possi-
bility to collaboratively visualize on a virtual level.
Our results support the findings from research on MRT (Daft and Lengel, 1986) and MST
(Dennis et al., 2008; Dennis et al., 1999) in stating that richer, personal media that allows
for synchronicity within communication enhances the communication process. In contrast, our
results do not provide definite evidence regarding the MNT. On the one hand, we were able to
support the shared understanding, perceived effectiveness and perceived satisfaction with the
digital whiteboard. This is in contrast to the MNT, as our artifact can overcome cognitive
obstacles that are formed via dispersed communication (Kock, 2004). On the other hand, our
experiment shows that the interaction within virtual teams is less effective than the interaction
within face-to-face teams, as participants answered that the virtual collaboration was not per-
ceived as effective compared to a face-to-face meeting. This is – according to findings from
Warkentin et al. (1997) – due to the functionality and accustoming of team members towards
the tool. This indicates that the functionalities of the virtual tool need to be further adapted
and developed. By choosing a team size of four participants, we followed the literature on
teamwork stating that interaction is impaired in larger teams (Martins et al., 2004; Steiner,
1972; Valacich et al., 1992a). However, the interaction in larger virtual teams can be improved
compared to analogue groups, due to different communication mechanisms and functionalities
(Gallupe et al., 1992; Link et al., 2016; Valacich et al., 1992a). In contrast to that, the like-
lihood to reach a SMM decreases in larger teams, as more individual mental models need to
merge into one SMM (Jeong and Chi, 2007; Rentsch and Klimoski, 2001). The measures we
used in our experiment (Johnson et al., 2007; Santos et al., 2015) that examined the level of
SMM were designed and evaluated with teams of 4-5 participants. Further research is needed,
to examine whether larger teams might also benefit from a digital whiteboard, as dividing and
processing tasks between team members can reduce cognitive load (Kirschner et al., 2009; Link
et al., 2016). Furthermore, the costs of recombining information afterwards are lower compared
to the division of the information, especially in complex tasks (Kirschner et al., 2009). This
trade-off between the positive and negative effects should be measured in order to deeper under-
stand if a digital whiteboard can even support the formation and shared understanding of larger
virtual teams. In accordance with past findings (Thomas and Bostrom, 2007), the different
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usage of chat functions in the experimental and control group reveals that team communication
has been adapted towards the possibilities of the offered virtual tool. Since our artifact pro-
vides the opportunity of visual communication, the need for written conversation was reduced
towards technical support. The research from Curtis et al. (2017) aligns with our findings,
as their results show that with the use of a digital whiteboard plus a chat function, a richer
interaction and communication was reached compared to teams using solely a chat function.
With the help of the digital whiteboard the teams mindfully shared information more effectively
(leading to an increased collective mindfulness), instead of just holding multiple monologues.
In our results, the chat histories of both groups show that the CG had limited conversations on
the wicked problem’s interconnections, influences, and structures. This highlights that the used
IT in virtual teamwork can have effects on the quality of interaction as predicted by Thomas
and Bostrom (2007) and Curtis et al. (2017). According to the MRT, collaborative virtual
visualization with a digital whiteboard can therefore be seen as richer media when compared to
the sole use of a chat function when dealing with wicked problems. The experiment shows that
virtual collaborative visualization tools have positive effects on the level of SMM and there-
fore affect virtual team performance in presumably any phase of teamwork, if developed in an
appropriate manner. To conclude, we can adhere that the level of SMM is evaluated higher
when visualization supports virtual team interaction in the forming phase, which reiterates past
findings (Curtis et al., 2017; Goldschmidt, 2007). Hence, the results show that SMM act as
a promising approach to measure virtual team interaction and evaluate virtual tools, which
validates the findings from Thomas and Bostrom (2007) on the relation between SMM and
collaboration technology. In summary, we can state that individual factors, such as satisfaction,
play a major role in SMM in virtual team performance and in team effectiveness.
9.7 Conclusion and Outlook
Since IT has an impact on the effectiveness of working in geographically dispersed teams, virtual
tools for teamwork need to be developed further. The advantages of virtual teamwork require an
appropriate embodiment of virtual functionalities that serve the chances as well as the challenges
that come with virtual team interaction. This paper started with the examination of (virtual)
teams and phases of teamwork and moved on with a discussion of the means of visualization.
We presented SMM as an indicator as well as a measurement for our artifact before presenting
our experiment in detail. Our research results reveal that the usage of a digital whiteboard
- with prearranged visual material on a wicked problem - positively affect team interaction,
satisfaction, structure, and understanding, and consequently team performance. The evaluation
of our artifact shows that visual communication in virtual teams positively influences the forming
of team processes and tasks, which affects the team goal and performance requirements. We
further found out that the application of the psychological construct of SMM led to a human-
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centred evaluation of a virtual tool. The findings of this paper shall initialize future analysis on
various teamwork phases, as well as the development of virtual tools, which fit and improve the
requirements of virtual teamwork and team members. Our paper has limitations concerning
the type of visualization accessible to virtual teams, which was concentrated on whiteboards,
disregarding other collaborative virtual tools. Furthermore, the number of participants in the
experiment was limited, as well as the level of the multidisciplinary approach of the participants.
For future research, we suggest the examination of other knowledge structures of SMM in the
context of virtual teamwork as well as the integration of other creative methods to enhance
team performance. Additionally, the application of visualizations in other teamwork phases need
further investigation as well as the influence of visual communication.
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10 Paper 5
One for All and All for One - Towards A Framework for
Collaboration Support Systems
Abstract
To reach their goals, companies are on a never-ending search to find new methods for inno-
vation. In order to tackle the complex problems, which cannot be solved by a single person,
the implementation of teamwork is assumed to be applicable. With this paper, we propose a
framework for Collaboration Support Systems, which aims to enhance team performance. We
outline the differences between teams and groups and examine collective processes that on the
one hand benefit from additional knowledge and mutual stimulation, but on the other hand are
negatively influenced by various cognitive and social factors. With basic principles of collabo-
ration, we seek to tackle the negative effects of team performance and try to further enhance
the benefits of collective work. In this context, we analyzed group support systems and uni-
fied research and practice of various disciplines (like collaborative problem-solving, collaborative
decision making, collaborative creativity and collaborative learning), in order to develop a frame-
work for Collaboration Support Systems. Our paper addresses on-going topics (like anonymity
in collaboration systems) and presents design principles for software engineers. Based on a
comprehensive literature analysis, we introduce several principles and aspects for collaboration
systems that can help to better understand collaboration in teams. However, to thoroughly
understand the phenomenon of digital collaboration, further research is needed.
10.1 Introduction and Motivation
Businesses have to survive in branches with a regularly vast number of competitors. To come
out on top of the competition, innovative and profitable products and services are needed
(Kung and Schmid, 2015; Weerawardena and Mavondo, 2011). The process of developing new
products or services is based on the ability to come up with, appraise and further refine new
and innovative ideas (Forés and Camisón, 2016; Helpman, 2010; Hennessey and Amabile, 2010;
Somech and Drach-Zahavy, 2013). To reach this, businesses are on a never-ending search to
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find new methods to come up with innovations. In order to tackle the complex problems,
which cannot be solved by a single person, the implementation of teamwork is assumed to
be applicable (Kozlowski and Bell, 2008). The Internet and digitalization in general provide
businesses with the ability to work in a decentralized way. To use this advantage, companies
rely on virtual teams (Lipnack and Stamps, 1997; Townsend et al., 1998). Virtual teams
communicate, work and collaborate while being geographically and organizationally dispersed,
with the help of information technology (Townsend et al., 1998). Teams are considered to be
more effective when team members support each other’s work with the objective of creating
better outcomes. In addition, research shows that team efforts outrun the cumulated individual
outcome (Connolly et al., 1993; Nijstad and Stroebe, 2006; Paulus, 2000; Paulus and Nijstad,
2009; Santanen et al., 2000; Santanen et al., 2004). Due to synergies within a group setting,
each member is able to exceed their personal abilities. Whether this is in a problem-solving
process, decision-making process, or creativity process, the achievement of a group is considered
to be more effective. Especially group and team processes benefit from a diverse number of
members, due to their individual performance. Every member possesses different abilities and
skills, which can lead to better collective outcomes. Besides the additional wisdom and abilities,
cognitive and social influences can furthermore enhance collective performance (Paulus, 2000;
Pirola-Merlo and Mann, 2004; de Vreede et al., 2012). This influence, however, is not only one
of positive nature. A variety of negative group effects appear as well during group performance,
like production blocking, evaluation apprehension (fear of criticism), free riding, the sucker
effect and social loafing (Diehl and Stroebe, 1991; Karau and Williams, 1993; Kerr, 1983;
Kerr and Bruun, 1982; Mullen et al., 1991). These effects impair collective performance, thus
leading to inferior outcomes. Research on group creativity and collaborative learning outlines
these effects and presents a variety of approaches and principles on how to deal with any
negative effects, while still maintaining the positive effects of a team (Resnick et al., 2005;
Tinzmann et al., 1990; Voigt et al., 2013a; Voigt and Bergener, 2013). With the rise of
information technology, the design and development of group support systems started. Different
functionalities helped teams to effectively work together. With electronic brainstorming and
the possibility to synchronously communicate, the effect of production blocking, which states
that just one person at a time can talk in a face-to-face group process, could be effectively
tackled (Barki and Pinsonneault, 2001; Dennis et al., 1999; Nunamaker et al., 1987). The
functionality of anonymously contributing in a group process can on the one hand reduce
evaluation apprehension, but on the other hand increase social loafing and free-riding (Connolly
et al., 1990; Valacich et al., 1992a). Research and practice gradually formed and offered
new approaches and principles on collective performance and how information technology can
support this process. These approaches include design principles and guidelines on how to design
and develop such group support systems (Bawden, 1986; Gabriel et al., 2016; Hilliges et al.,
2007; Nunamaker et al., 1987; Resnick et al., 2005; Voigt and Bergener, 2013). Our objective
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is to unify the literature and practice on group, team and collaborative creativity as well as on
collaborative learning. We then apply the results from case studies and research to construct a
framework for collective performance with the help of collaborative principles. The framework we
propose includes design guidelines aiming to support a collaborative culture and subsequently
enhance collective performance. First, we depict the differences between collaboration and
cooperation and disclose basic principles for collaboration. In this context, we also highlight the
basic characteristics of groups and teams. The next section deals with team composition and the
role of diversity and personality for team performance and collaboration. This is followed by an
analysis of group, team and collaborative creativity with regard to systems supporting creative
collective processes. In addition, we analyze collaborative learning and approaches to improve
collaborative learning. With a unified understanding of collaboration processes, we subsequently
propose a framework for collaborative team performance and disclose factors that inhibit or
enhance collective performance. Our framework includes design guidelines and requirements for
Collaboration Support Systems in order to minimize process losses and maximize process gains,
to reach an overall effective team performance.
10.2 Collaboration and Cooperation
In current and past research, the terms collaboration and cooperation are often used synony-
mously. Therefore, we first describe briefly the different concepts of cooperation and collabo-
ration. For a cooperation, at least two partners agree on the contribution and the outcome of
the cooperation. A common strategy to reach a goal is not needed for a cooperation. The risk
which both partners have to face is the individual’s opportunism (Gerosa et al., 2006; Gulati
et al., 2012; Hord, 1981; Mattessich and Monsey, 1992). Hord (1981) describes the difference
between cooperation and collaboration in a very picturesque way: “(...) dating is a cooperative
venture, while marriage is a collaborative one" (Hord, 1981, p. 3). In his description, he refers
to the diverse goals people have when dating. In contrast, the goal pursued in a marriage should
be the same. Collaboration instead can be explained as the joint effort towards common goals.
“Collaboration can occur in any domain where people seek to create value together” (Randrup
et al., 2016, p. 900) and is based on a variety of comprehensive principles. The given definition
already brings up two main concepts of collaboration, which distinguishes it from cooperation:
a common goal and the joint effort of a collective. Having a common goal is the key factor
of collaboration and motivates every group member to work together (Wheelan, 2009). In
their article “Philosophy of Collaboration”, Randrup et al. (2016) describe this as benevolence,
where “collaborators should not intentionally work against the attainment of the group goals and
should negotiate in good faith to accommodate the private goals that motivate individual mem-
ber participation in the collaboration.” (Randrup et al., 2016, p. 904). In the learning context,
the terms collaborative and cooperative are again constantly used synonymously, even if they
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have different meanings (McInnerney and Roberts, 2004). Both collaborative and cooperative
learning methods use social interaction between the learners in the process of knowledge ac-
quirement (Dennen, 2000). In comparison, a traditional learning method mostly occurs with an
instructor providing information and printed materials during lectures. In this method, there is
almost no shared learning experience as a form of interaction between the learners (McInnerney
and Roberts, 2004). Consequently, no additional thoughts or inspirations are stimulated (Bligh,
1998). Dillenbourg et al. (1995) distinguish collaborative learning from cooperative learning
by using the contrast between cooperative and collaborative problem solving by Roschelle and
Teasley (1995). They describe collaboration as a “mutual engagement of participants in a co-
ordinated effort to solve the problem together” and characterize cooperative learning by saying
that “cooperative work is accomplished by the division of labor among participants” (Roschelle
and Teasley, 1995, p. 70). It emphasizes the responsibility of each learner for a part of the
problem solving (Dillenbourg et al., 1995). More detailed, Dillenbourg (1999) describes that
“in collaboration, partners do the work together”, whereas in cooperation, partners split the
work into sub-tasks, solve them individually and then summarize partial results into a final so-
lution (Dillenbourg et al., 1995, p. 8). Both use interaction within and between learner groups
for achieving a common goal while working together. The attainment of this goal leads to
happiness and satisfaction for every individual and in addition motivates to collaborate, which
encourages individuals to work together and fulfill even personal needs (Briggs et al., 2008).
This can be explained by the Yield Shift Theory of Satisfaction, which states that “the more
likely people perceive they are to attain their goals, the more positive their satisfaction re-
sponses” (Randrup et al., 2016, p. 900). Yield is, directly related to effort, as explained in the
Collective Effort Model. The model states, that individuals extend less effort when working on
a collective task, as the outcome is not directly related to the individual effort (Briggs et al.,
2008; Karau and Williams, 1993). Collaboration however entails the total commitment of ev-
ery group member. Randrup et al. (2016) describe this as an obligation, where collaborators
should deliver sufficient effort (Randrup et al., 2016). That in turn means that no one should
withhold any input and everyone should openly and honestly contribute. Reciprocity brings the
concept of obligation into the collective nature as it states that if one collaborator extends more
effort, the other group members should return the effort when needed (Barczak et al., 2010;
Kasper-Fuehrera and Ashkanasy, 2001; Bijlsma and Koopman, 2003; Randrup et al., 2016).
Axelrod and Hamilton (1981) describe the reciprocity-concept with the English saying “TIT
FOR TAT”. This implies, in a collaborative setting, that a favorable behavior of another person
is simply mirrored (Axelrod and Hamilton, 1981). Hence, as long as a person can perceive
a team member’s collaborative behavior, they will likely behave in the same way. This could
prevent teamwork problems like social loafing or free-riding, as mentioned above. The very
basic principle of “TIT FOR TAT” can be traced back to early philosophy, where it is discussed
under the term “golden rule” (Bunnin and Yu, 2007). In summary, we define collaboration as
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the joint effort towards a common goal, where a collective works together, without the division
of labor. In the next section, we will derive various principles of collaboration that are necessary
to successfully perform collaboration.
10.3 Principles of Collaboration
Reaching this collaborative culture however, is not as unpretentious as the principles state.
Motivating individuals to work together is complex and different in every context. Nevertheless,
collaboration works better if different group fundamentals are upheld. One important collabora-
tion principle is trust. It enhances group work in a variety of ways, like increasing the willingness
to share knowledge and to devote individual resources (Barczak et al., 2010; Kasper-Fuehrera
and Ashkanasy, 2001; Bijlsma and Koopman, 2003; Randrup et al., 2016). “Trust acts as a
facilitator and promotes interpersonal relationships prompting people to seek and give help lead-
ing to a more collaborative culture.” (Barczak et al., 2010, p. 335). Trust is therefore positively
linked to group performance and creativity (de Vreede et al., 2012). Trust however, requires and
implies mutual respect. Mutual respect occurs when every group member’s voice has the same
value and when every opinion is considered (Nelson and Cooprider, 1996). In organizations
and companies, this entails the establishment of a heterarchic structure. Creating team trust
is therefore indispensable. One way to create trust is by group awareness or Team Emotional
Intelligence. Team Emotional Intelligence is the “ability of a group to develop a set of norms
that manage emotional processes” (Druskat and Wolff, 2001), which facilitates collaboration.
Group awareness can be seen as a superordinate concept to Team Emotional Intelligence, as it
includes a broader knowledge of information about each team member (Bodemer and Dehler,
2011; Gross et al., 2005). These norms state that every group member is aware of his/her
own emotions and of the emotions of the team, which decreases team conflicts, creates bet-
ter interaction and leads to stronger relationships (Barczak et al., 2010; Druskat and Wolff,
2001). Furthermore, if a higher level of trust is achieved through the concept of Team Emo-
tional Intelligence, team members can concentrate on “[. . . ] creating and discovering rather
than defending.” (Barczak et al., 2010, p. 332). A high level of Team Emotional Intelligence
should therefore lead to a better outcome of the teamwork, through the establishment of a
trustful working environment. Another aspect for collaboration is cohesiveness or cohesion.
Cohesiveness refers to the perception of a group or a team as one unified force (Lawler et al.,
2000). Cohesiveness enhances individual commitment, benevolence and can thus lead to a
better collective performance (de Wit et al., 2012; Karau and Williams, 1997). Internal team
relations and team bonding additionally reflects cohesiveness and can develop social capital
within a team. Social capital then allows the team to better pursue the common goal (Leana
and van Buren, 1999; Newell et al., 2004). In summary, table 10.1 shows the principles and
concepts that are essential for a successful collaboration and an effective collective performance.
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Principle Sources
Reciprocity (Barczak et al., 2010; Randrup
et al., 2016)
Common goal (Randrup et al., 2016; Wheelan,
2009)
Trust and mutual respect (Bijlsma and Koopman,
2003; Kasper-Fuehrera and
Ashkanasy, 2001)
Group awareness and Team
Emotional Intelligence
(Barczak et al., 2010; Bodemer
and Dehler, 2011)
Benevolence and commitment (Briggs et al., 2008; Gulati et
al., 2012; Randrup et al., 2016)
Cohesiveness (de Wit et al., 2012; Evans and
Dion, 2012; Karau and Williams,
1997; Lawler et al., 2000)
Table 10.1: Principles of Collaboration
To further distinguish the necessity for the observance of these principles, we deeper illus-
trate group and team processes. In the following section, we first depict the differences between
groups and teams and disclose cognitive and social influences, which affect collective perfor-
mance.
10.4 Diversity in Group and Teams
In order to grasp the term collaboration, it is important to distinguish between groups and
teams. However, prior research often neglects this difference and uses the terms identically
(Hilliges et al., 2007; Hoever et al., 2012; Mamykina et al., 2002; Paulus, 2000; Pirola-Merlo
and Mann, 2004; Stockleben et al., 2016). The diverse characteristics of groups and teams are
substantial to define rules and principles for a collaboration process. A group can be defined
as two or more individuals, who work together in an interdependent relationship to fulfill a
specific task (Forsyth, 2014; Paulus, 1989). Groups often occur on their own and do not stand
in an organizational setting with specific rules or principles. Thus, groups are loose constructs
without a precise period of existence and without an exact beginning and ending. Groups are
therefore not specifically formed and do not necessarily follow a common goal, whereas each
group member instead works on their individual goal. Teams are groups that are within an
organizational setting and have a long-term relationship. Teams are often formed with specific
guidelines and rules and work together to reach a common goal (Cohen and Bailey, 1997; Hack-
man, 1987). These characteristics include different social influences that a team and a group
imply. In teams, social influences develop over time and factors like hierarchy and rules shape
the type of collaboration. Even so, Paulus et al. (2012) state that collaboration occurs in both,
teams and groups. Nonetheless, the basic principles of collaboration vary between groups and
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teams and have to be applied accordingly (Paulus et al., 2012). Essentially, it can be stated
that teams are groups within a specific setting, with defined rules and principles, that follow a
common goal and work in a long-term relationship and where specific collaboration principles
can develop in a stronger manner. Due to the fact that the terms group and team are used
interchangeably in the existing literature, we continue to examine both, research on group and
team performance, but will concentrate on team performance within our framework for collab-
oration processes. Evidence for negative and positive effects regarding the influence of diversity
in teams is highly inconsistent (Bowers et al., 2000; Webber and Donahue, 2001; Williams and
O’Reilly, 1998). Jehn et al. (1999) showed that informational diversity was positively related
to commitment and team performance, whereas apprehended value diversity was negatively
related to member satisfaction, team performance and commitment. Demographic diversity
was unrelated to group performance and positively related to member satisfaction, commit-
ment, intent to remain and perceived group performance (Jehn et al., 1999). Bunderson and
Sutcliffe (2002) found positive as well as negative relationships between performance and team
process for different types of informational diversity. Other studies show positive effects of de-
mographic diversity (Simons et al., 1999). Studies report that diversity in values and attitudes
may be related to positive outcomes, such as social integration (Harrison et al., 1998; Harrison
et al., 2002). However, there are two traditional research perspectives on team diversity and
performance (Williams and O’Reilly, 1998): the information/decision-making perspective and
the social categorization perspective. The information/decision-making perspective indicates a
positive effect of group diversity based on the conviction that diversity will lead to a broader
range of task-relevant knowledge, abilities, skills and views from the different members. This
might be helpful for working on non-routine problems and could result in more creative team
performance as the need of integrating and reconciling diverse perspectives may stimulate diver-
gent thinking (van Knippenberg et al., 2004). According to various studies on the correlation
between team performance and demographic diversity, a diverse team leads to improved cre-
ativity if it is structured. Long-established and diversified human relationships, along with the
existence of diverse information, experiences and technologies also have a positive influence on
the output (Pelled et al., 1999). Taylor and Greve (2006) argue that a team can create innova-
tion in a diversified knowledge domain by the combination of its knowledge. McGrath (2001)
insists that diversity has a positive effect on the creative manifestation process (exploration and
exploitation) particularly for exploring new products, creating new business practices and devel-
oping new technologies. Tiwana and McLean (2005) illustrate that a team formed by members
with diverse technologies, competencies and knowledge can have significantly improved cre-
ativity and performance. In contrast, the social categorization perspective suggests that team
members prefer to work with members of similar attitudes and values (Brewer, 1979; Turner
et al., 1987). Moreover, homogeneous groups tend to have a more frequent and multi-variant
communication, as they share a unified culture and world view due to in-group attachments
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and shared perceptions (Earley and Mosakowski, 2000). Since homogeneous groups have no
critical cultural difficulties during social exchange, they are more likely to be able to create an
environment which encourages positive social associations and in-group social contact (Blau,
1977). In accordance with social identity theory, homogeneity increases cooperation and sat-
isfaction while reducing emotional conflicts (Tajfel, 1974; Williams and O’Reilly, 1998). Some
studies argue that homogeneous teams can achieve more than a diversified team (Jehn et al.,
1999; Riordan and Shore, 1997) , as an extremely diverse team might cause coordination prob-
lems leading to fewer achievements (Chae et al., 2015). However, recent perspectives reveal
the coexistence of both social/categorical and informational group responses regarding diversity
(van Knippenberg et al., 2004). In addition, the social categorization perspective hinders team
members to effectively work together due to the lack of similar values, the lack of a unified
culture and due to in-group attachments, which however, can be reached with the principles of
collaboration. Especially group awareness and Team Emotional Intelligence can be beneficial
to enhance communication and create an environment that encourages in-group social contact.
In addition, Team Emotional Intelligence can also reduce emotional conflicts. Therefore, with
the principles of collaboration, the social categorization perspective can be diminished and a
more diverse team should be strived for. Besides different values and attitudes, personality
plays an important role for collaborative behavior (Bradley and Hebert, 1997; Lamprecht et al.,
2016; Shen et al., 2007). “Personality has a significant influence on group work and a proper
constellation of personality types can improve the output of teams significantly” (Lamprecht
et al., 2016, p. 131). Thus, individual personality has to be taken into account when composing
a team which should collaborate over a long-term period to reach a common goal. In summary,
collaboration can highly benefit from a multidisciplinary and diverse team (including different
personality types within the team).
10.5 Collaborative Team Process
As mentioned before, collaboration appears in a variety of processes involving collective decision-
making, problem solving, learning and creativity. Collective problem-solving and decision-making
involves creativity, where the benefits of a team and the interaction between the individuals sup-
port the creativity process (Sawyer and DeZutter, 2009) . Research on group creativity has
a long tradition in different disciplines like psychology, neurobiology, pedagogy, economics and
even information technology (Hennessey and Amabile, 2010) . Studies on group performance
and group dynamics identified that the interaction among group members is a major factor
which can have an important influence on group performance. This interaction can be a sub-
stantial source for creativity (Sawyer and DeZutter, 2009)and additionally foster the extents to
which team members have a shared understanding of the team situation and the task (Cannon-
Bowers et al., 1993; Santanen et al., 2000; de Vreede et al., 2012). This is explained by the
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shared mental model, which acts as a mediator between knowledge-sharing and team creativity
(de Vreede et al., 2012). In addition, better team performance has been linked to higher levels
of mental model similarity (Lim and Klein, 2006; Redlich et al., 2017). Indirect interaction
also influences individual creativity and thus group performance. Cognitive and social influence
occur during every group process, whereas each group member can be influenced simply by the
presence of each other. However, this influence can either impair or enhance group performance.
One main factor is production blocking which states that in a group, only one individual can
speak at a time (Diehl and Stroebe, 1991). Another effect is evaluation apprehension, which
means that individuals hold back their ideas in a group process as they fear a negative evalu-
ation (Connolly et al., 1990; Nunamaker et al., 1996; Shepherd et al., 1995; Valacich et al.,
1992b). Two further phenomena, that influence group performance, are free-riding and social
loafing. Free-riding states that group members might consider their ideas as less important for
the final outcome, causing ideas to be held back (Kerr and Bruun, 1982). Social loafing can
be explained as the tendency of individuals to expend less effort when working in a group and
even tend to hide within the group (Diehl and Stroebe, 1987; Karau and Williams, 1993). In
addition, the integrated model of individual effort on collective tasks or Collective Effort Model
(CEM) “suggests that individuals will be willing to exert effort on a collective task only to the
degree that they expect their efforts to be instrumental in obtaining valued outcomes” (Karau
and Williams, 2001, p. 119). Although many negative group effects exist, advantages such as
mutual inspiration, additional wisdom and knowledge, cognitive stimulation and effective eval-
uation outperform work done individually. Thus, a group creativity process is highly preferred,
but needs to be carried out accordingly. Similar enhancing and impairing factors can be observed
in the context of collaborative learning. In many lectures, the educator stands in front of the
room and the learners sit at desks listening to him/her. This is not suitable for a collaborative
learning environment, since it is difficult for people to transfer knowledge (Bennett, 2004). In
such an environment, it is important that everyone has the authority to contribute to ideas or
concepts. Both learners and instructors are equal participants (Tinzmann et al., 1990). Usually,
the stream of knowledge flows only in one direction, namely from the teacher to the students
(Tinzmann et al., 1990), but in a collaborative classroom it is necessary that learners share their
personal experiences, opinions and knowledge. Therefore, learners and instructors need to come
into dialogue and talk. In a collaborative classroom, where authority and knowledge are shared,
the instructor should act as a mediator. He/she helps the learners to figure out how to learn.
For example, he/she encourages the learners to connect new information to their knowledge
(Tinzmann et al., 1990). Diverse perspectives are important for enhancing learning in such a
collaborative classroom. For this reason, the experiences and opinions of everyone are relevant.
Therefore, it must be ensured that everyone can participate in the discussion, regardless of the
content (Tinzmann et al., 1990). In online collaborative learning, these characteristics are also
applicable. Primarily, learners acquire knowledge by communicating. That is why it must be
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assured that there is a possibility for communication sessions (synchronous or asynchronous)
and team composition (Olguín et al., 2000). Regardless of whether collaborative learning takes
place in the classroom or online, learners benefit from this approach. Laal and Ghodsi (2012)
summarized a list of 50 collaborative learning benefits by (Johnson and Johnson, 1989) and
(Panitz, 1999) into four categories: social, psychological, academic and assessment. One of
the social benefits is the building of a diversity understanding, which illustrates the importance
of forming a heterogenic team with diverse skills and knowledge, thus enhancing the group po-
tential. Learners interact with one another, understand their differences and therefore increase
their group awareness and team emotional intelligence. Additionally, they find a solution for
social problems which may arise (Johnson and Johnson, 1985). Learning communities are built
through collaborative learning (Tinto, 1997). Psychological benefits include an improved self-
esteem (Johnson et al., 1998). Additional benefits are, sharing doubts, opinions and questions
with other learners in order to stimulate a faster learning rate and to promote critical thinking
(Bruffee, 1999; Panitz, 1999). Learners are actively involved in the learning process and con-
struct their own knowledge consequently (Hiltz, 1998; Slavin, 1980). Furthermore, collaborative
learning enables alternate forms of assessment (Panitz and Panitz, 1999). Despite the benefits
of collaborative learning, there are some challenges. One of the most citepd disadvantages of
online collaborative learning is the already mentioned free-rider effect (Kerr and Bruun, 1982).
In the context of collaborative learning, this effect occurs when “one or more students in the
group does little or no work” (Roberts and McInnerney, 2007, p. 261). Another challenge of
collaborative learning pose the likely inequalities of students’ abilities and effort (Kreijns et al.,
2003; Roberts and McInnerney, 2007). This can result in a sucker effect (Kerr and Bruun,
1982), where the sucker must handle most of the work, because other learners of the group
perceive him as the most capable (Roberts and McInnerney, 2007) and the more productive
group members decrease their effort as the awareness of the free-riders increases (Kreijns et al.,
2003). On the one hand, this results in the same behavior as the previously discussed effect of
evaluation apprehension, where individuals hold back their knowledge, opinions or ideas to not
suffer from criticism or a perceived bad-standing within the team. On the other hand, it in-
creases free-riding and social loafing of group members, who refuse to support non-contributing
group members (Kreijns et al., 2003). Because of these challenges and benefits of collabo-
rative learning, a learning environment that can enhance individual commitment, joint effort,
trust and respect has to be created. In such a scenario, collaborative learning can succeed.
For a successful collaborative learning, it is necessary that learners additionally share common
educational goals. In order to construct a framework of collaborative team performance in
information systems, we subsequently examine various information systems that support col-
laborative creativity (and problem-solving) and collaborative learning, as well as collaborative
decision-making.
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Information technology is omnipresent and has already found a place in the research of group
support (Massetti, 1996; Nakakoji, 2005; Seidel et al., 2010; Shneiderman, 2007). In the
past, computer-based Group Support System (GSS) were mainly associated with improving
decision-making processes or supporting collective problem-solving (Nunamaker et al., 1996;
Proctor, 1993; Zigurs and Buckland, 1998). GSS aim to support groups by providing necessary
information or offering tools (e.g. shared working space, commenting etc.) to support both,
individuals as well as groups. A special form of GSS are Creativity Support Systems (CSS),
which are defined as interactive computer-based systems that support the joint creative effort
of individuals towards the completion of a task (Nunamaker et al., 1996). However, the concept
of CSS is imprecise. Every system that provides, processes or organizes information during a
creativity process can be referred to as a part of CSS (Shneiderman, 2007). The scope of CSS
is vast, ranging from digital implementations of existing creativity support techniques, systems
that are based on the organization and management of the whole idea generation process, up
to creativity stimulation software. In the context of learning, GSS are used to collectively solve
problems and work on educational theses and whenever collective problem-solving and decision
making play an important role for collaborative learning (Hayen et al., 2007; Humphreys and
Jones, 2006). Explaining how information systems should be designed to enhance collaboration
has led to a number of articles, dealing with different group processes. Various principles and
guidelines for designers and developers of IT systems were proposed in order to support team
performance (Hilliges et al., 2007; Resnick et al., 2005; Seidel et al., 2010; Voigt and Bergener,
2013). Resnick et al. (2005) propose ten basic design principles for tools to support creativ-
ity, which focus on factors that foster team creativity, such as mutual inspiration, exploration
and iteration. Even though, they state that they support collaboration in one of their design
principles, they do not provide approaches on how to tackle productivity losses due to social-
loafing, free-riding or production blocking. The main focus is set on the team composition
that enhances team performance, due to diversity and various individual knowledge and skills.
Social and psychological factors are only stated briefly and details on actual design principles,
which support trust and appropriation, are missing (Resnick et al., 2005). In 2011, Müller-
Wienbergen et al. proposed a design theory on how to develop information systems that aim
at supporting creative work and problem-solving. They focus on individual support, but state
that various principles also apply for group settings. Their requirements focus on knowledge
organization and sharing, the support of diverse perspectives, external idea stimulation and
especially highlight the support of both divergent and convergent thinking. Even though, these
principles apply for group settings, they do not take negative group factors into account and
do not provide approaches to tackle these negative social influences (Müller-Wienbergen et al.,
2011). Hilliges et al. (2007) used the term of collaborative creativity and designed a brain-
storming application, which takes negative social factors like production blocking, evaluation
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apprehension and social loafing into account. One approach to tackle evaluation apprehension,
the fear of criticism, is anonymity. Even though anonymity tends to increase social loafing and
free-riding, the benefit of decreasing evaluation apprehensions appears to outweigh its disad-
vantage, as more ideas and opinions are being shared within a group (Chen et al., 2014; Hilliges
et al., 2007). However, Hilliges et al. (2007) “sacrificed the anonymity of group members
in favor of the social implications of group awareness and personal communication” in their
brainstorming application (Hilliges et al., 2007, p. 138). This should enhance group awareness
and subsequently enhance the collaboration within the group. The results show that especially
the visibility of social interaction enhances group awareness. However, significant differences
between anonymity, the use of the electronic brainstorming application and the paper-based
method were not found (Hilliges et al., 2007). In their literature review, Voigt and Bergener
(2013) address factors influencing cognitive and social creativity. They take different negative
group effects into account and propose an integrated framework for software engineers. Their
proposition of an integrated framework for designing group creativity support systems includes
13 design principles, which can be grouped into principles that support positive group creativity
effects and principles that tackle the negative group effects. Principles of the first category are,
for example, a shared idea space to enhance mutual inspiration and the support of synchronous
and asynchronous communication. To tackle negative group creativity effects, they propose
principles like anonymity, social comparison, trace decisions and the facilitation of comparison
(Voigt and Bergener, 2013). By scrutinizing the literature on collaborative learning and collabo-
rative creativity, we identified substantial requirements for collaborative performance, which we
subsequently adjust to the principles of collaboration in order to construct a framework for Col-
laboration Support Systems. In the following section, we disclose our approach and formulate
various design guidelines to maximize collaborative performance.
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After giving an overview of the principles that have to be upheld to create a collaborative work
environment, we now deduce specific design guidelines for CoSS. In order to enhance a group’s
outcome and respectively enhance the quality of the group outcome, we have to define how
the group performance is influenced by different facilitators and inhibitors. The actual group
performance can be described with a simple equation (Hackman and Morris, 1975):
AGP = GP – PL + PG




We adapt this equation and adjust it to collaboration processes within teams, as we constitute
that collaboration works best in long-term teams with a defined structure. Our proposed
equation is defined as followed:
ACP = TP – PL + PG




Following the theory of Hackman and Morris (1975), one has to ensure that a potential
system increases process gains and team potential, while decreasing process losses, in order
to increase the overall collaborative performance. To define specific design guidelines, we first
summarize the findings of the previous sections on collaborative creativity and collaborative
learning and propose according process gains and processes losses that occur during collective
performance. In the very beginning, it is advisable to take a look at the team potential, be-
cause as the equation states, the process itself can only influence the team potential. In order
to have a high team performance, one has to start with a good team. This can be done with
heterogeneous teams that cover many abilities, support divergent and convergent thinking. Di-
versity can be defined as “differences between individuals on any attribute that may lead to the
perception that another person is different from self” (van Knippenberg et al., 2004, p. 1008).
In general, diversity could refer to any possible dimension of differences, but in practice diversity
research has its focus on differences in age, gender, ethnicity, educational background, tenure
and functional background (Williams and O’Reilly, 1998; Milliken and Martins, 1996). Apart
from that, some perspectives argue that it is also important to consider differences like person-
ality, attitudes and values (Bowers et al., 2000; Jehn et al., 1999; Harrison et al., 1998). An
adequate team composition with regard to personality types can lead to better decision-making
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processes, higher creative performance and subsequently to a significantly improvement of the
overall team performance (Bradley and Hebert, 1997; Chamorro-Premuzic and Reichenbacher,
2008; Shen et al., 2007; Stumpf and Dunbar, 1991; Volkema and Gorman, 1998). Recent
research suggests that the analysis of the team members’ written texts can give valuable in-
sights on those differences, in order to form the most heterogeneous group possible (Lamprecht
et al., 2016). This is achieved through analyzing the provided texts with text mining algo-
rithms. The resulting personality traits are used to form teams with a high potential. The
described collaboration recommender system would not be possible in oﬄine teams due to the
tremendous effort the team building process would require. All in all, it is essential to compose
a team with a high diversity considering individual personality. In addition, it is inevitable to set
common goals, define a team structure and reach an agreement on shared values to minder the
social categorization perspective and foster team performance. Process gains of collaborative
problem-solving, creativity and learning concur with mutual inspiration, additional thoughts,
knowledge, doubts and opinions, diverse cognitive abilities (like the ability to form associations)
and the ability to perform mental leaps. On a social level, influences like mutual motivation, the
encouragement to share different thoughts and knowledge and reciprocity enhance group per-
formance and thus can be grouped into process gains. Process losses are production blocking,
evaluation apprehension, the sucker effect, social loafing, free-riding, a reduced individual effort
on collective tasks, conformity and peer pressure. In order to maximize the group performance
with the help of a CoSS, we have to define various design guidelines, which enhance process
gains and minimize process losses.
Figure 10.1: Principles of Collaboration to Reduce Process Losses and Enhance Process Gains
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Design principles that enhance processes like mutual inspiration, cognitive stimulation and
knowledge sharing are, among other things, a shared working space, synchronous and asyn-
chronous communication, different working modes, organization, evaluation and selection of
ideas, thoughts and information (Finke et al., 1996; Resnick et al., 2005; Seidel et al., 2010;
Stockleben et al., 2016; Voigt and Bergener, 2013). A shared workspace provides individuals
with the functionality to express individual thoughts and ideas, as well as with the possibility to
understand the thoughts of the other group members. Different working modes like synchronous
and asynchronous communication are used to foster the joint effort and to reach a common
goal. Asynchronous communication tackles the production blocking effect, as it creates the
possibility to share thoughts and contribute simultaneously. Thus, individuals can contribute
even when other content is provided. The concept of anchored discussion supports collective
working with a tool, where comments can be tied to one aspect of a comprehensive work.
Anchored discussion has already been successfully implemented in idea generation (Link et al.,
2016) and e-learning (Alrushiedat and Olfman, 2012) With anchored discussion, individuals can
work on a collective idea or work and concentrate on different aspects, without forgetting the big
picture. This has been identified to reduce cognitive load, which especially appears when work-
ing in a group (Link et al., 2016). Voting and rating functionalities offer the possibility to rate
and evaluate generated ideas, or learning content, individually and within a group (Panitz and
Panitz, 1999; Voigt and Bergener, 2013). Hence, individuals are provided with the possibility
to quantitatively contribute their thoughts and opinions to complement other team members’
contributions, allowing for the common work to be shaped and improved. By rating different
aspects, the work can be improved overall or the selection of the best content can be empha-
sized. Furthermore, the learning effect can be improved and the individual knowledge can be
enhanced (Hiltz, 1998; Slavin, 1980). To tackle the negative group effects, various researches
have already devised different approaches and design principles. One feature, is the support of
anonymous contributions to tackle the effect of evaluation apprehension, as group members are
more willing to contribute when they do not feel any fear of negative evaluation. Especially in
groups, anonymity has advantages, such as group members not fearing criticism when they con-
tribute to group work (Jessup et al., 1990; Nunamaker et al., 1991). This effect can be observed
mainly in the early stages of ideation and team work, where evaluation apprehension is strong
(Connolly et al., 1993). Individuals withhold unfinished and early thoughts, as they fear being
misunderstood and that early thoughts may take a turn. In the context of learning, anonymity
has the same effect, as it can tackle evaluation apprehension, can lower anxiety in learning
groups and can enhance writing productivity, equity and participation (Berge and Collins, 1995;
Chester and Gwynne, 1998; Kallookaran and Robra-Bissantz, 2016; McComb, 1994; Miyazoe
and Anderson, 2011). Though, many studies support this feature, research has also shown that
anonymity can have a negative effect, since it invokes social loafing and free-riding (Connolly
et al., 1993; Jessup et al., 1990; Valacich et al., 1992a; Voigt et al., 2013a). Karau and Williams
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(1993) additionally state that providing performance standards and cohesiveness within a team
additionally tackles social loafing. In addition, studies have shown that anonymity decreases
social interaction, involvement and participation (Kreijns et al., 2003). Therefore, we state that
anonymity is irreconcilable with the principles of collaboration, as collaboration aims to reach the
opposite of what anonymity does: group understanding, group awareness and team emotional
intelligence. This requires that everyone knows every other team member. This entails, not only
knowing the name and the job position, but also being aware of emotional, social and private
information. In this context, the difference between a group and a team setting is important.
Nevertheless, anonymity can have a positive impact. The use of anonymity is especially relevant
within groups, where individuals work together without particular rules and in a short-term pe-
riod. For teams, which involve specific rules and follow a structure, we declare anonymity to be
counterproductive. Walther (1997) states that a team that has a long-term relationship focuses
on unity and that teams, where individuals are working with people who they perceive as friends
experience a higher sense of commitment and loyalty. This so-called social facilitation leads to
a higher group awareness and increases the effectiveness of collaborative performance. There-
fore, in collaboration, group awareness, team emotional intelligence and trust have to be built
up, within a long-term process. In a setting where collaborators can contribute anonymously,
these essential principles cannot be developed. Thus, we oppose the functionality of anonymity
within CoSS. Instead, the opposite of anonymity has to be reached. Hence, we suggest the
integration of social media functionalities, like social profiles, user integration and networking
and especially the communication and interaction alongside (and temporally separated) from
the actual task to build trust and respect (Golbeck, 2009; Ziegler and Golbeck, 2007). This is
also supported by Kreijns et al. (2003), who propose the support of social interaction within
the non-task contexts. These interactions “show an abundant exchange of socio-emotional
and affective information contributing to impression formation, creation of social relationships,
group cohesion and a sense of community” (Kreijns et al., 2003, p. 344). Although, building
trust and mutual respect is a long-term achievement, it is inevitable to interact with known
individuals from the beginning of the team formation. Before starting a collaborative task, it
is important to identify and set the common group goal and to foster the understanding of
the task. Creating a shared understanding of the task is important to build an effective shared
mental model, which is a requirement for an effective collaborative process (Johnson et al.,
2007; Thomas and Bostrom, 2007; de Vreede et al., 2012). This, however, does not mean that
every team member should have the same idea on how to solve a given task, rather to build a
shared understanding of what the actual problem is. In order to establish a base for happiness
and satisfaction, it is furthermore important to set achievable goals. Additionally, the com-
mon goal and task should be perceived as valuable, to reduce individual social loafing (Karau
and Williams, 1993). Karau and Williams (1993) additionally state that social loafing can be
reduced and that individuals are willing to compensate for team members’ poor performance,
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when the task is meaningful, which tackles the sucker effect. Thus, we propose a comprehen-
sive initial stage, before the actual collaboration, where the team sets one or more common
goals and fosters the shared understanding of the task. In addition to that, sharing information
about personal skills and knowledge enhances Team Emotional Intelligence (Barczak et al.,
2010), fosters trust and enhances creativity (de Vreede et al., 2012). Other design principles,
which should tackle social loafing and free-riding, are the support of session histories, trace
contributions and the facilitation of individual comparison. In order to balance group members’
contribution and to prevent group members from social loafing and free-riding, a comparison of
each individual’s contribution should be possible. A session history should provide information
about the activities of every team member. This should facilitate the comparison between
group members and expose free-riders, who do not participate enough in relation to the group
effort (Kerr and Bruun, 1982; Voigt and Bergener, 2013). Even though tracing contributions
and comparing the inputs of each team member can tackle social loafing and free-riding, it
can also lead to competition and peer pressure. Collaboration, however, relies on reciprocity,
respect and transparency, where each group member has an individual commitment towards
the group goal. This obligation is fostered by the commitment to reach the goal and produces
happiness and satisfaction, if the goal is instrumental to a private goal. Karau and Williams
(1993) support this claim and state that individual contributions are unique and valuable to the
team outcome, which decreases social loafing and increases cohesiveness (Karau and Williams,
1993). In addition, it ensures that no team member withholds any information that can affect
the process (Randrup et al., 2016). This also means that in a reciprocal team, each member is
valuable and his/her knowledge and skills are important for the team goal. An appropriate group
setting and a reciprocal collaborative culture can therefore minimize the sucker effect. Thus,
we propose that tracing and tracking of contributions is not reasonable, nor is the comparison
of individual input. Instead, it is important to strive for reciprocity and commitment, which is
again achievable by common goals, happiness and satisfaction, personal yield and respect. In
favor of the Yield Shift Theory, it is also important that individual goals are set and linked to
the common goal. Accordingly, setting a common goal within an initial stage, before the actual
team performance, is essential. Setting the common goal within a collaborative setting can
ensure that individuals can link the common goal with an individual goal, to achieve a personal
yield, which leads to happiness and satisfaction when reached. Figure 2 shows an overview of
our proposed framework for CoSS, including design principles to decrease process losses and
increase gains in order to maximize collaborative performance.
In order to effectively enhance collaborative performance, it must be ensured that every team
member follows the basic principles of collaboration. This, however, cannot only be reached
by specific design principles and CoSS, but has to be part of the companies’, schools’ or
universities’ culture where collaborative performance is required. Thus, managers of companies
have to foster collaborative principles on a long-term period to strengthen the understanding
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Figure 10.2: Framework and Design Principles for CoSS
and the need of a collaborative culture. Additionally, our design principles require individual
implementation, since each and every CoSS is designed differently, aims for different goals and
involves different individuals. For these reasons, we intent to reach out to software designers
and companies to implement and apply the principles in our framework and for researchers to
further study the effectiveness of our framework.
10.8 Conclusion and Outlook
We have set the goal for ourselves to further understand the processes of group and team perfor-
mance, to identify principles of collaboration and to subsequently unify the research and practice
of collaborative problem-solving, decision making, creativity and learning in order to propose a
framework for computer-based systems, so that these processes can be effectively supported. By
analyzing design principles for Group Support Systems, we distinguished that several of these
principles conflict with the basic principles of collaboration. Thus, we disclosed new design
principles and adapted them with the aim to enhance collaborative performance. Collaboration
can be strengthened by tackling negative team effects, which are caused by cognitive and social
influence. In addition, our proposed design principles aim to support factors that improve team
processes. Even so, we identified a variety of principles for collaboration and design. We propose
to further research collective processes and especially consider other disciplines that require col-
lective performance. This could lead to more specific design principles. In addition, more case
studies on actual CoSS and GSS could reveal insights on the long-term usage of computer-based
systems and could further expand the knowledge in this field. Furthermore, new technologies,
which can support collective processes and learning, are increasing and have to be taken into
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account. Virtual reality is one promising technology, which has already been identified as an
effective tool to support individual learning (Salzman et al., 1999). Innovative approaches exist,
which can enhance the immersion of face-to-face learning without being present in a classic
learning environment (Huttner and Robra-Bissantz, 2016). Another rising technology is mobile
and ubiquitous computing, which allow for new types of learning experiences (Kallookaran and
Robra-Bissantz, 2016; Riconscente, 2013). Learning approaches with mobile applications have
already successfully improved individual learning (Riconscente, 2013) and collective learning to
the same extent (Kallookaran and Robra-Bissantz, 2017). A major factor for collaboration is
motivation, which continues to be a challenging aspect in collective performance. Even though
our approach aims to enhance individual motivation and subsequently team motivation, other
approaches exist. One approach is gamification, which comprises the implementation of game
elements into serious context (Morschheuser et al., 2017). Gamification includes elements such
as comparison and individual ranking in order to motivate and upgrade participation, which
we identified as counterproductive in a collaborative setting. Further research could deepen
the understanding and relationship between collaboration and gamification and clarify whether
gamification is applicable in the context of collaboration. Besides motivation, it is furthermore
important that the observance of the basic principles of collaboration is ensured. Especially
benevolence is important for successful collaboration, which is complex to reach in a group
setting with specific design principles. Although collaboration is complex and many factors
should be taken into account, we think that we have built a first approach on a framework to
support collaboration and leave it open for other research and practitioners to further develop




The importance of creativity for the arts, sciences or business as noted by Teresa Amabile is time-
independent and omnipresent (Amabile, 1996; Runco, 2004). Creativity as an individual ability
becomes a beneficial resource for existing companies or start-ups, that especially unleashes its
potential when fostered within groups or teams. The support of creativity has a long tradition,
starting with creativity techniques like Brainstorming (Osborn, 1953), to more than 100 existing
and applied creativity techniques (VanGundy, 2008). With the help of IT, creativity support
can be carried out with computers (e.g. software and hardware). When IT supports the
user or users (i.e. individual, group or team) within creativity-intensive tasks, so-called CSS use
specific algorithms and functions to enhance creativity (Shneiderman, 2007). With a systematic
literature review (see chapter 8), existing CSS were analyzed considering their IT support and
collaboration features. The review revealed the absence of active IT support within CSS and
the disregard of collaboration principles within GCSS. Overall 56 CSS were analyzed according
to their degree of IT support and their collaboration functions. Additionally, five theses that
were supervised by the author revealed current state-of-the-art innovation and idea management
software and processes within companies. Current CSS solely focus on the organization and
management of ideas, without actively contributing to the creativity process. IT therefore takes
on a passive role without using its full potential of actively contributing to the creativity process.
Additionally, CSS that focus on groups or teams neglect specific collaboration principles, thus
not supporting collaborative creativity. Collaborative creativity, when individuals creatively work
towards a common goal, is most effective when specific principles are adhered. This identified
gap accordingly led to the research question, how IS should be designed to make use of active
IT and how collaborative creativity can be supported. This research question contains two main
objectives, that are: the use of active IT and the implementation of collaboration principles
within CSS, which were tackled with a DSR approach by the author. Within this DSR approach
25 articles were published, covering general creativity support, the use of active IT within CSS
and collaborative creativity. The overall DSR approach was an iterative process, where artifacts
and research results were presented and successively developed and enhanced. The following
section summarizes the results of the conducted research regarding the two objectives. The
entire research contribution of the author, with all studies carried out and published, will be
presented. All articles which are listed in chapter 1, i.e. also those which are not directly
included in this dissertation, are summarized. Among other things, this should explain the
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evolutionary and iterative approach of the author’s research endeavour and show how the entire
research is positioned in the research discourse.
11.1 Summary of the Results and Contributions
The relevance of creativity support and especially the benefits of using IT for the support of
creativity-intensive processes was covered within the papers 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 19,
22 and 24. With a systematic literature review, the relevance of the situation and context
of a user was examined and possible creativity supporting mechanisms were identified and
published in paper 16. The importance of supporting users within their situation was also
covered with paper 24. Exploratory studies with entrepreneurs revealed that creativity support
is a commonly neglected topic for start-ups. Paper 22, paper 17 and paper 12 showed that
the support of creativity and CSS are not common in entrepreneurship. However, especially
active IT can support the generation of new ideas, leading to possible new business models as
covered in paper 2. Design Thinking, as a interdisciplinary and creativity focused approach, was
covered by the papers 14, 11, 6 and 10. The results indicate that IT can be used to support
Design Thinking and that creativity and collaboration can be overall enhanced. First evidence
was reported that creative abilities are related to personality traits, which can help with the
composition of a team. Paper 9 reports first findings on this issue. In summary, the author
contributed with results from three experimental studies, one case study, two exploratory studies
and one systematic literature review leading to design guidelines (level 2 artifact) to the body of
knowledge. Figure 11.1 summarizes the findings (excluding research in progress articles) from
studies covering general creativity support aspects.
Designing and implementing IT that actively contributes to creativity-intensive processes re-
quires novel approaches and algorithms. A novel approach that was used to actively support
creativity, is an information retrieval algorithm that uses social media content to stimulate cre-
ativity. Paper 25 presents this approach on using active IT to generate possible idea stimulating
content. Paper 1 further enhances this approach and additionally provides research results on
a conducted experiment that shows the benefits of such support. The results provide first
evidence that the use of active IT can benefit creativity. With paper 21 and paper 2 a similar
information retrieval algorithm was used to stimulate creativity. This algorithm however uses
lexical databases to generate new content that can spark the generation of previously undiscov-
ered thoughts. Within an experiment, the benefits of additionally generated questions for the
creativity process was proven. Other approaches, using active IT are covered within paper 13
and paper 7, where AI is used to facilitate creativity processes. The main contributions are a
novel artifact and design guidelines for virtual moderators of creativity processes. In summary,
the author contributed four level one artifacts and one level two artifact, that tackle objective
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one. Furthermore, two conducted experiments evaluated the applicability of two of the artifacts.
Figure 11.2 provides an overview of the main contributions regarding objective one.
Figure 11.1: Contributions: General Creativity Support
Group creativity comes with a number of benefits, but also negative effects. Current CSS
use simple functions, like a chat, where users can communicate with each other. Collabora-
tion principles, as derived in chapter 2, are mainly neglected in current GCSS. Established
design principles and frameworks for GCSS (Voigt and Bergener, 2013; Resnick et al., 2005)
provide guidance for effective support of group creativity support, addressing process losses like
production blocking and social loafing, but still neglect basic principles of collaboration. The
conducted literature review additionally showed the disregard of the collaboration principles
within existing CSS, leading to objective two. The author tackled objective two with the papers
1, 2, 7, 13, 21 and 25. As collaboration encompasses a variety of mechanisms and principles,
a selective and gradual approach was conducted. After gathering various important aspects of
collaboration, Shared Mental Models were identified to be crucial for collaboration, leading to
the research presented within paper 23 and paper 3. With the feature Anchored Discussion, the
SMM of a group was supposed to be supported. In doing so, the improved SMM should lead
to an overall improved collaboration and thus more creative groups. The experimental study
however revealed that using AD did not improve the SMM, nor did it improve creativity. The
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Figure 11.2: Contributions: IT-supported Creativity
results only showed, that groups using AD were able to have a more structured interaction.
These results indicate that AD, which can be seen as a division of labour, where a group is
divided into individuals working on different aspects on an idea, can not lead to an enhanced
SMM. Therefore it is not an applicable mechanism for collaborative creativity, as it is not
helpful to split the idea that a group is working on, but rather work together on the whole
idea. Following the approach of supporting SMM, paper 15 and paper 4 report the results of an
experiment that used visualization and a digital whiteboard to support the shared understanding
of a group. The results proved that the SMM could be enhanced with a digital whiteboard
leading to a better team formation (i.e. the forming phase (Tuckman and Jensen, 1977)),
proving that using a digital whiteboard is a mechanism that can be used to support SMM and
thus collaborative creativity. Another aspect of collaboration is TEI, that was addressed with
a prototype in paper 8. The prototype uses a virtual reality and other techniques to enhance
the TEI and an improved team formation. Paper 20 additionally emphasizes the importance of
the forming phase for an effective collaborative creativity, by introducing an artifact (MaKey
MaKey5) and the mechanism of priming and interaction prior to a creativity-intensive process
to improve collaborative creativity. The results of the conducted experiment show that previous
interaction and priming can enhance collaborative creativity. Paper 5 synthesizes these findings
5The MaKey MaKey invention tool kit contains a circuit board, alligator clips and USB cables, which allows
people to connect objects to computers
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and, with the help of a literature review, constructs a framework for Collaboration Support
Systems. This framework depicts the important principles of collaboration and proposes design
guidelines and functions to support collaborative creativity. In summary, the author contributed
four level one artifacts, one level two artifact, the results of five experiments and a systematic
literature review to tackle objective two. Figure 11.3 gives an overview of the contributions
regarding objective two.
Figure 11.3: Contributions: Collaborative Creativity
In conclusion, the author contributed with a number of artifacts, systematic literature reviews,
exploratory studies and results of conducted experiments to the defined objectives. The results
provide evidence that the usage of active IT is highly beneficial for creativity-intensive processes
and that the adherence of the collaboration principles is necessary for an effective collaborative
creativity. In this dissertation, the five most relevant publications were integrated, which on
the one hand represent a cross-section of the author’s entire research, but on the other hand
also present the most relevant research results in the form of developed artifacts, empirical
studies and proposed design guidelines. However, results also indicate that the design and
implementation of a CSS depends on a variety of factors, e.g. the nature of the task, the
phase of the process and the process itself, the overall context and the number of involved
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people (individual or group). Therefore, a clear answer to the question of how a CSS should be
designed is not possible as it depends on a number of factors and is subject to the designer’s
decisions. Nonetheless, it is important to make use of active IT and support the adherence of
the collaboration principles to successfully support creativity.
11.2 Limitations and Implications for Research and
Practice
The contributions come with various implications for both, research and practice. First, the re-
sults of the conducted experiments contribute to existing theories on creative stimuli, divergent
thinking and idea generation in general. Especially, the additional benefits due to the automat-
ically generated content and its creativity stimulation, provide insights on how IT can be used
to support creativity. In line with existing theories (Howard et al., 2010; Knoll and Horton,
2010; Santanen et al., 2003; Hender et al., 2002), users generated more ideas, more diverse
ideas and enhanced ideas. The results of the conducted studies show, that IT is capable to
provide creative stimuli automatically and improve idea generation, which is usually generated
by creativity facilitators or moderators (Knoll et al., 2015; Santanen et al., 2003). This con-
tributes to the body of knowledge on creative stimuli and CSS. With the exploratory studies
on creativity and entrepreneurship, the specific characteristics and requirements of creativity
support for entrepreneurs were disclosed. Existing theories already depicted the importance of
creativity for entrepreneurship (Ward, 2004; Zhou, 2008; Gielnik, 2013; DeTienne and Chan-
dler, 2004; Ames and Runco, 2005). The exploratory studies further illustrated the importance
of divergent thinking, opportunity recognition and especially creativity support and CSS for the
early stages of entrepreneurial activities. This implicates that creativity support and CSS in
entrepreneurship differs in substantial ways from creativity support in established companies,
thus contributing to theories on creativity and entrepreneurship. The conducted research on
collaborative creativity contributes to the body of knowledge on group and team creativity.
The results tackle the current view on group creativity and how negative effects are dealt with.
The comprehensive look on collaboration processes expands the knowledge base by establishing
collaboration principles and design guidelines for an effective support of collaborative creativity.
This redefines existing theories on collaboration and further expands research on reciprocity,
group awareness, TEI and SMM. Additional implications for research provide the results of
the conducted experiments for media theories (e.g. MRT, MST and MNT), visualization, col-
laboration with AI and anchored discussion. Major implications for practice are the designed
and implemented artifacts. Companies and organizations can benefit from the way the active
IT support was implemented and specific algorithms and functions are used. The results from
the experiments indicate that, in order to come up with beneficial ideas, the organization and
management of ideas is not enough to relieve the full potential of idea generation. Software
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that explicitly facilitates creativity is needed to reach and support the full potential of creative
individuals and groups. Furthermore, practice can benefit from the results by designing and
implementing collaboration software that fosters creativity and draws upon the principles of
collaboration. Current approaches that limit collaboration to communication and information
sharing, can benefit from the proposed guidelines and the conducted experiments. Practice can
therefore highly benefit from the way the artifacts were implemented, displaying the potential of
IT, informing about specific algorithms and services that can be used to independently design
and implement CSS. In summary, the author’s research led to a variety of lessons learned, due
to implemented artifacts, systematic literature reviews, conducted experiments and proposed
design guidelines, that can help practice to overall improve creativity support and enhance idea-
and innovation management. Research results contributed to the body of knowledge on both,
IT-supported creativity and collaborative creativity. However, the conducted research under-
stands itself as a first step to shed light on the aspects of IT-supported collaborative creativity.
Even though this thesis provides valuable insights and implications for research and practice,
the results come with a variety of limitations. The design and implementations of the arti-
facts are grounded in a not insignificant part on the creativity and capabilities of the author.
Selected functions and algorithms do not reflect the current state-of-the-art, but show proto-
typical possibilities for the use of active IT. These artifacts therefore only represent possible
implementations whose functions represent a selected range of possibilities. Furthermore, the
conducted experiments and their results mainly depict potential tendencies and possibilities.
Due to the small sample sizes of the experiments, no generally valid statements can be made
and only possible directions can be pointed out. Within the laboratory and field experiments,
possible confounder and external factors could not be completely excluded and a not represen-
tative selection of test persons (i.e. mostly students) contribute to a possible falsification of the
results. A further limitation is the respective knowledge base, which could not be considered in
its entirety, especially due to its range of different research fields (e.g. psychology, philosophy,
social science and others). Despite the systematic literature review, specific studies may have
been overlooked that could contain possible contributions to the research carried out. The
same applies to the considered CSS, which were identified and analyzed. Individual implemen-
tations, which are insufficiently documented or published, could contain possible implications
for the subject of this dissertation, but could have been overlooked as well. Nonetheless, the
conducted research led to a variety of implications, that are valuable for research and practice.
When considered and applied in a reflective manner, the results provide a significant value for
practice in the design and implementation of CSS and contribute to the research on creativity.
However, many aspects like the interplay of IT and creativity, as well as collaborative creativity
need to be further investigated in order to fully understand the comprehensive phenomena of
creativity.
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Creativity is a complex and extensive phenomenon that involves and requires long and ongoing
research (Runco, 2004). Creativity, as an individual ability and thus, as an important resource
for companies and organizations is attributed with an immense importance. The support of cre-
ativity is therefore an indispensable and essential task in today’s society for start-ups to become
marketable or for established companies and organizations to ensure a long-term marketability.
Special potentials unfold in collaborative creativity, in which synergetic effects are created and
used to be creative (Bornemann, 2012; Paulus et al., 2012). Collaboration, and in particu-
lar collaborative creativity, involves a number of influencing factors that affect the success of
creativity. The principles of collaboration and the design guidelines set out in paper 5 help to
design systems that can be specifically developed and implemented for collaborative scenarios
to foster creativity. The conducted experiments and the developed artifacts, addressing SMM,
Anchored Discussion (AD) and TEI show initial ways to promote collaborative creativity. Never-
theless, further studies need to be carried out and new artifacts need to be developed, involving
mechanisms such as reciprocity, benevolence, commitment, team awareness and cohesiveness in
collaborative creativity. Evaluations of such mechanisms and functions would contribute to the
understanding of collaborative creativity and confirm or disprove the framework and its design
guidelines. In addition, aspects such as motivation and self-efficacy play a decisive role in the
willingness to participate in collaborative processes (Robra-Bissantz et al., 2017) and have to
be further examined within collaborative creativity. Anonymity, a phenomenon that repeatedly
leads to different research results (Valacich et al., 1992b; Chen et al., 2014; Connolly et al.,
1990), needs to be investigated further, especially in creative collaboration.
Another decisive aspect that must be pursued further is the operationalization of the principles
of collaboration and the generically positioned design principles. Each collaboration principle can
be implemented in different ways in specific systems. The design guidelines strongly depend
on the task to be solved and the context in which the creative process is located (Siemon
and Robra-Bissantz, 2016; McCoy and Evans, 2002; Amabile and Gryskiewicz, 1989). New
technological advances, innovative functions and new artifacts must be created in order to
implement and test the design principles in different ways. The context in which an individual
or a group finds itself must also be further investigated, as it has a decisive influence on creativity
(Siemon and Robra-Bissantz, 2016) and on aspects of collaboration, such as the TEI (Barczak
et al., 2010; Meyer et al., 2017).
A notable technological advance can currently be observed in the field of AI. Paper 1 has
already shown that the role of IT is evolving from a passive, organizing and supporting role to an
active partnership role. Paper 13 and 7 show first possible design principles and an implemented
artifact that changes collaboration with IT in the future. Seeber et al. (2018) argue that the way
IS supports collaboration will change in the next years due to human-machine collaboration. In
their paper, they propose a research agenda for a new era of collaboration research and mention
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AI as one technology that will impact collaboration (Seeber et al., 2018). With this recent
evolution, the question arises, how collaboration changes when AI is involved in teamwork.
In summary, collaborative creativity is a far-reaching and complex area. Above all, the many
cognitive and social effects involved in collaboration need to be further considered and evaluated
by experimental research. Also, the role of IT and the use of active IT elements up to a human-
machine collaboration, is one aspect that needs additional investigation. The synthesis of the
two addressed objectives (active IT support and collaborative creativity) also requires further
research, especially due to the continuous technological development, in which IT plays an
important role as a partner in a human-machine collaborative creativity.
Within this thesis the author’s research endeavour on IT-supported collaborative creativity is
presented. The motivation for the conducted research is the identified lack of active IT within
creativity support and the disregard of collaboration principles within group and team creativity.
With overall 25 publications, the author contributed various innovative artifacts, exploratory
studies and experiment results to the body of knowledge. Nonetheless, further research is
needed to shed light on the topic of IT-supported collaborative creativity, to provide valuable
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Appendix
Shared understanding of team task and goals
(Johnson et al., 2007; Santos et al., 2015)
MEG SDEG MCG SDCG
My team does what they are assigned to do. 1.70 0.80 3.75 0.77
My team has a shared goal for various project tasks. 1.80 0.77 3.65 0.75
My team discusses its goal and attains the agreement
of teammates.
1.90 0.64 3.60 0.68
My team knows the general process involved in con-
ducting a given task.
2.10 0.64 3.80 0.83
My team communicates with other teammates while
performing team tasks.
1.95 0.76 3.95 0.76
My team uses a common vocabulary in task discus-
sions.
1.70 0.92 2.80 0.62
My team shares information and individual team
members do not keep information to themselves.
1.90 0.91 3.30 0.80
My team is committed to the team goal. 1.95 0.83 3.75 0.79
Everybody in my team strives to express his or her
opinion.
2.25 0.79 4.40 0.75
My team understands their roles and responsibilities
for doing various team tasks.
2.10 0.79 3.80 0.95
My team understands where they can get information
for doing various team tasks.
1.75 0.91 3.85 0.75
My team informs each other about different work is-
sues.
2.10 0.97 3.05 0.83
My team is likely to make a decision together. 1.65 0.67 4.00 0.86
My team understands how they can exchange infor-
mation for doing various team tasks.
1.85 0.67 4.55 0.51
My team solves problems that occur while doing var-
ious team tasks.
1.80 0.77 3.75 1.12
There is an atmosphere of trust in my team. 2.00 0.97 2.75 0.72
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My team creates a work environment that promotes
productive results.
2.05 1.00 3.15 0.88
My team creates a safe environment to openly discuss
any issue related to the team’s success.
1.80 0.83 2.65 0.67
My team often utilizes different opinions for the sake
of obtaining optimal outcomes.
2.35 1.04 3.20 0.95
My team has a positive team climate. 1.80 0.77 2.65 0.59
My team has the right experience so that a critical
mass of experienced people is available on the team.
1.80 0.89 4.10 0.72
Satisfaction (Dennis et al., 1996, Santos et al.,
2015)
MEG SDEG MCG SDCG
How satisfied are you with the functioning of your
team?
2.10 0.64 3.35 0.88
How satisfied are you with the results? 2.20 1.15 3.40 0.99
How satisfied are you with the communication among
your team members?
2.25 1.12 3.35 0.93
How satisfied are you with the decisions made by your
team?
1.95 0.69 4.20 0.89
How satisfied are you with the participation in your
team?
1.95 1.05 3.35 0.88
How satisfied are you with your teamwork? 1.95 0.89 3.40 0.99
How satisfied are you with your team? 1.95 0.83 3.00 0.92
Perceived effectiveness (Dennis et al., 1996) MEG SDEG MCG SDCG
How effective was your team working on the problem? 2.10 0.55 3.70 0.85
How effective was your group at using all members’
skills?
2.50 0.76 3.55 1.16
How effective was your team in structuring the prob-
lem or the task?
2.10 0.72 3.85 1.23
How effective was this meeting versus previous face-
to-face meetings**
3.45 0.76 4.00 0.67
Structured interaction (Alrushiedat and Olf-
man, 2012; van der Pol et al., 2006)
MEG SDEG MCG SDCG
The group discussion was structured. 2.10 0.64 4.40 0.50
The group spent little time discussing their proce-
dure.
2.10 0.72 3.95 0.83
The discussion was focused on the assigned task. 1.55 0.76 3.35 0.67
Group members explained often what they mean.* 2.40 0.68 2.25 0.55
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The discussion was task oriented and not personal or
criticizing.**
1.45 0.61 1.80 0.70
*inverted
**considered independently
Table 11.1: Complete Survey with the Descriptive Statistics (Paper 4)
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